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The Indira Gandhi National
Open University was

established by an Act of
Parliament in 1985 to achieve
democratization of higher
education by taking it to the
doorsteps of the learners,
providing access to high quality
education to all those who seek it
irrespective of age, region,
religion and gender, offering
need-based academic
programmes by giving
professional and vocational
orientation to the courses, and
promoting and developing
distance education in India.

IGNOU has certain unique
features such as national
jurisdiction with international
presence,  flexible admission
rules,  individualized study:
flexibility in terms of place, pace
and duration of study,  use of
latest information and
communication technologies,
nationwide student support
services network, cost-effective
programmes, modular approach
to programmes, resource-
sharing, collaboration and
networking with conventional
universities, open universities

and other institutions/
organizations, socially and
academically relevant
programmes based on students'
need analysis, and convergence
of open and conventional
education systems.

IGNOU started offering
academic programmes from 1987
with 4,528 students on its rolls.
With 56 Regional Centres, 11
Recognized Regional Centres for
Indian Army, Navy and Assam
Rifles and around 3500 Learner

Support Centres that add stability
and diversity to it, the University
brings forth a diversity of fruitful
academic offerings for a
cumulative strength of over 3
million learners. IGNOU offer an
impressive array of programmes
and courses spanning awareness
and appreciation programmes to
research degrees; informal to
formal; vocational to professional;
and hands-on, skill-based to
knowledge-based programmes
and courses. The University 

admitted more than 11,47,056
lakh students in July 2018 and
January 2019 admission cycles.
(IGNOU 32nd Convocation Vice
Chancellor's Report).

The learners belonging to
reserved categories, viz.
Scheduled Castes; and
Scheduled Tribes get fee
reimbursement facilities as per
the rules of the University. Jail
inmates are provided full fee
exemption. Scholarship scheme
of National Centre for Promotion
of Employment of Disabled
People (NCPEDP) for Post
Graduate level programmes is
applicable to the students of this
University also. Such students
are advised to apply to the
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Every child has right to get good
education.  Education helps to build a

positive character. Education is the
process for acquiring knowledge, skills,
values and attitude. The major purpose of
education is to let children grow into
productive citizens who use their
knowledge, talents, and learning skills to
sustain themselves in society and
contribute to the development of the
nation. Rising costs and strict admission
requirements make traditional higher
education inaccessible for many students.
MOOCs (Massive Open Online Courses)
are providing access to world-class
education to any person irrespective of
age and qualification. It opens up a world
of possibilities. More and more students
now opt for a digital online courses. Open
and free learning resources are rich and
popular. Why then MOOCs are so well
received? MOOCs are the next big thing
in the technological development of higher
education. These are part of emerging
higher education technology.

The term "MOOC" was coined in 2008
by Canadian academician named David
Cormier whereas first MOOC was taught
by George Siemens and Stephen Downes
in University of Manitoba, Canada where a
class of 25 regular students was extended
online to teach 1500 students. MOOCs

are online courses, usually produced by
colleges or universities. These courses
are open to anyone who wants to take
them for free (or sometimes for a small
fee, if the student wants a certificate
saying they have passed the class with a
certain grade). Because they are open
and free, the most popular of these
courses often attract thousands of
students from all over the world-hence the
"massive" part of the name. Most MOOCs
have several parts, which may include

video lectures, readings, computer-
graded assignments or quizzes,
discussions with other students on a
forum, or peer-graded assignments.
MOOCs are different from mere video
lecture series because students take them
concurrently, not just at their own paces-
all students start at the same time and
have assignments due at the same time
so that they can discuss the content and
get help from other students. MOOCs
started gaining popularity around 2012,

although they existed several years
earlier. There are now a number of
platforms partnering with colleges and
universities to produce MOOCs, but the
most well-known are Coursera, EdX, and
Udacity.

Secondly, students have more flexibility
in their workload, as they are able to
choose when to watch the recorded video
lectures as opposed to having to be online
during live lectures. They can also choose
whether or not to complete assignments
without worrying about being graded,
skipping those that reinforce concepts or
skills they are already familiar with and
putting that time toward higher-quality
work on assignments that actually
advance their understanding of the
subject matter. This flexibility makes
MOOCs a better choice for people with
already busy schedules, like full-time
workers and students with dependents.

On the Whole, MOOCs can be said as;
M- Massive focused on scalability,

focused on Community and
Connections

O- Open registration, Content, No
charges, Affordable

O- Online Cohort, real time interaction

Continued on page 37
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BUDGET 2019-20:  A BLUEPRINT FOR NEW INDIA
Dr. S.P. Sharma

The Union Budget 2019-20 is a blueprint for India's long term growth story, a vision
which is envisaged to build a New India of the aspirations of crores of people with

an economic size of US $ 5 trillion in the next five years.  The announcements on
various socio-economic fronts indicate hopes of fulfilment of the aspirations of the
people and promises of progress. The focus on MSMEs, start-ups, development of
infrastructure, rural development, affordable housing and women empowerment are the
focused areas to promote all-inclusive development in the country. The bottoms-up
approach of the budget is ultimately ensuring that a road to a New India has become
clear to walk the talk. 
Union Budget 2019-2020 (Key takeaways)
S. Dimension Description
No.
1 Size of the Budget Rs. 27.86 lakh crore
2 Fiscal Deficit Rs. 7.03 Lakh Crore; 3.3% of GDP
3 Roadmap to achieve Indian economy to become a 3 trillion dollar economy 

USD 5 trillion in the current year. Need for investment in infras-
economy tructure; digital economy; job creation in small and 

medium firms; initiatives to be proposed for kick-
starting the virtuous cycle of investments.

4 Vision for the Next Physical and Social infrastructure; Digital India; 
Decade: 10 Pollution free India; Rural Industrialisation; Clean 
Dimensions Rivers; Coastline and ocean waters; Space progr-

amme- Gaganyaan; Self-sufficiency in Food; Healthy 
India; Miniumum Government  Maximum Govern- 
ance Nation.

5 Agriculture, Allied Rs. 80,250 crore has been allocated for upgradation 
Activities & Rural of 1,25,000 kms of road length over the next five 
Economy years; Setting up of 100 new clusters during FY2020; 

6 Industry Corporate Tax Rate lowered to 25% for companies 
with annual turnover of Rs. 400 crore; Proposal to 
streamline multiple labour laws into a set of four labour 
codes; 2% interest subvention for all GST registered 
MSMEs on fresh or incremental loans; Funds raised 
by start-ups to not require scrutiny from Income Tax 
Department.

7 Infrastructure Proposal to invest Rs 100 lakh crore in infrastructure 
over the next 5 years; Bharatmala phase 2 to be 
launched to help develop state road networks; Higher 
infrastructure funding through PPP in Indian Railways.

8 Banking, Finance & Recapitalization of banks by another Rs. 70,000 crore; 
Taxation Surcharge hike on individual taxable income above 

Rs 2 crore; PAN and Aadhaar to be used interchan- 
geably to file Income Tax returns (ITR).

9 Education & Women Proposal to bring in a new National Education Policy; 
Empowerment Proposal to establish a National Research Found- 

ation; Proposal to expand the Women Self Help 
Group (SHGs) interest subvention programme to all
districts

Source: PHD Research Bureau, compiled from Union Budget 2019-20 Speech, Government of
India

The 10 points vision including achieving minimum government maximum
governance; pollution-free India; digitization in every sector; state of art physical and
social infrastructure; self-sufficiency and export of food-grains, pulses, oilseeds, fruits
and vegetables; a healthy society with well-nourished women & children, safety of
citizens; and emphasis on MSMEs, Start-ups, defence manufacturing, automobiles,
among others, under Make in India would strengthen the growth story of the Indian
economy and increase its presence in the international economic arena as the country
has potential to become a growth engine of   World economy.  

Continuous focus on infrastructure development such as Railway modernization,
infrastructure connectivity through the projects such as industrial corridors, Bharatmala,
etc., the target of building 1.95 crore houses in the second phase of PMAY-Gramin,
additional tax benefits for first time home buyer, a further tax deduction of Rs. 1.5 lakhs
for interest paid on housing loans sanctioned in the current fiscal year upto 31st March,
2020 are the steps toward revitalising the growth in the short term and strengthening in
the medium to long term to establish a strong and sustainable growth trajectory.  

Further, the proposal to invest Rs 100 lakh crore in infrastructure over the next 5
years is highly encouraging; it will put India's economic growth on a high road. The
multiplier effect of infrastructure investments would give a big push to the potential
growth areas of the economy with millions of new employment opportunities for the
growing young workforce. 

The government has shown its priority of strategic disinvestment of select central
public sector enterprises (CPSEs), other than Air India, in view of the current
macroeconomic parameters. The disinvestment target of the government has been
increased to a little over one lakh crore for FY2010 from Rs 90,000 announced in the
interim budget. This will help government to boost its revenue and use it in development
of infrastructure, public goods and socio-economic development of overall economy. 

In continuation of the phased reduction in the corporate taxes by the government, the
announcement of lowering of tax rates to 25% for companies with annual turnover of
less than Rs 400 crores would enhance the sentiments of the businesses and
strengthen the growth of MSMEs with new possibilities for expansion and deployment
of more workforces in their respective factories. This reduction was proposed by the
industry since the last many years. It will cover and benefit 99.3 percent of the
companies and will enhance business sentiments and production possibility frontiers in
the economy.

The labour laws in India have been relatively stringent and one of the biggest hurdles
for entrepreneurs. The industry had been propounding for flexibility in labour laws since
the last many years. The proposal to streamline multiple labour laws into a set of four
labour codes is inspiring as simplification of labour laws would reduce the compliances

for the industry particularly for the MSMEs and provide more room for deployment of
workforce in the factories. This would result in making business environment more
conducive and promote ease of doing business.

The Budget has focused on attracting foreign investors to increase capital flows with
the easing of local sourcing norms for FDI in Single Brand Retail and 100% Foreign
Direct Investment (FDI) permitted for insurance intermediaries. The announcement to
merge NRI portfolio route with foreign portfolio investment is appreciable as it would
make NRI investments in India easier. Further, the decision to organise global
investor's meet in the country is investment growth provoking as it would expand the
global players' investments in India.

MSMEs are the potential growth engine of the Indian economy. The government has
very rightly diagnosed the importance of MSMEs in the economy; the announcement
of 2% interest subvention for all GST registered MSMEs on fresh or incremental loans
and creation of payment platform for MSMEs would facilitate them in getting better
access to credit and expansion in business activities.

The allocation of Rs. 70,000 crore for the PSU bank recapitalization will enhance the
health of the PSU bank and push up the pace of lending in the economy, by increasing
the sentiments for credit availability. Various praise-worthy announcements such as
solving the issue of 'Angel Tax' by introducing e-verification, speedy assessments of
start-ups and redressal of their grievances and relaxing some of the conditions for carry
forward and set-off of losses for start-ups would strengthen the start-up campaign in the
economy.

The focus on encouraging PPP in unleashing faster development and completion of
tracks, rolling stock manufacturing and delivery of passenger freight services in
railways would not only promote industrial growth but also provide better service
delivery to masses.

The prime focus to affordable housing in this budget as alignment of the definition of
affordable housing in the Income-tax Act with the GST Acts and providing the limit on
cost of the house at Rs. 45 lakh in line with the definition in the GST Acts would create
demand in the housing and construction sector activity.

In addition, the usage of land parcels held by Central Ministries and Central Public
Sector Enterprises all across the country for public infrastructure and affordable
housing is encouraging and growth provoking. The additional income tax deduction of
Rs. 1.5 lakh on interest paid on loans taken to buy electric vehicles and additional
deduction of up to Rs 1,50,000/- for interest paid on loans borrowed up to 31st March,
2020 for purchase of an affordable house valued up to Rs 45 lakh are highly beneficial
for middle class buyers.

The Budget has a strong synergy for the new education policy and made
comprehensive allocation of Rs. 400 crore for FY2019-20 to transform education
system with the focus on learning outcomes which will play a big role in revising the
current education level. Further, the Study in India campaign of the government would
help make India move towards being a global hub of education for the foreign students,
as the students would get premium education at affordable rates. This would also
benefit in the development of infrastructure, education level, facilities available in the
top institutions of India. 

The Budget announced to expand the Women SHG interest subvention programme
to all districts and made provisions for overdraft of Rs. 5,000 to be given to verified
women SHG member. These measures would strengthen women's role in the society,
going forward.

Continuing with the thrust to government has very rightly focused on agriculture
sector and increased the allocation of agriculture sector with a whopping 75% hike to
Rs 1.5 thousand crores. Further, the government's decision to promote and encourage
'zero budget farming', also called 'going back to the roots', is highly inspiring. Zero
budget farming means natural farming without using any credit and without the
monetary purchase of inputs. Zero budget farming helps in reducing the cost of
cultivation, enhance soil fertility, prevent environmental damage and all this without the
use of money. Zero budget farming has already been implemented and tested in a few
states and according to the government, this model is needed to be replicated in other
states also, followed by whole country. This will, at a great extent, help reduce the
problem of agriculture distress, as the farmers does not have to take expensive credit
to buy the inputs and other raw material from the market. Zero budget farming would
also create the scenario of self-reliance among the farmers, going forward. 

Going ahead, there are certain things which needs to be addressed in the coming
times to give a major thrust to spur economic growth trajectory of the country to the next
level, such as introduction of agricultural marketing reforms, provision of adequate and
efficient warehousing support within easy reach of villages, particularly for marginal
farmers; educating farmers to adopt mechanized farming; minimising the wastages to
less than 10% from the current level of 30 to 35%; increasing public investments in
agriculture sector, modernizing agriculture along with technological reforms; and
promoting food processing exports.

In a nutshell, the government aspires to make India a USD 5 trillion dollar economy,
thorough focussed reforms and strategic investments in the most critical areas, such as
infrastructure, digital economy, job creation, ease of doing business and kick-starting
the virtuous cycle of investments. Overall, the Union Budget 2019-2020 is a balanced,
pragmatic, welfare inducing budget and would rejuvenate the economic growth
trajectory of the nation to build a New India. 

New India where the economy will be in double digit growth trajectory, the
manufacturing sector will be globally competitive, the agriculture sector will be sufficient
to sustain the rising population and millions of jobs will be created for socio- economic
development of the nation, income levels of the people will be growing exponentially,
farmers' income will be doubled, taxation system will be simple, ease of doing business
will become a reality and standards of living will improve.

The New India will be the dream India which will provide housing for all, education for
all, easy access to medical and health facilities as well as better standards of living to
the people. The New India will promise every citizen to realize his or her potential and
contribute towards self, family and the country. New India will have numerous success
stories to tell, demonstrate and sell to the world.

(The author is Chief Economist with PH.D Chamber of Commerce &
Industry, New Delhi) E-mail: spsharma@phdcci.in

Views expressed are personal.
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F. No. A- 35014/16/2019-
Ad.V

÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U/
Government of India

ªÎ„U ◊¥òÊÊ‹ÿ/
UMinistry of Home

Affairs
Dated: 27th June, 2019

Vacancy Circular 
Subject: Filling up of one
post of Technical Assistant
in Department of Official
Language of Ministry of
Home Affairs on
'Deputation (including
short-term contract) or
absorption' basis-reg.
This Ministry invites
application from eligible
candidates for filling up of
one post of Technical
Assistant in Level-5 in the
Pay Matrix (pre-revised: PB-
1, Rs. 5200-20200/- and
Grade Pay of Rs. 2800/-) in
Department of Official
Language of Ministry of
Home Affairs on 'Deputation
(including short-term
contract) or absorption,
failing which by direct
recruitment' basis. The
details regarding Pay Scale,
Terms & Conditions and
eligibility criteria are
available in the vacancy
circular placed on the
website of the Ministry, i.e.
https://mha.gov.in/notificat
ions/vacancies. The closing
date for submission of
application through proper
channel is 60 days from the
date of publication of this
vacancy circular in the
Employment News. 

Under Secretary (Admn. V)

davp 19101/11/0006/1920 

EN 16/69

Government of India
Ministry of Defence

Deptt. of Defence Production (DGQA)
Senior Quality Assurance Establishment 

(Small Arms)
Po: Ichapur - Nawabganj, Dist : 24, Parganas (North)

West Bengal - 743144
CORRIGENDUM

The advertisement No. DAVP 10203/11/0031/1718 of EN dated 28

OCT-03 NOV 2017 inviting applications for filling up of the 19 posts of

Technician (SS), Gp 'C' post, is hereby CANCELLED due to

Administrative Reasons.
davp 10203/11/0005/1920

Maulana Abul Kalam Azad Institute of Asian
Studies (MAKAIAS), Kolkata

CORRIGENDUM

With reference to the Employment Notification no. EN 12/91 (davp

09123/11/0002/1920) published in the Employment News (at page no. 7, 22-

28 June, 2019 issue) for recruitment to the post of Administrative-cum-

Finance Officer at Maulana Abul Kalam Azad Institute of Asian Studies,

Kolkata, the following corrigendum/ amendment are made.

"The Post of Administrative-cum-Finance Officer (at sl. no. 1) will be

filled on deputation basis".

All other entries shall remain unchanged. Director 

MAKAIAS

davp 09123/11/0003/1920

EN 16/67 EN 16/61
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Appointment to the post of Joint Director (Accounts) in DRDO, Ministry of
Defence, on Deputation basis
Applications are invited from eligible candidates for 01 post of Joint Director (Accounts)
in Pay Band- 4, Rs. 37400-67000/- with Grade pay of Rs. 8700/- (Pay Level -13, 7th
CPC) to be filled on deputation basis in Lab/Estt. of DRDO located at Hyderabad,
initially for a period of 03 year (extendable as per latest DOP&T OM). Location as
indicated above is subject to change depending upon requirement at the time of
selection/appointment.
2. The eligibility conditions for the above post are as under:-
(a) Officers from any of the Organised Accounts Services of the Central Government:
(i) Holding analogous posts on regular basis; Or
(ii) With five years regular service in the pay scale of Rs. 12000-16500; and
(b) Possessing experience in Accounts, Management of Finance and Budgeting.
Note:-1. The departmental officers in the feeder category who are in the direct line of
promotion shall not be eligible for consideration for appointment on deputation.
Similarly, deputationists shall not be eligible for consideration for appointment by
promotion.
Note:- 2. Period of deputation including period of deputation in another ex-cadre post
held immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other
organisation/department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not to exceed 03
years. The maximum age limit for appointment by deputation shall not be exceeding
56 years as on the closing date of receipt of applications.
3. The selected officer will be appointed under the normal terms and conditions
prescribed in this regard by the Govt. of India.
4. It is requested that application (in duplicate and counter-signed by the Cadre
Controlling Authority), as per the given proforma, alongwith photocopies of complete
and up-to-date APARs for the last five years (2013-14 to 2017-2018) of the officer who
could be spared in the event of his/her selection may be sent to Shri Pravin Kumar
Das,  Dy Director, Dte of Personnel (Pers-AA-1), Room No. 266, 2nd Floor, DRDO
Bhawan, New Delhi-110011, within a period of 60 days from the date of issue of
this advertisement. Photocopies of the APARs should be attested on each page by
an officer not below the rank of Under Secretary or equivalent in the Central Govt,
failing which the application of the candidate shall be summarily rejected. In the event
of selection, the applicant will not be allowed to withdraw his candidature.
5. Applications received after the last date or without duly attested copies of APARs as
indicated above or without the counter-signature of the employer, or otherwise
incomplete, will not be considered. No action will be taken on advance copies of the
applications or applications, which are not received through proper channel.

(Pravin Kumar Das)
Dy Director (Pers-AA-1)

for Chairman DRDO 
Annexure-I

Joint Director (Accounts)
(a) Number of posts: 01 (ONE)
(b) Location: Hyderabad
(c) Pay Scale: Pay Band-4, Rs. 37400-67000 with Grade  pay of Rs. 8700/- (Pay Level
13)
Qualitative Requirements:
(a) Officers from any of the Organised Accounts Services of the Central Government.
(i) Holding analogous posts on regular basis; Or
(ii) With five years regular service in the pay scale of Rs. 12000-16500; and
(b) Possessing experience in Accounts, Management of Finance and Budgeting.

Job Description of Joint Director (Accounts)
1. Responsible for planning, programming, budgeting and reviewing of expenditure.
2. Costing of projects, performance, budgeting and compilation of project expenditure.
3. To exercise control over financial matters and procedures including stores
procedures.
4. To provide necessary assistance to the management on all matters relating to
acconts in DRDO Laboratories/Establishments.
5. Monitoring of settlement of Audit objections.
6. Any other job as assigned to him by his superiors from time to time.

Annexure-II

Application for appointment to the post of Joint Director (Accounts) on
Deputation basis in DRDO, Ministry of Defence

1. Name of the applicant (in Block letters)
(a) Complete postal address of the applicant’s present office

(with PIN, Tele/ FAX)
(b) Complete postal address of the Cadre

Controlling Authority (with PIN, Tele/FAX)
2. Date of Birth (in Christian Era)
3. Date of Retirement under Central Govt. Rules
4. Educational Qualifications
5. Whether Educational and other qualifications/

Experience required for the post are satisfied:
(a) Essential:
(b) Desired:

6. Please state clearly whether in the light of entries made
by you above, you meet the requirement of the post

7. Details of employment, in chronological order. Enclose a
separate sheet duly authenticated by your signature
Office Post From To Scale of pay and Nature of duties

held Basic pay (in details)

8. Nature of present employment i.e. Ad-hoc or 
Temporary or Quasi-Permanent or Permanent.

9. In case the present employment is held on deputation/
contract basis, please state:-
(a) The date of initial appointment
(b) Period of appointment on deputation/contract
(c) Name of the parent office/organization to which you belong

10. Whether working under Central Govt? (Yes/No)
11. Please state whether you are working in the same 

Department and are in the feeder grade or feeder 
to feeder grade.

12. Are you in revised Scale of Pay? If yes, give the 
date from which the revision took place and also 
indicate the pre-revised scale.

13.  Total emoluments per month now drawn.
14. Additional information, if any, which you would like to 

mention in support of your suitability for the post. 
(This among other things may provide information 
with regard to (i) Additional academic qualifications 
(ii) professional training and (iii) Work experience over 
and above prescribed in the Vacancy Circular/
Advertisement) 
(Note: Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient).

15. Whether belongs to SC/ST
16. Choice of stations for posting
17. Remarks (The candidates may indicate information 

with regard to (i) Research publications and reports and 
special projects (ii) Awards/Scholarship/Official Appreciation 
(iii) Affiliation with the professional bodies/institutions/societies 
and (iv) any other information.
(Note: Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient).

I have carefully gone through the vacancy circular/advertisement and I am well aware
that the Curriculum Vitae duly supported by documents submitted by me will also be
assessed by the Selection Committee at the time of selection for the post.

Signature of the Candidate
Address with mobile No.:________________

Date:_____________
Countersigned

(Employer with Seal)
Undertaking

I hereby declare that above particulars are correct and true to the best of my
knowledge and belief. “I, __________________ undertake that in the event of my
selection to the post of Joint Director (Accounts) in DRDO, on deputation basis, I will
not withdraw my candidature”.
Place: _________ Signature of the Candidate
Date: __________
Note: No column of the proforma should be left blank. Incomplete applications
are liable to be rejected.

CERTIFICATE BY THE CADRE CONTROLLING AUTHORITY
IN RESPECT OF SHRI/SMT _____________________

1. Certified that the particulars furnished by the officer have been checked from
available records and found correct.
2. Certified that the applicant is eligible for the post applied as per conditions
mentioned in the circular/advertisement.
3. Certified that no vigilance/disciplinary  case is either pending or contemplated
against the applicant.
4. Integrity of the applicant is certified as ‘Beyond Doubt’.
5. It is certified that no penalty has been imposed on the applicant during the last 10
years (Alternatively, penalty statement during the last 10 years may be enclosed).
6. Attested photocopies of up-to-date APARs for the last 5 years (2013-2014 to 2017-
2018) are enclosed. Photocopies of APARs have been attested on each page by an
officer not below the rank of Under Secretary or equivalent.
Date: Signature____________________________
Place: Name, Designation & Tele of the forwarding Officer

(Office Stamp)
davp 10301/11/0041/1920 EN 16/5

Government of India
Ministry of Defence

Defence Research & Dev. Orgn.
Directorate of Personnel (Pers-AA1)

266 'A' Block, DRDO Bhawan, Rajaji Marg, New Delhi-110011
Telephone: 011-23007298, Fax: 011-23014576

DOP/AA-1/68051/DEPU/2019 (JD Accts)

Space for
photograph
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EN 16/13

NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR CEMENT AND BUILDING MATERIALS
(Under the Administrative Control of Ministry of Commerce & Industry, Govt. of India)

34 km stone, Delhi-Mathura Road (NH-2), Ballabgarh-121004, Haryana, India.
Ph:+91-129-4192222/2242051   Fax: +91-129-2242100

Website:-www.ncbindia.com
Requires (On Contract Basis)

S. Post Qualification & Experience Consolidated Age No. 
No. Salary (Rs) Limit of

( Per Month) Posts
1 PT Assistant B.Sc (PCM)/M.Sc in Chemistry Or 20,000/- to 35 yrs 01

BE/B. Tech in Chemical/Civil Engineering. 30,000/-
Candidate should be first class holder in their 40,000/- to 
discipline. Should have good  communication  55,000/-
skills  and  working  knowledge  of computers. 
Experience in proficiency testing/certified 
reference materials will have an advantage.

2 CRM B.Sc (PCM)/M.Sc in Chemistry Or 20,000/- to 35 yrs 01
Developer BE/B.Tech in Chemical Engineering. 30,000/-

Candidate should be first class holder in their 40,000/- to  
discipline. Should have good communication 55,000/-
skills and working knowledge of computers. 
Experience in proficiency testing/certified 
reference materials will have an advantage.

3 TQM B.Sc/M.Sc/Graduate in any Branch of For B.Sc/M.Sc: 35 yrs 01
Assistant Engineering. Candidate should be first class 20,000/- to 

holder in their discipline. Should have good 30,000/-
communication skills and working knowledge For Graduate in
of computers and statistics is desirable. Engg: 40,000/- 

to 55,000/-
4 Lab B.Sc (PCM)/M.Sc (Physics) or Graduate/ For Diploma/ 35 yrs 01

Assistant Diploma in Electrical/Electronic/Instrumentation/ B.Sc/M.Sc: 
Mechanical Engineering. 20,000/- to 
Working knowledge of computers is desirable. 30,000/- For 
Experience in Calibration activities preferable. Graduate in 

Engg.: 40,000/- 
to 55,000/-

5 Sr Project B.E./B.Tech (Mining Engg.) (Preference will be 55,000/- to 35 yrs 01
Engineer given to candidates passed out from IlTs and 60,000/-
(Project NllTs)
Engineering With minimum 8 years experience in Mining 
& System Plan as per IBM Guidelines, Computer-Aided 
Design) Deposit Evaluation, Raw Material Feasibility 

Studies, Equipment Selection, Mining Rules 
& Regulations /Knowledge of Mine Legisla-
tions & Safety as per DGMS guidelines, 
Audit of Limestone Mining Operations which 
include drilling, blasting, loading & handling 
crushing, illumination etc., Knowledge of Open
Cast Mine Surveying/Rock Mechanics, Know-
ledge of latest Open  cast  Mining Equipment 
& Practices, Preference will be given to First 
Class Mine Managers Certificate of Compe-
tency restricted to Open Cast Mines.

6 Attendant Matric (10th Std) with having 15-20 yrs 25,000/- to 55 yrs 01
experience in a reputed tech/manufacturing 30,000/-
organization

7 Accounts B.Com with minimum 20-25 years experience 30,000/- to 55 yrs 01
Assistant in finance & accounts with knowledge of EPF, 35,000/-

Income Tax with Tally and computer skills for 
accounting purpose.

8 Electrician SLC/Matriculation having 2 years regular 18500/- 35 yrs 01
certificate in ITI (Electrical Trade) and having 
5 years experience in electrical works like 
handling of LT & HT panels, repair of laboratory 
equipment like Autoclave, Curving Tank, UTM/
CTM machine Control Panel etc Diesel 
Generators set and various electrical main-
tenance works, maintenance of store inventory.

9 Office Graduate with computer proficiency and having 20,000/- 35 yrs 01
Assistant atleast 3 years experience in office adminis-

tration including various services eg processing 
of biometric attendance records, administrative 
works related to staff quarters, processing of 
canteen bills, catering, communication and 
dispatches etc. 

10 Laboratory B.Sc(PCM)/M.Sc (Chemistry)/Diploma in Civil 20,000/- to 35 yrs 03
Assistant Engineering atleast 5 years experience in the 30,000/-

laboratory of repute preferably in Government 
organization/Autonomous body. Experience in 
testing of Physical properties of cement, 
cementatious material, Aggregate, Hardened 
Concrete (Compressive/Flexural Strength, 
Durability etc.)

NOTE
1) Preference will be given to candidates having meritorious academic qualifications and relevant

experience.
2) Age Relaxation is applicable as per Government of lndia Rules to candidates belonging to 'SC', 'ST',

'OBC' categories.
3) Canvassing in any form and/or bringing influence political or otherwise will be treated as a

disqualification for the post.
4) Interim queries will not be entertained.
5) Council reserves the right to raise minimum standards and /or relax age, experience in deserving

cases. Number of Post may increase or decrease according to the need of the council.

6) Interested candidates may apply on the above address by
sending their application (along with recent passport size
photograph ) to the Director General within 15 days of
publication of this advertisement, on plain paper giving all
details related to name, age, qualification, experience, postal
address (contact number) etc along with self-attested copies of
all mark sheet / degrees and experience details. Application
received through email and fax will not be considered.

7) For detailed information, please visit our website
http://www.ncbindia.com. All corrigenda, addendum,
amendments, clarification etc. to this advertisement will be
posted on this website only.

DIRECTOR GENERAL
davp 65207/11/0005/1920 EN 16/6

»§ÊßU‹ ‚¥ÅÿÊ/ File No. 19 (40)/2011-Estt.III

⁄UÊc≈˛UËÿ ‡Ê∑¸§⁄UÊ ‚¥SÕÊŸ
National Sugar Institute

∞∑§ •Êß¸U∞‚•Ê 9001—2015 ¬˝◊ÊÁáÊÃ ‚¥SÕÊŸ
An ISO 9001:2015 Certified Institute

©U¬÷ÊÄÃÊ ◊Ê◊‹, πÊl ∞fl¥ ‚Êfl¸¡ÁŸ∑§ ÁflÃ⁄UáÊ ◊¥òÊÊ‹ÿ
Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Food & Public Distribution

(πÊl ∞fl¥ ‚Êfl¸¡ÁŸ∑§ ÁflÃ⁄UáÊ Áfl÷Êª)
Department of Food & Public Distribution

(÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U)/(Government of India)
Vacancy Circular

Applications are invited from the eligible candidates amongst
working under the Central Government or State Government or
Union Territories Administrations or Public Sector undertakings or
Universities or recognized research institutions or semi Govern-
ment or autonomous bodies or statutory organizations for appoint-
ment at National Sugar Institute, Kanpur on Deputation. Details of
the post, eligibility condition etc. may be accessed from the
institute's website www.nsi.gov.in.
Name of the Post : Foreman (Boiler)
No. of Post : 01
Group : ‘B’
Age limit : 56 years
Level in the Pay Matrix : Level-6, Cell-1, Rs. 35,400/-
Qualifications : (i) Three years Diploma in Mechanical Enginee-
ring from a recognized Institute or Board.
(ii) Two year's experience in operating boiler plant in a factory or
workshop of a Government Organization.
2. Application of only such candidates who can be spared
immediately in the event of selection will be considered which are
routed through proper channel and are accompanied by :-
(i) Bio-data (in duplicate).
(ii) Photocopies of ACR/APARs for the last five (5) years duly
attested on each page by concerned officer.
(iii) * Certificate by the Employer/Cadre Controlling Authority.
(iv) (*) as per prescribed proforma available on the website.
3. Application of eligible candidates can be spared immediately in
the event of selection may be sent directly to the Senior
Administrative Officer, National Sugar Institute, Kalyanpur
Kanpur-208017 within a period of 60 days from the date of
issue/ publication of this advertisement.

(Jitendra Singh)
Astt. Prof. of Sugar Technology &

EN 16/4 Senior Administrative Officer
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Sainik School Balachadi
Jamnagar (Gujarat)

(English Medium School/CBSE Recognised) 
(Under Sainik Schools Society, Ministry of Defence, Govt of India)

1. Applications are invited for the following at Sainik School Balachadi, Jamnagar :-
(a) Name of Post and Age Limit, Vacancy & Pay Level : PGT Computer Science
Regular Basis
Age : Between  21-40 yrs as on 31 Oct 2019
No. of Vacancy : 01 (Unreserved)
Pay Level : Level 8 (Rs. 47600-151100) & Free Messing with Cadets
Eligibility
Essential Qualification :
1. At least 50% marks in aggregate in any of the following:
B.E or B.Tech (Computer Science/ IT) from a recognized University or equivalent
Degree or Diploma from an institution/ university recognised by the Govt. of India. or
B.E or B.Tech (any stream) and Post Graduate Diploma in Computers from a
recognized University. or
M.Sc. (Computer Science)/ MCA or Equivalent from a recognized University. or
B.Sc. (Computer Science) / BCA or Equivalent and Post Graduate degree in subject
from a recognized University. or
Post Graduate Diploma in Computer and Post Graduate degree in any subject from a
recognized University. or
'B' Level from DOEACC and Post Graduate degree in any subject. or
'C' Level from 'DOEACC' Ministry of Information and Communication Technology and
Graduation.
2. Proficiency in teaching in English.
Desirable : B.Ed Degree
(i) Preference will be given for Teaching experience of 2 years in CBSE affiliated
English Medium School, preferably residential, (ii) Higher Qualifications (iii)
Achievements in NCC/Sports/Extra-Curricular activities etc. (iv) Knowledge of
Computer Applications.
(a) Name of Post and Age Limit, Vacancy & Pay Level : TGT Social Science
Regular Basis.
Age : Between   21-35 yrs as on 31 Oct 2019 Reserved for SC  
No. of Vacancy : 01
Pay Level : Level 07 (Rs. 44900 - 142400) & Free Messing with Cadets
Eligibility
Essential Qualification : (i) Graduation with History as main subject and B.Ed in
relevant subject from recognised University / Institute with at least 50% marks in
aggregate or BA. B.Ed with  History as  Main Subject from Regional College of
Education.
(ii) CTET / STET qualified
Desirable: (i) Preference will be given for Teaching experience of 2 years in CBSE
affiliated English Medium School, preferably residential, (ii) Higher Qualifications (iii)
Achievements in NCC/Sports/Extra-Curricular activities etc.
2. Allowances and Perquisites : In addition to allowances as approved by the

Sainik Schools Society (Ministry of Defence), incumbents are entitled to free
accommodation as available, LTC, Pension (as per New Pension Scheme),
Gratuity and subsidized education for two children for regular staff, subject to
fulfilling minimum eligibility criteria. Other allowances and benefits will be provided
as per Sainik Schools Society Rules and Regulations, 1997 as amended time to
time.

3. Interested candidate may apply to the Principal, Sainik School Balachadi,
Jamnagar -361230 within 21 days of publication of advertisement along with
one passport size photograph, Bio-data, Self attested photocopies of Certificates/
Testimonials, Demand draft of Rs. 400/- (Non-Refundable) in favour of
Principal, Sainik School Balachadi payable at Jamnagar and self-addressed
envelope affixed with Rs. 30/- Stamps. Eligible and shortlisted candidates will
be called for written test, Practical and interview on a date to be intimated later.
No TA/DA is admissible to the Candidates called for Test / Interview.

4. The School administration reserves the right to cancel the vacancy due to
administrative / policy reasons.

5. For application form and other details you may visit school website www.
ssbalachadi.org.

EN 16/23 Principal

Government of India

Ministry of Power 
Shram Shakti Bhawan, Rafi Marg, New Delhi-110001

It is proposed to fill up three posts of Staff Car Driver (Ordinary Grade) in the
Ministry of Power in General Central Service, Group 'C' Non-Gazetted, Non-Ministerial
in Pay Band-1, Rs.5200-20200 + Grade Pay of Rs.1900/- [Level-2(Rs. 19900-63200)
in the Pay Matrix] by Deputation/absorption from employees working in Ministries of
Central Government and from Armed Forces Personnel on Deputation/ re-employment
basis. The details of the post, eligibility conditions etc. are indicated in Annexure-I.
2. The applications (in duplicate) in the prescribed proforma (Annexure-II), may be
sent through proper channel, duly countersigned by the Head of Office, together with
the certificate from the Forwarding Authority (Annexure-III) and Copies of
ACR/APARs/Work & Conduct Report for the last five years duly attested by an
officer not below the rank of Under Secretary, to the Under Secretary(Admn.), Room
No. 26, Ministry of Power, Shram Shakti Bhawan, New Delhi-110001 within six
weeks from the date of advertisement in the Employment News.
3. Applications not forwarded through proper channel or those received without the
requisite documents/certificates or received after the last date will not be entertained.
4. The candidates who apply for the post will not be allowed to withdraw their
candidature subsequently.

Annexure-I
1. Name of the post : Staff Car Driver (Ordinary Grade)
2. Classification : General Central Service Group 'C' (Non-Gazetted)
3. Scale of Pay : PB-1 : Rs. 5200-20200 + Grade Pay of Rs. 1900/- (pre-revised)
Level-2 (Rs. 19900-63200) in the Pay Matrix.
4. Method of Appointment and Eligibility :
Deputation/Absorption: From amongst the regular Despatch Rider  (Group C)  and
Group C employees in Pay Band-1 Rs. 5200-20200 Grade Pay Rs. 1800 (pre-revised)
in the Ministry of Power, who possess valid Driving License for Motor Cars on the basis
of a Driving Test to assess the competence to drive   Motor   Cars,   failing  which  from
officials  holding  the   post   of Dispatch Rider on regular basis or regular Group C
employees in Pay Band -1 Rs. 5200-20200 Grade Pay Rs. 1800 in other Ministries  of
the Central    Government   who    fulfill   the    necessary   qualifications    as mentioned
in column 6.
Deputation or re-employment for Armed Forces Personnel
The Armed Forces Personnel due to retire or who are to be transferred to reserve within
a period of one year and having the requisite experience and qualifications prescribed
shall also be considered.  Such persons would be given deputation terms upto the date
on which they are due for release from the Armed Forces; thereafter they may be
continued on re-employment.
Note: The period of deputation including the period of deputation in another ex-
cadre post held immediately preceding this appointment in  the  same  or  some
other organization  or Department  of the Central Government shall ordinarily not
exceed three years. The maximum  age  limit  for  appointment  by  deputation/
absorption shall be 'Not exceeding 56 years' as on the closing date of receipt of
applications.
5. Age Limit : Not exceeding 56 years on the closing date for receipt of
applications.
6. Educational and other qualifications required : 
Essential: (i)   Possession of a valid driving licence for motor  Cars: (ii)  Knowledge of
motor mechanism (The candidate should    be able to remove minor defects in vehicle);
(iii) Experience of driving a motor car for at least 3 years: and (iv) Pass in 10th standard.
Desirable: (i) 3 years' service as Home Guard / Civil Volunteers.

Annexure-II
1. Name in Block letters
2. Designation
3. Date of Birth
4. Date of retirement
5. Educational Qualification
6. Other Qualification (as i) Possessing a valid driving license: Yes/No

prescribed in Column-I) ii) Knowledge of motor mechanism: Yes/No
7. Whether the applicant 

possess requisite experience 
for the post

8. Whether in the light of the entries 
made above, the applicant meets 
the requirements of the post

9. Details of employment, in 
chronological order

Office Post held and From To Nature of Duties
scale of pay

10. Nature of present employment 
i.e. ad-hoc or temporary or 
quasi permanent or permanent

11. Additional information, if any, 
which the applicant likes to 
furnish in support of his suitability 
for the post. Enclose a separate 
sheet, if the space is insufficient

12. Whether belong to SC/ST
13. Remarks
Place : 
Date : (Signature of the applicant)

Countersigned by Head of the Department

Annexure-III
(Certificate to be furnished by the Employer/Head of 

Office /Forwarding Authority)
Certified that the particulars furnished by Sh.________ are correct and he possesses
educational qualifications and experience mentioned in the advt.
2. Also certified that:-
i. There     is     no     vigilance     or     disciplinary    case     pending/contemplated
against Shri________________
ii. His integrity is certified.
iii. His CR Dossiers/Work and Conduct Reports in original are enclosed/photocopies of
the ACRs/APARs/Work and conduct Report for the last 5 years duly attested by an
officer of the rank of Under Secretary to the Govt. of India or above, are enclosed.
iv. No major/minor penalty has been imposed on him during the last 10 years.

Signature :
Name & Designation :
Telephone No. :
Office Seal :

Place : 
Date : 
List of enclosures: EN 16/11
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The Madras Sanskrit College 
& S.S.V. Patasala

84, Royapettah High Road, Mylapore, Chennai- 600004
Phone : 044-24980421 

E-mail: mds.sanskritcollege@gmail.com
Notification of Vacancy for Recruitment of Teaching Post

(Recognized as Adarsh Sanskrit Mahavidyalaya under the Scheme for financial
assistance to institutions recognized as Adarsh Sanskrit Mahavidyalayas/ Adarsh
Shodha Sansthan being implemented by the Rashtriya Sanskrit Sansthan (Deemed
University) under Ministry of Human Resource Development, Government of India).
Applications are invited for the following positions : 
1. Name of the Post :
Asst. Professor of Hindi - 01 (one post- Unreserved)
Pay Scale: Pay Band of Rs. 15600-39100 with AGP of Rs. 6000 
Qualifications:
Essential:
A. (i) A Master's degree with 55% marks (or an equivalent grade in a point-scale
wherever the grading system is followed) in concerned/relevant/allied subject from an
Indian University, or an equivalent degree from an accredited foreign university.
(ii) Besides fulfilling the above qualifications, the candidate must have cleared the
National Eligibility Test (NET) conducted by the UGC or the CSIR, or a similar test
accredited by the UGC, like SLET/SET or who are or have been awarded a Ph. D.
Degree in accordance with the University Grants Commission (Minimum Standards and
Procedure for Award of M.Phil./ Ph.D. Degree) Regulations, 2009 or 2016 and their
amendments from time to time as the case may be exempted from NET/SLET/SET:
Provided, the candidates registered for the Ph.D. programme prior to July 11,2009,
shall be governed by the provisions of the then existing Ordinances/Bye-laws/
Regulations of the Institution awarding the degree and such Ph.D. candidates shall be
exempted from the requirement of NET/SLET/SET for recruitment and appointment of
Assistant Professor or equivalent positions in Universities/Colleges/Institutions subject
to the fulfillment of the following conditions :-
a) The Ph.D. degree of the candidate has been awarded in a regular mode;
b) The Ph.D. thesis has been evaluated by at least two external examiners;
c) An open Ph.D. viva voce of the candidate has been conducted;
d) The Candidate has published two research papers from his/her Ph.D. work, out  of
which at least one is in a refereed journal;
e) The candidate has presented at least two papers based on his/her Ph.D work in
conferences/seminars sponsored/funded/supported by the UGC/ICSSR/CSIR or any
similar agency.
The fulfillment of these conditions is to be certified by the Registrar or the Dean
(Academic Affairs) of the University concerned. OR
B. The Ph.D degree has been obtained from a foreign university/institution with a
ranking among top 500 in the World University Ranking (at any time) by any one of the
following: (i) Quacquarelli Symonds (QS) (ii) the Times Higher Education (THE) or (iii)

the Academic Ranking of World Universities (ARWU) of the Shanghai Jiao Tong
University (Shanghai).
Note: The Academic score as specified in Appendix II (Table 3A) for Universities,
and Appendix II (Table 3B) for Colleges, shall be considered for short-listing of
the candidates for interview only, and the selections shall be based only on the
performance in the interview.
Desirable : -
1. Research degree in concerned subject or published research work of outstanding
value.
2. Ability of guiding research students.
3. Knowledge of Sanskrit and English.
4. Knowledge of Principles of Language teaching.
5. Teaching experience in concerned subject.
General Conditions :
1. The latest passport size photograph (2) of the candidate should be affixed to the
application form.
2. The Adarsh Sanskrit Mahavidyalaya reserves the right  to fill up or not to fill up the
post without assigning any reason.
3. Candidates must send three sets of their publications, if any, along with the
application form.
4. Candidates already in service must submit their applications through proper channel.
They may, however send an advance copy, but if called for interview they must produce
a "No objection certificate" from their employer.
5. Candidates will have to present themselves for the interview at their own expenses.
6. Candidates should bring all certificates in original at the time of interview.
7. The appointee will be the employee of The Madras Sanskrit College & S.S.V
Patasala, 84, R.H. Road, Mylapore, Chennai - 600 004 and not of Govt. of India or of
Rashtriya Sanskrit Sansthan. They will be governed by the provisions of the scheme
as applicable from time to time.
8. Application containing details of academic qualifications and experience supported
by attested photocopies of original documents along with a fee of Rs. 2000/- (Rs.
1000/- in case of SC/ST/EWS/PWD candidates) in the form of a crossed Demand Draft
drawn in favor of the Principal, The Madras Sanskrit College & S.S.V Patasala, should
reach "The Chairman ( Management Committee ), The Madras Sanskrit College &
S.S.V Patasala, 84, Royapettah High Road, Mylapore, Chennai - 600004 within 30
days from the date of advertisement in the News Paper/Employment News by
Registered Post/Speed Post (ordinary post or by hand will not be accepted).
Application received after due date shall not be considered. The college will not be
responsible for delay caused by postal or any other reasons. No correspondence
regarding consideration of late application will be entertained.
9. Canvassing in any form will be a disqualification.

Chairman
(Management Committee) 

The Madras Sanskrit College
& S.S.V. Patasala 

84. R.H. Road, Mylapore
Chennai - 600004, Tamil Nadu EN 16/24

National Archives of India
ADMISSION NOTICE

89th Short-term certificate course in "Records Management"
Duration : 2nd to 26th September 2019
Objective : The course is to train in creation, control and disposition of records.
Eligibility : Graduate in any discipline from a recognized University.
Reservation : Reservation of seats as per Government of India norms for
SC/ST/OBC/person with disability.
Age : Below 30 years for private applicants. Below 50 years for sponsored applicants.
(Relaxation in age for reserved categories is applicable as per Government norms)
Registration Fee : Application along with attested copies of educational qualification
and Rs.100/- ( Rupees hundred) only through crossed Indian Postal Orders/Bank
Draft in favour of Administrative Officer, National Archives of India, Janpath, New
Delhi-110001, be sent to the Director General of Archives, National Archives of
India, Janpath, New Delhi-110001. Sponsored candidates should apply through
proper channel.
Course Fee : Rs. 200/- (Rupees two hundred) only, non-Refundable, to be paid at the
time of admission. 
Last date of application : 16th August 2019.
Boarding & Lodging: The School has no boarding & lodging facilities.
The prescribed application form may be downloaded from National Archives of
India website (nationalarchives.nic.in).

FORMAT OF APPLICATION
89th  Short-term certificate course in “Records Management”

1. Name of Applicant _______________________________________________
2. Father's / Husband's Name ________________________________________
3. Age and Date of Birth ____________________________________________
4. Category: General   OBC   PH  ST    SC 
5. Postal address & Tel. No. ___________________________________________

E-Mail (Mandatory) _______________________________________________
6. Permanent address _______________________________________________
7   Name and address of the Sponsoring Department, if employed. ___________
8.   Post held at present _____________________________________________
9.   Details of the crossed Indian Postal order/ Demand draft _________________
10. Academic qualification (enclose attested copies of testimonials):-
Examination Subject Year of Division Percentage Name of
Passed Passing of Marks University

Date: Signature of candidate 
Signature and Seal of the Sponsoring Authority

EN 16/16 Fax/ Telephone No. 

Jawaharlal Nehru
University

New Delhi-110067
Advt. No. RC/61/2019

Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi, invites applications for faculty positions at the
level of Associate Professor available in various Schools/Special Centres of the
University. Applicants with good academic record, teaching and research experience
and working in related areas, are encouraged to apply.  University also solicits
applications from candidates with research interests that are interdisciplinary. At
present, the number of vacancies is as under:
Position/Scale of Pay SC ST OBC EWS PwD UR Total
Associate Professor 22 11 40 15 07 62 157
Pay Level 13 A of 7th CPC
(Rs. 1,31,400/-2,17,100/-)

Essential Qualifications:
(i) A good academic record, with a Ph.D. Degree in the concerned/allied/relevant
disciplines.
(ii) A Master's Degree with at least 55% marks (or an equivalent grade in a point-scale,
wherever the grading system is followed).
(iii) A minimum of eight years of experience of teaching and / or research in an
academic/research position equivalent to that of Assistant Professor in a University,
College or Accredited Research Institution/industry with a minimum of seven
publications in the peer- reviewed or UGC-listed journals and a total research score of
Seventy five (75) as per the criteria given in Appendix II, Table 2, of UGC Regulations,
2018.
For more details on School/Centre, Specializations, number of vacancies etc. please
visit JNU website www.jnu.ac.in/career or contact Assistant Registrar, Room No.
132, Recruitment Cell, Administrative Block, JNU, New Delhi - 110067. (Email:
recruitment@mail.jnu.ac.in). The eligible and interested applicants should apply
online in the format available on the University website.  Applications will be
accepted online only.  The last date for receipt of applications is 19th August,
2019 at 5:30 P.M.
Note :

Any corrigendum/addendum shall be posted only on the University website.
This advertisement & further recruitment process will be subject to any
clarifications from MHRD/UGC or any other competent authority.

Registrar 
EN 16/19 Jawaharlal Nehru University
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Jawaharlal Nehru University
New Delhi-110067

Advt. No. RC/60/2019    
Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi, invites applications for faculty positions at the
level of Professor available in various Schools/Special Centres of the University.
Applicants with good academic record, teaching and research experience and working
in related areas, are encouraged to apply.  University also solicits applications from
candidates with research interests that are interdisciplinary. At present, the number of
vacancies is as under:
Position/Scale of Pay SC ST OBC EWS PwD UR Total
Professor  16 08 28 10 05 43 110
Pay Level 14 of 7th CPC
(Rs.1,44,200/-2,18,200/-)

Essential Qualifications:
(A) (i) An eminent scholar having a Ph.D. degree in the concerned/allied/relevant
discipline, and published work of high quality, actively engaged in research with
evidence of published work with, a minimum of 10 research publications in the peer-
reviewed or UGC-listed journals and a total research score of 120 as per the criteria
given in Appendix II, Table 2, of UGC Regulations, 2018.
(ii) A minimum of ten years of teaching experience in university/college as Assistant
Professor/Associate Professor/Professor, and / or research experience at equivalent
level at the University/National Level Institutions with evidence of having successfully
guided doctoral candidate. OR
(B) An outstanding professional, having a Ph.D. degree in the relevant/allied/applied
disciplines, from any academic institutions (not included in A above)/industry, who has
made significant contribution to the knowledge in the concerned/allied/relevant
discipline, supported by documentary evidence provided he/she has ten years
experience.
For more details on School/Centre, Specializations, number of vacancies etc. please
visit JNU website www.jnu.ac.in/career or contact Assistant Registrar, Room No.
132, Recruitment Cell, Administrative Block, JNU, New Delhi - 110067. (Email:
recruitment@mail.jnu.ac.in). The eligible and interested applicants should apply
online in the format available on the University website.  Applications will be
accepted online only.  The last date for receipt of applications is 19th August,
2019 at 5:30 P.M.
Note:

Any corrigendum/addendum shall be posted only on the University website.
This advertisement & further recruitment process will be subject to any
clarifications from MHRD/UGC or any other competent authority.

Registrar
EN 16/9 Jawaharlal Nehru University

Jawaharlal Nehru University
New Delhi-110067

Advt. No. RC/62/2019
Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi, invites applications for faculty positions at the
level of Assistant Professor available in various Schools/Special Centres of the
University. Applicants with good academic record, teaching and research experience
and working in related areas, are encouraged to apply. University also solicits
applications from candidates with research interests that are interdisciplinary. At
present, the number of vacancies is as under:
Position/Scale of Pay SC OBC UR Total
Assistant Professor 01 01 02 04
Pay Level-10 of 7th CPC 
(Rs. 57,700-1,82,400/-)

Essential Qualifications :
(i) A Master's degree with 55% marks (or an equivalent grade in a point-scale wherever
the grading system is followed) in a concerned/ relevant/ allied subject from an Indian
University, or an equivalent degree from an accredited foreign university.
(ii) Besides fulfilling the above qualifications, the candidate must have cleared the
National Eligibility Test (NET) conducted by the UGC or the CSIR, or a similar test
accredited by the UGC, like SLET/SET or who are or have been awarded a Ph. D.
Degree in accordance with the University Grants Commission (Minimum Standards
and Procedure for Award of M.Phil./Ph.D. Degree) Regulations, 2009 or 2016 and their
amendments from time to time as the case may be exempted from NET/SLET/SET:
Provided, the candidates registered for the Ph.D. programme prior to July 11, 2009,
shall be governed by the provisions of the then existing Ordinances/Bye-
laws/Regulations of the Institution awarding the degree and such Ph.D. candidates
shall be exempted from the requirement of NET/SLET/SET for recruitment and
appointment of Assistant Professor or equivalent positions in Universities/
Colleges/Institutions subject to the fulfilment of the following conditions:-
(a) The Ph.D. degree of the candidate has been awarded in a regular mode;
(b) The Ph.D. thesis has been evaluated by at least two external examiners:
(c) An open Ph.D. viva voce of the candidate has been conducted;
(d) The Candidate has published two research papers from his/her Ph.D. work, out of
which at least one is in a refereed journal;
(e) The candidate has presented at least two papers based on his/her Ph.D work in
conferences/seminars sponsored/funded/supported by the UGC/ICSSR/CSIR or any
similar agency.
The fulfilment of these conditions is to be certified by the Registrar or the Dean
(Academic Affairs) of the University concerned.
Note : NET/SLET/SET shall also not be required for such Masters Programmes in
disciplines for which NET/SLET/SET is not conducted by the UGC, CSIR or similar test
accredited by the UGC, like SLET/SET. OR
The Ph.D degree has been obtained from a foreign university/institution with a ranking
among top 500 in the World University Ranking (at any time) by any one of the
following : (i) Quacquarelli Symonds (QS) (ii) the Times Higher Education (THE) or (iii)
the Academic Ranking of World Universities (ARWU) of the Shanghai Jiao Tong
University (Shanghai).
For more details on School/Centre, Specializations, number of vacancies etc. please
visit JNU website www.jnu.ac.in/career or contact Assistant Registrar, Room No. 132,
Recruitment Cell, Administrative Block, JNU, New Delhi-110067. (Email:
recruitment@mail.jnu.ac.in). The eligible and interested applicants should apply
online in the format available on the University website. Applications will be

accepted online only. The last date for receipt of applications is 19th August,
2019 at 5:30 P.M.

Note :
Any corrigendum/addendum shall be posted only on the University website.
This advertisement & further recruitment process will be subject to any
clarifications from MHRD/UGC or any other competent authority.

Registrar 
EN 16/18 Jawaharlal Nehru University

www.Jobriya.in
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EN 16/15

EN 16/22

EN 16/27

»§ÊßU‹ ‚¥ÅÿÊ/ File No. 19(39) 2019-Estt/V

⁄UÊc≈˛UËÿ ‡Ê∑¸§⁄UÊ ‚¥SÕÊŸ
National Sugar Institute

∞∑§ •Êß¸U∞‚•Ê 9001—2015 ¬˝◊ÊÁáÊÃ ‚¥SÕÊŸ/An ISO 9001:2015 Certified Institute
©U¬÷ÊÄÃÊ ◊Ê◊‹, πÊl ∞fl¥ ‚Êfl¸¡ÁŸ∑§ ÁflÃ⁄UáÊ ◊¥òÊÊ‹ÿ

Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Food & Public Distribution
(πÊl ∞fl¥ ‚Êfl¸¡ÁŸ∑§ ÁflÃ⁄UáÊ Áfl÷Êª)/ Department of Food & Public Distribution

(÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U)/(Government of India)
Vacancy Circular

Applications are invited from the eligible candidates
amongst working under the Central Government
for appointment at National Sugar Institute, Kanpur
on Deputation. Details of the post, eligibility
condition etc. may be accessed from the institute’s
website www.nsi.gov.in.
Name of the Post: Upper Division Clerk
No. of Post: 01
Group: ‘C’ Non-Gazetted, Ministerial
Age Limit: Not exceeding 56 years 
Level in the Pay Matrix: Level-4, Cell-1, Rs.
25,500/-
Qualifications: (i) Holding analogous post on
regular basis in the parent cadre or department; or
(ii) Lower Division Clerk in the pay band-1, Rs.
5200-20200 with eight years’ regular service in the
grade.
2. Application of only such candidates who can be

spared immediately in the event of selection will be
considered which are routed through proper
channel and are accompanied by:-
(i) Bio-data (in duplicate).
(ii) Photocopies of ACR/APARs for the last five (5)
years duly attested on each page by concerned
officer.
(iii) Certificate by the Employer/Cadre Controlling
Authority- (proforma available on the website)
3. Application of eligible candidates may be sent
directly to the Senior Administrative Officer,
National Sugar Institute, Kalyanpur Kanpur-
208017 within a period of 60 days from the date
of issue/ publication of this advertisement.

(Jitendra Singh)
Astt. Prof. of Sugar Technology &

EN 16/2 Senior Administrative Officer

No. A-12026/2/2019-
Admn.B

Government of India

Ministry of
Housing 

and Urban
Affairs 

Directorate of Estates
Nirman Bhawan 

New Delhi-110108
Dated the 4th July, 2019 

Office
Memorandum

Sub:- Filling up the post of
Assistant Director of Estates
(Litigation) on deputation
basis in the Directorate of
Estates- reg.
The Government of India,
Ministry of Housing and Urban
Affairs, Directorate of Estates
proposes to fill up one Group 'B',
Gazetted post of Assistant
Director of Estates (Litigation)
on deputation basis in Pay
Level-7 in the Pay Matrix (Pre-
revised Pay Scale of Pay Band-
2 (Rs. 9300-34800) with Grade
Pay of Rs.4600/-).
2. For details relating to
eligibility, requisite qualifications
and experience, duties attached
to the post, age limit, and
other terms and conditions
etc., applicants may visit the

Central University of
Gujarat

(Established by an Act of Parliament of 
India, No. 25 of 2009)

Sector-29, Gandhinagar - 382 030
Ph. No. 079 23977407, Fax: 079 23260076

E-mail : recruitmentcell@cug.ac.in, Website: www.cug.ac.in
EMPLOYMENT NOTIFICATION No. CUG/04/2019-20

Online Applications are invited from the eligible and suitable Indian
nationals for direct recruitment for the Teaching & Non-Teaching
posts in various Schools /Centres of Studies and Departments on
regular basis through open competition on all India basis.
The details of advertisement specifying specialization, eligibility
criteria and terms and conditions etc. for appointments are
available on the University website www.cug.ac.in. The
commencement date and last dates for submission of applications
are as under (Criteria for all posts as per UGC Regulations) : 
Date of Commencement of online 08/07/2019
Application
Last date of online Application & Payment 08/08/2019  
of Fees Up to 5:30 p.m.

Last date of receipt of hardcopy of 23/08/2019  
online application along with all enclosures Up to 5:30 p.m.
(Including postal processing days).

Note: Teaching posts are in Rolling Advertisement.
Applications received after (08/08/2019 (Last date of online
application) for Teaching posts will be considered in the next
phase of scrutiny and Interview, subject to the condition that
the vacancy continues in the composite rolling advertisement
after completion of the selection process in hand.
Date: 04/07/2019 Registrar
davp 21357/11/0002/1920 EN 16/14

Directorate of Estates website
under the link: http://
estates.gov.in

Circular

3. The last date for receipt of
complete applications will be

30 days from the date of
publication of this advertisement
in the Employment News.

(Nidhi Garg)
Deputy Director (Estt.)

Tel.No.23061372
EN 16/7
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Head Quarters, 16-20, Barakhamba Lane, New Delhi-110001
Phone: 011- 43527697, 43527698

Appointment to the post of General Manager (Engineering) on transfer
Deputation/permanent Absorption Basis in the Food Corporation of India

Food Corporation of India, one of the largest Central Public Sector Undertakings
proposes to fill up 02 (TWO) posts of General Manager (Engineering) initially for a
period two years extendable upto five years on deputation in the IDA pay scale of Rs.
100000-260000 (the equivalent CDA pattern pay scale of Rs. 123100 - 215900 i.e.,
Pay Matrix 13 of 7th CPC). 
The Officers selected on deputation may be offered option for permanent absorption
in the services of the Corporation at the sole discretion of the Corporation.
The deputationists presently working in the Corporation may also apply for their
permanent absorption subject to their eligibility for above said post.
Food Corporation of India invites applications from suitable eligible officers working in
other Government Departments/PSUs/Autonomous Bodies having the requisite
qualification and experience as indicated below:  

GENERAL MANAGER (ENGINEERING)
Educational Qualification & Work Experience:

Essential: ( As on 01.08.2019)
(1) Degree in Civil/Electrical/Mechanical Engineering of a recognized university or
equivalent.
(2) Minimum 10 years' experience of Civil/Electrical/Mechanical Engg. works of which
Minimum 5 years should be in the capacity of Executive Engineer or Equivalent and
above.
Desirable:
(1) Master's Degree in Civil/Electrical/Mechanical Engineering with specialized
knowledge of construction & maintenance of food grains storage structure ( godowns,
Silos), rice mills, food processing industries, preparation of designs and specifications,
maintenance and operation of mechanical handling equipment at godowns and Silos.
(2) Persons who have held independent charge of Engineering Division of Industrial
Establishment/Public Sector Undertakings and have had experience of planning and
execution of projects will be preferred.
Mode of selection:
Mode of selection shall consists of scrutiny of Applications followed by personal
interview.
Job Location :
Delhi/NCR, Chennai, Mumbai, Kolkata and Guwahati.
General Conditions: 
Applications in the prescribed format (in duplicate) from desirous and eligible  persons
who can be spared for taking up the assignment in the event of their selection, may
be forwarded through proper channel along with the following documents:-
(a) Up-to-date and duly attested ACRs for the proceeding five years.
(b) Vigilance clearance indicating that no disciplinary preceedings/criminal
proceedings are pending or contemplated against the officer.
(c) Integrity certificate, duly signed by an officer, not below the rank of Deputy
Secretary to the Govt. of India or equivalent officer.
(d) Self-attested photo copies of documents for proof of age, qualification, experience,
caste etc. should be attached with the application.
(e) The terms of appointment and the pay and other benefits of the officer will be in
accordance with the Rules of the Corporation.
(f) The qualification and experience shall be reckoned as on 01.08.2019.
(g) In case of permanent absorption the date for counting seniority will be with effect
from date of absorption.
(h) The applications complete in all respect should be forwarded to the Executive
Director (Personnel), Food Corporation of India, Headquarters, 16-20
Barakhamba lane, New Delhi-110001 and should reach within 30 days of the date
of publication of the advertisement.
(i) Corporation reserves the right to cancel the selection / recruitment process at any
stage without assigning any reason.

General Manager (PE) 
FOOD CORPORATION OF INDIA

APPLICATION FORM
(Please fill the form in Capital letters only)

1. Serial No.: (To be given by the office)                                       
2. Post applied: _________________________________
3. Name of the applicant: _________________________
4. Father's/Husband's Name: ______________________
5. Date of Birth: _________________________________
6. Sex: (Male/Female) ____________________________
7. Category: (SC/ST/OBC/Gen.) ____________________
8. Mailing Address: ______________________________
9. Educational Qualifications:
SI. Academic/ Name of the Year of Duration % age of Class/
No. Professional University Passing of Course Marks Division

qualifications obtained

10. Experience as on 01.08.2019 (start from the current position)
SI. Name & Address Post Pay Remarks,
No. of the Employer held Scale if any

List of attested documents to be attached. Proof of age, Educational qualifications,
Experience, Caste status (if applicable).
Certified that the information furnished above is true and correct to the best of my
knowledge.
Date: Signature of Applicant
Place:  EN 16/21  

÷Ê⁄UÃËÿ ÷Ê⁄UÃËÿ 
πÊl πÊl 
ÁŸª◊ÁŸª◊

FOOD FOOD 
CORPORACORPORATION TION 
OF INDIAOF INDIA

Please affix
One recent
Photograph

No. 12-1/2019-M&T (Admn.)
Government of India

Ministry of Agriculture and
Farmers Welfare 

Department of Agriculture, Cooperation and Farmers Welfare
Applications are invited from eligible candidates belonging to Central Government or
State Government or Union Territory Administration for filling up of one post of Farm
Superintendent [General Central Service, Group 'B' Gazetted in Level 7 (Rs. 44900-
142400)], at North Eastern Region Farm Machinery Training and Testing institute,
Biswanath Chariali (Assam) a subordinate office under Ministry of Agriculture and
Farmers Welfare, Department of Agriculture, Cooperation and Farmers Welfare on
deputation (including short term contract) basis urgently. Complete details about
eligibility conditions including format of application format can be a downloaded from
NERFMT&TI (Assam) website i.e. www.nerfmtti.nic.in/www.fmttibudni.gov.in/
www.nrfmtti. gov.in/www.srfmtti.dacnet.nic.in .
Application (in triplicate) in prescribed proforma with complete details should be
forwarded through proper channel to the Deputy Secretary (M&T), Room No. 298,
Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare, Department of Agriculture,
Cooperation and Farmers Welfare, Krishi Bhawan, Dr. Rajendra Prasad Road,
New Delhi-110001, within 60 days from the date of publication of this
advertisement in the Employment News.

EN 16/29

EN 16/35
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EN 16/25

»§ÊßU‹ ‚¥ÅÿÊ/ File No. 2(13)/2003-Estt.

⁄UÊc≈˛UËÿ ‡Ê∑¸§⁄UÊ ‚¥SÕÊŸ
National Sugar

Institute
∞∑§ •Êß¸U∞‚•Ê 9001—2015 ¬˝◊ÊÁáÊÃ ‚¥SÕÊŸ
An ISO 9001:2015 Certified Institute

©U¬÷ÊÄÃÊ ◊Ê◊‹, πÊl ∞fl¥ ‚Êfl¸¡ÁŸ∑§ ÁflÃ⁄UáÊ ◊¥òÊÊ‹ÿ
Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Food & Public Distribution

(πÊl ∞fl¥ ‚Êfl¸¡ÁŸ∑§ ÁflÃ⁄UáÊ Áfl÷Êª)
Department of Food & Public Distribution

(÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U)/(Government of India)
Indicative Advertisement No. 2/2019

Applications are invited for selection by Direct Recruitment of one
post of Fitter ‘C’ and one post of Electrician through Institute’s
website http://nsi.gov.in. The last date for receiving the
applications will be 30 days after publication of advertisement &
the details of posts are as under:-
Name of the Post: Fitter ‘C’
UR: 01 Ex-serviceman
Total: 01
Age Limit: Between 18 and 25 years*
Level in the Pay Matrix: Level-2, Cell-1, Rs. 19,900/-
Essential Qualifications: 
Essential:-
(i) 10th Standard passed from a recognized School or Board; and
(ii) Fitter Trade Certificate from Industrial Training Institute or the
Central Industrial Training Institute.
Name of the Post: Electrician
UR: 01 Ex-serviceman
Total: 01
Age Limit: Between 18 and 25 years*
Level in the Pay Matrix: Level-2, Cell-1, Rs. 19900/-
Essential Qualifications: 
Essential:-
(i) 10th Standard passed from a recognized School or Board; and
(ii) Trade Certificate in Electrician from Industrial Training Institute
or the Central Industrial Training Institute.
(*) For relaxation, see our website.

Government of India
Central Farm Machinery Training &

Testing Institute
Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare

(Department of Agriculture, Co-operation and Farmers Welfare)
Tractor Nagar, P.O., Budni (M.P.) 466-445
Phone: 07564-234729 Fax: 07564-234743

Email:fmti-mp@nic.in Website: www.fmttibudni.gov.in
No.3-3/2019-Estt. Date: 02.07.2019

Vacancy  Circular
Advt.No.: CFMTTI/03/2019

Applications are invited from eligible candidates for filling up of two
posts of Technician (UR-1 & OBC-01) in Level-2 (Rs. 19900-
63200) in the pay matrix through Direct Recruitment basis at
FMTTIs, Subordinate offices of the Ministry of Agriculture and
Farmers Welfare, Department of Agriculture, Cooperation and
Farmers Welfare, within 21 days from the date of publication of
this advertiesment.
Complete data about eligibility, term & conditions are available on
the Institute website: www.fmttibudni.gov.in; www.nrfmtti.gov.in,
www.srfmtti.dacnat.nic.in, www.nerfmtti.nic.in and www.
agricoop. nic.in.
The vacancy for filling up of the said posts advertiesed in
the Employment News edition dated 16-22 February, 2019 (Advt.
No.: CFMTTI/01/2019) is hereby cancelled due to Administrative
reason.
EN 16/34 Director

Government of India 
Bureau of Civil

Aviation Security
'A' Wing, I-III Floor
Janpath  Bhawan 

Janpath, New Delhi
The Bureau of Civil Aviation
Security, an attached office of
the Ministry of Civil Aviation
responsible for planning and
laying down of the National Civil
Aviation Security Policy,
monitoring and coordination of
security arrangement at all civil
airports, implementation of the
international standards for
aviation security etc. invites
applications from eligible
persons for appointment on
deputation/lSTC for the
following posts:-
(A) (i) Name of the Post : Joint
Director/Regional Director,
(General Central Service Group
'A' Gazetted, Non-Ministerial);
[Level-12 in the pay matrix]
(ii) Number of vacancies : 18
(iii) Eligibility Criteria : (a) (i)
Officers under the Central or
State Governments or Union
territories including Central
Armed  Police Force or  Public
Sector Undertakings or
Recognised   Research   Insti-
tutions or Universities or Semi
Government or Statutory or
Autonomous organization;
(ii) holding analogous posts on
regular basis in the parent
cadre/Department; or
(iii) with five years service in the
grade rendered after appoint-
ment thereto on a regular basis
in posts in level 11 or equivalent
in the parent cadre/department;
and
(b) possessing the following
educational qualification and
experience :-
(i) Bachelor's Degree from a
recognized University; and
(ii) ten years experience in
police or security or intelligence
department of Government of
India or Slate or Union
territories or Public Sector
Undertaking or Autonomous
Organisation.
Period of deputation/ISTC
including period of deputation/
ISTC in another ex-cadre post
held immediately preceding this
appointment in the same or
some other organisation/
department of the Central
Government shall ordinarily not
to exceed four years.
The maximum age limit for
appointment 'by deputation/
ISTC shall be not exceeding 56
years as on closer date of
receipt of applications to the
post.
(B) (i) Name of the Post :
Deputy Director, (General
Central Service Group 'A'
Gazetted, Non-Ministerial);
[Level-11 in the pay matrix]
(ii) Number of vacancies : 11
(iii) Eligibility Criteria :- (a) (i)
Officers under the Central or
State Governments or Union
territories including Central
Armed Police Force or Public

Á◊. ‚¥. ∞-vwÆwx/Æy/wÆvw-SÕÊ. I
÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U 

ª˝Ê◊ËáÊ Áfl∑§Ê‚ ◊¥òÊÊ‹ÿ
ª˝Ê◊ËáÊ Áfl∑§Ê‚ Áfl÷Êª
∑Î§Á· ÷flŸ, Ÿß¸U ÁŒÀ‹Ë

ÁŒŸÊ¥∑§— zth ¡È‹Êß¸U, wÆv~

Extension of last date for 
submission of application

In reference to the vacancy circular publised in Employment
News dated 10.03.2018-16.03.2018, 23.06.2018-29.06.2018,
06.10.2018-12.10.2018, 09.03.2019-15.3.2019, 20.04.2019-
26.04.2019 & 08.06.2019-14.06.2019, the last date for receipt of
applications for filling up two post of Accounts Clerk in Level-4
(Rs. 25,500-81,100/-) in the pay Matrix of 7th CPC in the Ministry of
Rural Development on deputation basis is extended up to
06.08.2019. The detailed vacancy circular is available on
www.rural.nic.in. Those candidates who have applied earlier need
not apply afresh. (⁄UÊ¡Ëfl ’„U‹)

•fl⁄U ‚Áøfl, ÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U
Tel No. 011-23386311

EN 16/28 Email id: r.bahal@nic.in

Govt. of India
M/o Agriculture & Farmers Welfare 

D/o Agriculture, Cooperation 
& Farmers Welfare

NERFMT&TI Biswanath Chariali-784176, (ASSAM)
No. 2-2/2018- Estt. Part-II

Applications are invited from eligible and suitable incumbent

for filling up of 4 (Four) post of Technicians on direct

recruitment basis in the office of the Director, North Eastern

Region Farm Machinery Training and Testing Institute,

Biswanath Chariali, Dist. Biswanath (Assam) in Pay Matrix

level-2 (Rs. 19900-63200/-). The eligibility criteria and

application format can be downloaded from NERFMT&TI

(Assam) website i.e. www.nerfmtti.nic.in/www. fmttibudni.
gov.in/www.nrfmtti.gov.in/www.srfmtti.dacnet.nic.in/ and

Department of Agriculture, Cooperation and farmers Welfare

website: www.agricoop.nic.in.
The application in duly filled up should be reached to
the office within 60 days from the date of publication.
EN 16/30 Director

Sector Undertakings or
Recognized Research Insti-
tutions or Universities or Semi
Government or Statutory or
Autonomous organization;
(ii) holding analogous post on
regular basis in the parent
cadre/department: or

(iii) with five years service in
grade rendered after
appointment thereto on a
regular basis in posts in level 10
or equivalent in the parent
cadre/department; and
(b) possessing the following

Continued on page 13
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The candidates willing to apply for the above posts are advised to
visit Institute’s website http://nsi.gov.in. wherein the detailed
advertisement alongwith instructions and additional information to
candidates for recruitment by selection has been displayed.
Note:- No need for applying who have already been applied against our
earlier advertisement in Employment News dated 05-11 January, 2019.

(Jitendra Singh)
Astt. Prof. of Sugar Technology & Senior 

EN 16/1 Administrative Officer

educational qualification and
experience; (i) Bachelor's
Degree from a recognised
University; and (ii) five years
experience in police or security
or intelligence department of
Government of India or Stale or
Union territories or Public
Sector Undertaking or
Autonomous Organisation.
The departmental officers in the
feeder category who are in the
direct line of promotion will not
be eligible for consideration for
appointment on deputation.
Similarly, deputationists shall
not be eligible for consideration
for appointment by promotion.
Period of deputation (ISTC)
including period of deputation
(ISTC) in another ex-cadre post
held immediately preceding this
appointment in the same or
some other organization/
department of the Central
Government shall ordinarily not
to exceed four years. The
maximum age limit for appoint-
ment lby deputation (ISTC)
shall be not exceeding 56 years
as on closer date of receipt of
applications to the post.
2. The selected official will be
governed by the terms and
conditions of deputation laid
down in the Ministry of
Personnel, Public Grievances &
Pensions (Deptt. of Personnel
and Training OM No.
12/1/2009-Estt (Pay-I) dated
28th August, 2014 and
6/8/2009-Estt. (Pay-II) dated
17.06.2010 as applicable and
amended from time to time.
Bio-data (countersigned by the
competent authority) along with
the following requisite-
documents of suitable officers
who are clear from vigilance
angle may please be sent in the
enclosed proforma, in
duplicate, along with the
following documents within 60
days of publication of
advertisement in the
"Employment News.
(i) Vigilance Clearance
Certificate (ii) Integrity
Certificate, (iii) List of Major/
Minor penalties/imposed, if any,
during the last ten years, (iv)
ACRs/APARs for the last five
years (Photostat copies of
ACRs should be attested by an
officer not below the rank of
Under Secretary or equivalent
on each page). 
Important : (Incomplete
applications will not be
entertained)
Candidates who apply for the
post will not be allowed to
withdraw their candidatures
subsequently.
For further details including
biodata proforma, Recruitment
Rules etc; candidates are
requested to visit the web-site
of this Bureau;-www.bcas
india.nic.in.

(Rakhee Sadhu) 
Dy. Director (Pers.)

davp 03105/11/0002/1920 
EN 16/8

No. A-12011/3/2017-ADM
Government of India

Department of Personnel & Training
Lal Bahadur Shastri National 

Academy of Administration (LBSNAA)
Mussoorie-248179

Applications are invited for filling up the following posts in the Lal
Bahadur Shastri National Academy of Administration, Mussoorie.
The posts are proposed to be filled on deputation basis. Essential
Qualifications/Experience required for the posts are mentioned
against each post:
1. Name of post : Store Keeper
No. of Vacancy : 01 (One)
Pay Level          : Level - 6 (Rs. 35400-112400)
Mode of recruitment : Deputation (including short-term contract) 

or absorption
Eligibility: Officers of the Central Government or State Government
or Union Territories or Universities or Public Sector Undertakings or
Statutory bodies/Autonomous bodies or Recognized Research
Institutes or Semi-Government Organizations:
(a) (i) Holding analogous post on regular basis in the parent cadre or
Department; or (ii) with atleast six years' regular service in Level-5 in
the pay matrix or equivalent in the parent cadre/Department; and
(b) Possessing the following educational qualifications and
experience:
(i) Bachelor's Degree from a recognized university; and (ii) two
years' experience of procurement and maintenance of stores.
2. Name of post : Junior Accounts Officer                           
No. of Vacancy : 01 (One)
Pay Level : Level - 6 (Rs. 35400-112400)
Mode of recruitment : Deputation
Eligibility: Officers of the Central Government, -
(a) Holding analogous post on regular basis in the parent cadre or
Department; and
(b) Possessing the following educational qualifications and
experience:
(i) Bachelor's Degree from a recognized university or Institute; (ii)
two years' experience in Cash, Account and Budget work in a
Government Office or Public Sector Undertaking or Autonomous
body or Statutory body.
3. Name of post : Assistant Physical Training Instructor (APTI)
No. of Vacancy : 01 (One)
Pay Level          : Level - 5 (Rs. 29200-92300)
Mode of recruitment : Deputation or absorption or re-employment
Eligibility: Officers of the Central Government or State
Government,-
(a)(i) Holding analogous post on regular basis; or (ii) with five years'
regular service in Level-4 (Rs. 25500-81100) in the pay matrix or
equivalent; and (b) Possessing the following educational
qualifications and experience: Essential (i) Bachelor degree from a
recognized University (ii) Diploma in Physical Training from a
recognized Institution (iii) At least three years' experience of
imparting training in physical training in a recognized college or
institution. Desirable: Experience of Mountaineering or Hiking and
conducting sports activities.
4. Name of post : Upper Division Clerk
No. of vacancy* : 11 (Eleven)
Pay Level : Level-4 (Rs. 25500-81100) in the pay matrix
Method of recruitment : Deputation
Eligibility: Officers of the Central Government-
(a) (i) Holding analogous posts on regular basis; or
(ii) with eight years regular service in the grade of Lower Division
Clerk or equivalent 
*Number of vacancies may increase/decrease.
Age Limit: The age limit for appointment by deputation basis shall
not exceed 56 years as on the closing date of receipt of application.
Period: Period of deputation including period of deputation in
another ex-cadre post held immediately preceding this appointment
in the same shall not ordinarily exceed three years. The deputation
will be governed by the terms and conditions as contained in the
Department of Personnel & Training's O.M. No. 6/8/2009-Estt.(Pay
II) dated 17/06/2010 as amended from time to time.
Willing candidates are required to submit their applications in the
prescribed proforma along with documents (cadre clearance,
Integrity certificate, vigilance clearance, Major/Minor penalty
imposed during the last ten years and upto-date ACR dossiers or
photocopies of ACRs for the last 5 years duly attested on each page
by Gazetted Officer) within 60 days from the date of publication
of this circular in the Employment News/Rozgar Samachar to
the Deputy Director (Sr.), Lal Bahadur Shastri National Academy of
Administration, Mussoorie-248179. Application received after the
last date or without the documents noted above or otherwise found
incomplete will not be considered.
The details of the vacancy along with prescribed Form are
available on the LBSNAA website www.lbsnaa.gov.in
Dated 28th June, 2019

(Nandini Paliwal) 
Deputy Director (Sr.) & 

EN 16/12 Incharge Administration

EN 16/32

Continued from page 12
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EN 16/45

R. B. S. COLLEGE, AGRA
WANTED

Applications are invited for the following posts in the Krishi Vigyan Kendra
sponsored by ICAR at Awagarh (Etah) Campus of this College. Posts are purely
temporary, but likely to continue on plan to plan basis.
1- Senior Scientist & Head - 01 Post, Pay Band 37400-67000, Grade Pay Rs.
9000/- 
Educational and other Qualifications
(a) For Disciplines other than Agricultural Engineering subject :
Doctoral degree in agricultural sciences and relevant allied subjects i.e. Agronomy,
Horticulture, Agriculture Extension, Animal Sciences, Home Sciences, Fisheries
including basic sciences with 8 years' experience in the relevant subject as Scientist/
Lecturer/Extension Specialist or in an equivalent position in pay scale of Rs.15600-
39100 with RGP of Rs.5400/Rs.6000/Rs.7000/Rs.8000 equivalent or more
remuneration whichever is applicable having contribution to agricultural research/
teaching/extension education as evidenced by published work/ innovations and
impact.
(b) For Agricultural Engineering Disciplines :
Doctoral degree in relevant Agricultural Engineering subject with 6 years' experience
as Scientist/Lecturer/Extension Specialist or in an equivalent position in the pay band-
3 of Rs.15600-39100 with Grade Pay of Rs.5400/Rs.6000/Rs.7000/Rs.8000
equivalent or more remuneration whichever is applicable having made contribution to
research/teaching/extension education as evidenced by published work/ innovations
and impact. OR
Master degree in relevant Agricultural Engineering subject with 10 years experience
as Scientist/Lecturer/Extension Specialist or in an equivalent position in the pay band-
3 of Rs.15600-39100 with Grade Pay of Rs.5400/Rs.6000/Rs.7000/Rs.8000
equivalent or more remuneration whichever is applicable having made contribution to
research/ teaching/extension education as evidenced by published work/ innovations
and impact.
Desirable Qualification : Specialization in implementing agriculture extension
programmes.
Age Limit : Max. Age limit is 47 years as on 01.07.2019. Age relaxation for
SC/ST/OBC may be given in accordance with the rules. 
2- Subject-Matter Specialist - 03 Posts,  Pay Band 15600-39100, Grade Pay Rs.
5400/- (Agronomy-01, Home Science-01, Agril. Extension-01)

Qualification : Master degree in - (i) Agronomy (ii) Home Science (iii) Agril. Extension
Desirable Qualification : 2 years experience in Agriculture extension programmes.
Age Limit : Max. Age limit is 35 years as on 01.07.2019. Age relaxation for SC/
ST/OBC may be given in accordance with the rules. 
Note : Appointment/Selection for the post of Subject-Matter Specialist
(Agronomy) will be made subject to the decision of Hon'ble High Court,
Allahabad in the writ petition No. 15676/2011.
3- Farm Manager - 01 Post, Pay Band 9300-34800, Grade Pay Rs. 4200/- 
Qualification : Bachelor's degree in Agriculture or other branch of science relevant to
Agriculture or equivalent qualification from a recognized university.
Age Limit : Max. Age limit is 30 years on 01.07.2019. Age relaxation for SC/ST/OBC
candidates may be given in accordance with the rules.
4- Assistant - 01 Post, Pay Band 9300-34800, Grade Pay Rs. 4200/- 
Qualification : Master in Business Management/Post graduate diploma in Business
Management/M.A./M. Com.
Two years experience of working as Junior Accountant or Senior Clerk dealing with
financial and accounts matters.
Age Limit : Age limit is 21-30 years on 01.07.2019. Age relaxation for SC/ST/OBC
candidates may be given in accordance with the rules.
5- Peon  - 01 Post, Pay Band 5200-20200, Grade Pay Rs. 1800/- 
Qualification : High School Xth Class pass.
Age Limit : Age limit is 18-25 years on 01.07.2019. Age relaxation for SC/ST/OBC
candidates may be given in accordance with the rules.
Applications (in duplicate) on prescribed Application Form, which will be available in the
office of the Principal, R. B. S. College, Agra at Main Campus on Rs. 200/- in cash or
Rs. 250/- through D.D. in favour of Principal, R.B. S. College, Agra, duly completed
along with self-attested mark-sheets, certificates and testimonials should reach the
office of the Principal, R. B. S. College, Agra through Registered post only latest by
31.08.2019 positively. Application forms will be available upto 26.08.2019.
Note : Earlier advertisements published in Dainik Jagran on 26.07.2017, Times of India
on 26 & 28 July 2017, Hindustan on 28.07.2017 & 14.11.2017, Employment News (11-
17 November 2017) are hereby cancelled.
Bhanu Pratap Singh Chauhan, Secretary
EN 16/42 Dr. Y.V.S. Chauhan, Principalwww.Jobriya.in
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EN 16/46

Sahitya Akademi
An autonomous organization under the Ministry of Culture, Government of India and is
fully funded by it, invites applications for the post of Officer on Special Duty
(Programme) as under:
No. of post : One (Reserved for SC) 
Location : Head Office, New Delhi 
Pay Scale : Level-11/67700-208700 (7 CPC) (Pre-revised PB III/15600-39100/GP- Rs.
6600) (6 CPC) 
Age Limit : 50 Years (Relaxation as per Government of India rules).
Method of recruitment : Direct Educational & other qualifications:
Essential :
1. A Post Graduate degree from a recognised university in a language recognised by

the Akademi.
2. Interest in Indian Literature and general awareness about it.
3. Knowledge of and contact with print and electronic media and literary community.
4. Proven ability for coordination and communication.
5. Five years' experience relevant to the execution of the job with ability to organize

programmes and processing documents/ minutes.
6. Basic knowledge of computer application.
Desirable :
1. Degree/Diploma in Mass Communication.
2. Experience in drafting and production of documents, for use by the media.
The incumbent selected is liable to be transferred to any of the offices of the Sahitya
Akademi located in India. Applications received through email or without required
enclosures will not be accepted.
Those working in Central/State Government/Autonomous Organisations/Renowned
Educational Institutions may apply through proper channel.
The candidates registered under National Career Services (NCS) portal and fulfilling
the eligibility conditions may visit Akademi's website and follow the application
procedure as stated.

The application in the prescribed format as given on Akademi's Website:
http://www.sahitya-akademi.gov.in alongwith self-attested copies of certificates of
qualifications/experience etc. kept in an envelope duly superscribed "Application for
the post of Officer on Special Duty (Programme)" addressed to the Secretary,
Sahitya Akademi, Rabindra Bhavan, 35, Ferozeshah Road, New Delhi-110001
should reach within 30 days' time from the date of publication of this
advertisement.

Website: http://www.sahitya-akademi.gov.in
Advt. no. SA/50/4/2019

davp 09104/11/0012/1920 EN 16/41

Sikkim University
SU/REG/Estt/F-2/08/2018/Vol-I/470

Date: 02.07.2019

APPOINTMENT NOTICE

Sikkim University, a central university established by an Act of Parliament in

2007, invites applications from Indian citizens having requisite qualification

and experience for various Teaching positions. Detailed advertisement giving

requirements for each post  is given on our website.

Interested candidates may apply online through the University website www.

cus.ac.in on or before 9th August 2019. Registrar

davp 21318/11/0007/1920 EN 16/10
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R. B. S. COLLEGE, AGRA
WANTED

Applications are invited for the following posts in the Krishi Vigyan Kendra sponsored
by ICAR at Bichpuri (Agra) Campus of this College. Posts are purely temporary, but
likely to continue on plan to plan basis.
1- Senior Scientist & Head - 01 Post, Pay Band 37400-67000, Grade Pay Rs.
9000/- 
Educational and other Qualifications
(a) For Disciplines other than Agricultural Engineering subject :
Doctoral degree in agricultural sciences and relevant allied subjects i.e. Agronomy,
Horticulture, Agriculture Extension, Animal Sciences, Home Sciences, Fisheries
including basic sciences with 8 years' experience in the relevant subject as Scientist/
Lecturer/Extension Specialist or in an equivalent position in pay scale of Rs.15600-
39100 with RGP of Rs.5400/Rs.6000/Rs.7000/Rs.8000 equivalent or more
remuneration whichever is applicable having contribution to agricultural research/
teaching/extension education as evidenced by published work/ innovations and
impact.
(b) For Agricultural Engineering Disciplines :
Doctoral degree in relevant Agricultural Engineering subject with 6 years' experience
as Scientist/Lecturer/Extension Specialist or in an equivalent position in the pay band-
3 of Rs.15600-39100 with Grade Pay of Rs.5400/Rs.6000/Rs.7000/Rs.8000
equivalent or more remuneration whichever is applicable having made contribution to
research/ teaching/extension education as evidenced by published work/ innovations
and impact. OR
Master degree in relevant Agricultural Engineering subject with 10 years experience as
Scientist/Lecturer/Extension Specialist or in an equivalent position in the pay band-3 of
Rs.15600-39100 with Grade Pay of Rs.5400/Rs.6000/Rs.7000/Rs.8000 equivalent or
more remuneration whichever is applicable having made contribution to
research/teaching/extension education as evidenced by published work/ innovations
and impact.
Desirable Qualification: Specialization in implementing agriculture extension
programmes.

Age Limit : Max. Age limit is 47 years as on 01.07.2019. Age relaxation for
SC/ST/OBC may be given in accordance with the rules. 
2- Subject-Matter Specialist - 01 Post, Pay Band 15600-39100, Grade Pay Rs.
5400/- 
(Animal Science/Fisheries)
Qualification : Master degree in Animal Science/Fisheries.
Desirable Qualification : 2 years experience in Agriculture extension programmes.
Age Limit : Max. Age limit is 35 years as on 01.07.2019. Age relaxation for
SC/ST/OBC may be given in accordance with the rules. 
3- Driver- 02 Posts, Pay Band 5200-20200, Grade Pay Rs. 2000/- (Tractor Driver-
01, Jeep Driver-01) 
Essential Qualifications : (i) Matriculation pass qualification from a recognized
Board. (ii) Possession  of a valid and appropriate driving licence from prescribed
Government Authority. (The candidate will have to pass the practical skill test to be
taken by an appropriate Committee)
Desirable Qualification : (i) One year trade certificate in the relevant field from ITI or
(ii) Experience of driving in a recognized institution or (iii) experience of motor
mechanic work.
Age Limit : Age limit is 18-27 years on 01.07.2019. Age relaxation for SC/ST/OBC
candidates may be given in accordance with the rules.
Applications (in duplicate) on prescribed Application Form, which will be available in
the office of the Principal, R. B. S. College, Agra at Main Campus on Rs. 200/- in cash
or Rs. 250/- through D.D. in favour of Principal, R.B. S. College, Agra, duly completed
along with self-attested mark-sheets, certificates and testimonials should reach the
office of the Principal, R. B. S. College, Agra through Registered post only latest by
31.08.2019 positively. Application forms will be available upto 26.08.2019.
Note : Earlier advertisements published in Dainik Jagran on 26.07.2017, Times of
India on 26 & 28 July 2017, Hindustan on 28.07.2017 & 14.11.2017, Employment
News (11-17 November 2017) are hereby cancelled.
Bhanu Pratap Singh Chauhan, Secretary
EN 16/43 Dr. Y.V.S. Chauhan, Principal
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EN 16/50

Sahitya Akademi
An autonomous organization under the Ministry of Culture,
Government of India and is fully funded by it, invites applications for
the post of Senior Accountant as under:
No. of post : Two, One (Reserved for Hearing Handicapped)
(Hearing Impairment' means loss of sixty decibels or more in the
better ear in the conversational range of frequencies.)
-On DEPUTATION BASIS from amongst officer of the Central
Govt./State Govt/Autonomous Organization having comparable
qualification and experience in analogous posts.
Location : Head Office, New Delhi 
Pay Scale  : Level-6/35400-112400 (7 CPC) (pre-revised PB
II/9300-34800/GP - 4200) (6 CPC)
Age Limit : 30 Years (Relaxation as per Government of India rules).
Method of recruitment : Direct/ Deputation Basis.
Educational & other Qualifications : 
Essential :
1. Graduation in Commerce from a recognized University.
2. 5 years' experience in accounting.
3. Knowledge of government rules and regulations.   
4. Ability to prepare various forms of accounts.
5. Basic knowledge of computer application. 
Desirable:
1. Ability to draft well in English.
The incumbent selected is liable to be transferred to any of the
offices of the Sahitya Akademi located in India. Applications received
through email or without required enclosures will not be accepted.
Those working in Central/State Government/Autonomous
Organisations/Renowned Educational Institutions may apply
through proper channel.
The candidates registered under National Career Services (NCS)
portal and fulfilling the eligibility conditions may visit Akademi's
website and follow the application procedure as stated.
The shortlisted candidates fulfilling the essential qualifications will be
required to appear for a written test to judge their knowledge of
English, Hindi, General Knowledge and Accountancy on a
convenient date and time as decided by the Akademi.
The application in the prescribed format as given on Akademi's
Website: http://www.sahitya-akademi.gov.in alongwith self-
attested copies of certificates of qualifications/experience etc. kept
in an envelope duly superscribed "Application for the post of
Senior Accountant ................. " addressed to the Secretary,
Sahitya Akademi, Rabindra Bhavan, 35, Ferozeshah Road, New
Delhi-110001 should reach within 30 days' time from the date of
publication of this advertisement.

Website: http://www.sahitya-akademi.gov.in
Advt. no. SA/50/6/2019

davp 09104/11/0016/1920 EN 16/39

»§ÊßU‹ ‚¥ÅÿÊ/ File No. 1(1)/2017-Canteen-I

⁄UÊc≈˛UËÿ ‡Ê∑¸§⁄UÊ ‚¥SÕÊŸ
National Sugar Institute

∞∑§ •Êß¸U∞‚•Ê 9001—2015 ¬˝◊ÊÁáÊÃ ‚¥SÕÊŸ
An ISO 9001:2015 Certified Institute

©U¬÷ÊÄÃÊ ◊Ê◊‹, πÊl ∞fl¥ ‚Êfl¸¡ÁŸ∑§ ÁflÃ⁄UáÊ ◊¥òÊÊ‹ÿ
Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Food & Public Distribution

(πÊl ∞fl¥ ‚Êfl¸¡ÁŸ∑§ ÁflÃ⁄UáÊ Áfl÷Êª)
Department of Food & Public Distribution

(÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U)/(Government of India)
Indicative Advertisement No. 1/2019

Applications are invited for selection by Direct Recruitment at
National Sugar Institute, Kanpur. The last date for receiving the
applications will by 30 days after publication of advertisement &
the details of posts are as under:-
Name of the Post: Halwai-cum-Cook
UR: 01
Total: 01
Age Limit: Between 18 and 25 years*
Level in the Pay Matrix: Level-3, Cell-1, Rs. 21700/-
Essential Qualification: 
Essential:-
(i) 10th class pass from a recognized Board or Institute with
certificate or diploma in catering from a recognized institute.
(ii) Experience of two years in a government department or
undertaking in catering.
(iii) A Trade Skill Test for cooking shall be conducted to assess
suitability of the candidate.
(*) For relaxation, see our website.
The candidates willing to apply for the above posts are advised to
visit Institute’s website http://nsi.gov.in. wherein the detailed
advertisement alongwith instructions and additional information to
candidates for recruitment by selection has been displayed.

(Jitendra Singh)
Astt. Prof. of Sugar Technology &

EN 16/3 Senior Administrative Officer

Plant Pathology Division

ICAR-lndian Agricultural 
Research Institute

New Delhi-110012
WALK- IN- INTERVIEW

Interested candidates are invited for walk-in-lnterview under ICAR-CABI collaborative project for filling
the Temporary Post of SRF (one position) (Unreserved). The Interview will be held on 05th August
2019 at 10.00 AM in the Division of Plant Pathology, ICAR-IARI, Pusa Campus, New Delhi -110012. 
Age Limit for SRF: Maximum 35 for Male and 40 years for female and age relaxation of 5 years for
SC/ST/OBC will be given as per Govt. of India/ICAR rules.
Post Emoluments  Essential Qualification

Per Month
Senior Rs. 25,000/- Essential Qualification : 
Research + 30% HRA Master's degree in Plant Pathology/Biotechnology/ Microbiology/Botany
Fellow Per Month with 4 years/5 years of Bachelor's degree. Those with 3 years Bachelor's 
(One Post) Consolidated degree must have UGC/CSIR/ICAR NET/GATE qualification or equi-

valent or Ph.D in any of above disciplines. OR
Ph.D in any of the above disciplines (No NET/GATE is required)
(Kindly see the following ICAR memorandum for details of minimum 
qualification: F. No. Edu./6/27/2014/HRD Dated 13/07/15 and F. No.  
Agri. Edn./6/27/2014/HRD Dated 09/10/15)
Desirable Qualification : 
Experience in survey,collection, Taxonomic studies, Molecular Micro-
biology, NGS based bioinformatic tools; proficiency in computer skills.

For details, please see http://www.iari.res.in.
EN 16/54 AAO

Sahitya
Akademi

An autonomous organization under the Ministry of
Culture, Government of India and is fully funded by
it, invites applications for the posts of Assistant
Editor as under:
No. of post : Three
Location : 1. Head Office, New Delhi (Reserved
for OBC)
2. Regional Office, Kolkata (Reserved for OBC)
3. Sub Office, Chennai (Reserved for ST) 
Pay Scale : Level-10/ 56100-177500 (7 CPC) (pre-
revised PBIII/15600-39100/GP-Rs. 5400) (6 CPC)
Age Limit : 50 Years (Relaxation as per
Government of India rules).
Method of recruitment: Direct 
Educational & other qualifications: 
Essential:
1. A Post Graduate degree from a recognised

University in a language/literature recognised
by the Akademi.

2. Good Knowledge of Hindi/English and one or
more Indian languages of the region
concerned.

3. Five years experience in editing literary and
scholarly manuscripts and overseeing them
through the various stages of production.

4. Basic knowledge of computer application.

Desirable:
1. A research degree in literature.
2. Research experience and published work.
3. General knowledge of Indian literature.
4. Diploma in Journalism.
The incumbent selected is liable to be transferred
to any of the offices of the Sahitya Akademi located
in India. Applications received through email or
without required enclosures will not be accepted.
Those working in Central/State Government/
Autonomous Organisations/ Renowned Educa-
tional Institutions may apply through proper
channel.
The candidates registered under National Career
Services (NCS) portal and fulfilling the eligibility
conditions may visit Akademi's website and follow
the application procedure as stated. The
application in the prescribed format as given on
Akademi's Website: http://www.sahitya-
akademi.gov.in alongwith self-attested copies of
certificates of qualifications/experience etc. kept in
an envelope duly superscribed "Application for
the posts of Assistant Editor ......................... "
addressed to the Secretary, Sahitya Akademi,
Rabindra Bhavan, 35, Ferozeshah Road, New
Delhi-110001 should reach within 30 days' time
from the date of publication of this
advertisement.

Website: http://www.sahitya-akademi.gov.in
Advt. no. SA/50/5/2019

davp 09104/11/0013/1920 EN 16/40
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F. No. A-12026/9/2001-

Admn.l (LD)

Government of India

Ministry of
Law and
Justice

Legislative Department

Legislative Department

proposes to fill up one post of

Assistant (Technical) (Hindi

Branch) on deputation/

absorption basis in level 6 in

the pay matrix (Rs. 35400 -

112400) for a period of three

years. The eligibility criteria and

other details are available on

the website of the Department

i.e. http://legislative.gov.in/

documents/recrui tment .

Interested and eligible

candidates may submit their

application as per proforma

available on the website within

60 days from the date of

publication of this

advertisement.

(R.K. Sharma)

Under Secretary to

Govt. of India

Legislative Department,

Room No. 412 B, 'A' Wing

Shastri Bhawan

New Delhi-110001

EN 16/48           Tel- 23385023

Government of India 

Ministry of Home Affairs 
National Crime Records Bureau

NH-8, Mahipalpur, New Delhi-110037

The Bureau invites applications for one post of

Joint Assistant Director, Group 'A', Non-

Ministerial in the Level-11 of the Pay Matrix (Pre-

revised PB-3 Rs. 15600-39100 with the Grade Pay

of Rs.6600/-) in Crime Records, Administration &

Training Division of NCRB, Ministry of Home

Affairs on deputation basis. For details please visit

www.ncrb.gov.in

Áfl∑§Ê‚ •ÊÿÈÄÃ ∑§ÊÿÊ¸‹ÿ
Office of the Development

Commissioner
∑§Ê¥«U‹Ê Áfl‡Ê· •ÊÁÕ¸∑§ ˇÊòÊ/Kandla Special Economic Zone

flÊÁáÊíÿ ÃÕÊ ©UlÊª ◊¥òÊÊ‹ÿ/ Ministry of Commerce & Industry
ªÊ¥äÊËäÊÊ◊ - ∑§ë¿U/ Gandhidham-Kutch-370230

Phone (02836) - 253300, 252475, 252273/Fax : (02836) - 252250 & 252194

E-mail: admn.kasez-gj@gov.in, Website : www.Kasez.gov.in
KASEZ/ESTT/App/ADC Post/2017/3770 Dated : 02.07.2019

CORRIGENDUM

The vacancy in the post of Assistant Development
Commissioner, Dahej Special Economic Zone advertised in the
Employment News edition of 15.06.2019 to 21.06.2019 stands
withdrawn due to administration reasons.

(Satyadeep Mahapatra)
Joint Development Commissioner

EN 16/53 Kandla Special Economic Zone

Sahitya Akademi
An autonomous organization under the Ministry of Culture,
Government of India and is fully funded by it, invites applications for
the post of Deputy Secretary (Sales) as under :
No.of post : One (Reserved for SC)
Location : Head Office, New Delhi
Pay Scale : Level-11/67700-208700 (7 CPC) (Pre-revised : PB III/
15600-39100/GP-Rs. 6600) (6 CPC)
Age Limit : 50 Years (Relaxation as per Government of India rules).
Method of recruitment : Direct
Educational & other Qualifications: 
Essential:
1. Post Graduate degree from a recognised University or

equivalent professional qualification.
2. Diploma in Sales Management.
3. General knowledge of Indian literature and contacts with the

book sellers, distributors and book selling agencies.
4. Sound knowledge of at least one Indian language and good

knowledge of English.
5. Five years' experience in sales management in a reputed

Publishing House and knowledge of the latest methods of sales
promotion.

6. Basic knowledge of computer application. 
Desirable :
1. Experience in organising Book Exhibitions.
2. Good contact with the literary community.
The incumbent selected is liable to be transferred to any of the
offices of the Sahitya Akademi located in India. Applications received
through email or without required enclosures will not be accepted.
Those working in Central/State Government/Autonomous Organi-
sations/Renowned Educational Institutions may apply through pro-
per channel.
The candidates registered under National Career Services (NCS)
portal and fulfilling the eligibility conditions may visit Akademi's
website and follow the application procedure as stated.
The application in the prescribed format as given on Akademi's
Website: http://www.sahitya-akademi.gov.in alongwith self-
attested copies of certificates of qualifications/experience etc. kept
in an envelope duly superscribed "Application for the post of
Deputy Secretary (Sales)" addressed to the Secretary, Sahitya
Akademi, Rabindra Bhavan, 35, Ferozeshah Road, New Delhi-
110001 should reach within 30 days' time from the date of
publication of this advertisement.

Website: http://www.sahitya-akademi.gov.in
Advt. no. SA/50/3/2019

davp 09104/11/0020/1920 EN 16/37

Indian Military Academy, Dehradun
Army Cadet College Wing
Hiring of Teaching Faculy

1 Applications as per UGC formate are invited from Indian Nationals for the following
posts on contract basis for a period of Eleven months.
2 Post Advertisement
S. No. Post Subject Vacancy Age Consolidated Pay
1.       Assistant Chemistry 01 40 Years Rs. 31,500/-

Professor Geography 01
Hindi 01
History 01

2.       Associate Political Science 01 50 Years Rs. 40,000/-
Professor/ History 01 /
*Assistant *Rs. 31,500/-
Professor English 01

* If no applicant is found suitable for the post of Associate Professor. 
3. Qualification - As per UGC Regulation 2018.
4. Application Format - Applicants are required to forward their applications indicating
their Name, DoB, Father's Name, Aadhar Card No, Postal Address, Detail of
Educational Qualification, Teaching Experience, Mob No. and Email ID along with
credentials as claimed. Application should reach the given address within 21 days of
publication of this notification.
Address - Principal, ACC Wing
Indian Military Academy
Dehradun - 248007
Email -imaacc2019@gmail.com
Contact No - 9412155492 (LDC OP Shah)
davp 10628/11/0001/1920 EN 16/36

Inland Waterways 
Authority of India

(A Statutory Body under Ministry of Shipping, Govt. of India)
Head Office, A-13, Sector -1, Noida, U.P. -201301

Phone : 0120 - 2474050 & 2544036
Brief Employment Notice No. IWAI/Rectt./02/2019 

Dated 04/07/2019
Inland Waterways Authority of India (IWAI) invites applications from Indian nationals
working in offices of Central/State Governments/Public Sector Undertakings/Statutory
or Autonomous bodies for filling up the below mentioned post on deputation basis for
a period of three years as detailed below :

SI. No./ Name of Consolidated Pay/ No. of Method of  
Post Code Post Pay-Scale Post (*) Recruitment/

Posting Place
1/D.18 Personal Level 6 in the Pay Matrix as per

Assistant 7th CPC (Pre-revised Pay  Transfer on
Band-III of Rs. 9300-34800/- + 02 Deputation
Grade Pay of Rs. 4200/-) 

(*) Number of Post is tentative and may increase or decrease as per require-
ment of Authority.

Eligibility Criteria :
i). Officers under the Central/State Governments.
a) (i) Holding analogous posts
(ii) with 5 years service in the Level 4 of 7th CPC.
b) Possessing educational qualification prescribed for direct recruitment as under:
Essential Qualification :
i) Matriculation or equivalent Certificate from a recognised Board/University.
ii) Speed in shorthand 120 w.p.m.
iii) Speed in Typewriting 40 w.p.m.
Desirable :
i) Degree of recognised University.
ii) 2 years experience in Government Office or Corporations/Registered firms.
Age Limit : Not exceeding 56 years on the closing date of application.
Interested candidates possessing requisite qualifications and experience may send

their applications to Assistant Secretary (R&V), IWAI, Noida; so as to reach within
45 days from the date of publication of this advertisement in Employment News,
or by 20/08/2019 whichever is later. Complete details of the Employment Notice No.
IWAI/Rectt./02/2019 dated 04/07/2019 / Circular dated 04/07/2019 and prescribed
format of application may be seen under the head "vacancy" in the website of IWAI
www.iwai.nic.in.
EN 16/33 SECRETARY
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EN 16/66

EN 16/72

EN 16/64

Unique Identification Authority 
of India (UIDAI) 

Ministry of Electronics & Information Technology
(MEITY)

Government of India
No.49, Khanija Bhavan, Race Course Road, Bengaluru-560001

VACANCY NOTIFICATION
One post of Assistant Accounts Officer (AAO) is sought to be filled up
through deputation. The last date for receipt of application is 31.08.2019.
Further details at https://uidai.gov.in.
davp 54104/11/0005/1920 EN 16/70
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Government of India

÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U

Wildlife Crime Control Bureau
flãÿ¡Ëfl •¬⁄UÊäÊ ÁŸÿ¥òÊáÊ éÿÍ⁄UÊ
Ministry of Environment, Forests and Climate Change

¬ÿÊ¸fl⁄UáÊ, flŸ ∞fl¥ ¡‹flÊÿÈ ¬Á⁄UflÃ¸Ÿ ◊¥òÊÊ‹ÿ
Advertisement No. 01/2019

Wildlife Crime Control Bureau (WCCB), a body established under Section 38 (Y) of the
Wild Life (Protection) Act, 1972, with an objective to combat organized wildlife crime,
would like to recruit suitable officers on deputation for the following posts, against the
existing/future vacancies :
1. Stenographer Grade- I
(i) Number of Posts : One Post
(ii) Classification : General Central Service Group 'B' Non-Gazetted, Non Ministerial
(iii) Pay Scale : PB-II, Rs. 9300-34800/-,  Grade Pay Rs. 4200/- (Pre-revised).
Eligibility Criteria : Stenographers of the Central or State Government or Union
Territories, holding analogous posts in the parent Cadre or Department; or with six
years service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on regular basis in pay
band-1, Rs. 5200-20200/-, with grade pay of Rs. 2800/- (Pre-revised) or equivalent in
the parent cadre or Department; or with 10 years service in the grade rendered after
appointment thereto on regular basis in pay band-1, Rs. 5200-20200/-, with Grade Pay
of Rs. 2400/- (Pre-revised) or equivalent in the parent cadre or Department.
The Period of deputation including period of deputation in another ex-cadre post held
immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other organization or
department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not to exceed three years. The
maximum age limit for appointment by deputation shall not be exceeding 56 years, as
on the closing date of receipt of applications.
Location : Jabalpur
2. Stenographer Grade-Ill
(i) Number of Posts : One post.
(ii) Classification : General Central Service Group 'C' Non-Gazetted, Ministerial 
(iii) Pay Scale : PB-1, Rs. 5200-20200/- Grade Pay Rs. 2400/- (Pre-revised)
Eligibility Criteria : Officers of the Central or State Government or Union Territories
holding analogous posts on regular basis in the scale of pay of PB-I, Rs. 5200-20200/-
with Grade Pay of Rs. 2400/- (Pre-revised) or equivalent in the parent cadre or
Department.
Period of deputation including period of deputation in another ex-cadre post held
immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other organization or
department of the Central Government shall not exceed five years. The maximum age
limit for appointment by deputation shall be 56 years.
Location : Delhi.
3. Upper Division Clerk
(i) Number of Posts : One Post
(ii) Classification : General Central Service Group 'C' Non-Gazetted, Ministerial 
(iii) Pay Scale : PB-1, Rs. 5200-20,200 with GP-2400/- (Pre-revised)
Eligibility Criteria : Officers of the Central or State Government or Union Territories
holding analogous posts on regular basis in the parent Cadre or Department; or Lower
Division Clerks or its equivalent with 8 years of regular service in PB-I Rs. 5200-
20200/- with Grade Pay Rs. 1900/- (Pre-revised) or equivalent in the parent cadre or
Department.
Period of deputation including period of deputation in another ex-cadre post held
immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some of other organization or
department of the Central Government shall not exceed five years. The maximum age
limit for appointment by deputation shall be 56 years.
Location: Kolkata.
4. Lower Division Clerk
(i) Number of Posts : Two Posts
(ii) Classification : General Central Service Group 'C' Non-Gazetted, Ministerial 
(iii) Pay Scale : PB-1, Rs. 5200-20200/- with GP-1900/-(Pre-revised)
Eligibility Criteria : Officers of the Central or State Government or Union Territories
holding analogous posts on regular basis with five years of regular service in the scale
of pay of PB-I Rs. 5200-20200/- with Grade Pay Rs. 1900/- (Pre-revised) or equivalent
in the parent cadre or Department.
Period of deputation including period of deputation in another ex- cadre post held
immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some of other organization or
department of the Central Government shall not exceed five years. The maximum age
limit for appointment by deputation shall be 56 years.
Location: One each at Chennai, Delhi.
5. Constable
(i) Number of Posts : Two Post
(ii) Classification : General Central Service Group 'C' Non-Gazetted, Non-Ministerial
(iii) Pay Scale : Level 3 in the pay matrix, (Rs. 21700-69100/-)
Eligibility Criteria : Officers in the Central Government or the State Government or the
Union Territories, Wildlife Departments, Police Forces, Railway Protection Force,
Central Bureau of Investigation, Narcotics Control Bureau;

(i) Holding analogous posts on regular basis, and
(ii) Matriculate from a recognized Board or University.

Period of deputation including period of deputation in another ex-cadre post held
immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other organization or
Department of the Central Government shall not exceed five years.
The maximum age-limit for appointment by deputation shall be not exceeding 56 years
as on the closing date of receipt of applications.
The officers on deputation in Wildlife Crime Control Bureau shall be absorbed after
obtaining express consent from their Cadre Controlling Authority by the Wildlife Crime
Control Bureau, New Delhi.
Location: One each at Chennai, Cochin.
For the application format the eligible candidates may please refer to the vacancy
circular available in wccb.gov.in or moef.nic.in. Application in the prescribed format
duly completed and signed by the candidate and countersigned by the competent
Authority should be submitted along with copies of the ACRs or its equivalent
document for the last 5 years duly attested on each page with seal, Vigilance
Clearance Certificate and Integrity Certificate duly issued by the competent authority in

original and Major/Minor Penalty statement for past 10 years duly issued by the
competent authority in original.
Application not accompanied by supporting certificates/documents in support of
qualification and experience claimed by the candidates would not be processed for
determining eligibility of the candidates for selection.
Last date for receipt of completed application form through the Competent Authority in
the prescribed format is 90 days from the date of publication of this advertisement
in Employment News. The application be sent to the following address:-

Additional Director
Wildlife Crime Control Bureau
Trikoot-1, Bhikaji Cama Place

New Delhi-110066.
Annexure-1

BIO-DATA/CURRICULUM VITAE PROFORMA FOR THE POST OF ....................
1. Name and Address (in Block letters) : 
2. Date of Birth (in Christian era) : 
3. i) Date of entry into service 
ii) Date of retirement under Central/State
Government Rules  

4. Educational Qualifications
5. Whether Educational and other qualifications
required for the post are satisfied. (If any qualification
has been treated as equivalent to the one prescribed 
in the Rules, state the authority for the same)

Qualifications/Experience required as men- Qualifications/Experience
tioned in the advertisement/vacancy circular possessed by the officer
Essential Essential
A) Qualification A) Qualification
B) Experience B) Experience
Desirable Desirable
A) Qualification A) Qualification
B) Experience B) Experience

5.1 Note: This column needs to be amplified to indicate Essential and Desirable
Qualifications as mentioned in the RRs by the Administrative Ministry/
Department/ Office at the time of issue of circular and issue of advertisement in 
the Employment News.

5.2. In the case of Degree and Post Graduate Qualifications  Elective/main 
subjects and subsidiary subjects may be  indicated by the candidate.
6. Please state clearly whether in the light 
of entries made by you above, you meet 
the requisite Essential Qualifications and 
work experience of the post.

6.1 Note: Borrowing Departments are to provide their  specific comments/
views confirming the relevant  Essential Qualification/work experience   
possessed by the Candidate (as indicated in the Bio-data) with reference to 
the post applied.

7. Details of Employment in chronological order. Enclose a separate sheet duly 
authenticated by your signature, if the space below is insufficient.
Office/ Post held on From To *Pay Band and  Nature of Duties
Institution regular basis Grade Pay/Pay (in detail) highlig-

Scale of the post hting experience
held on regular required for the
basis post applied for

* Important : Pay band and Grade Pay granted under ACP/MACP are personal to
the officer and therefore, should not be mentioned. Only Pay Band and Grade
Pay/Pay  Scale of the post held on regular basis to be mentioned. Details of ACP/MACP
with present Pay Band and Grade Pay where such benefits have been drawn by the
Candidate, may be indicated as below:
Office/ Pay, Pay Band and Grade Pay From To
Institution drawn under ACP/MACP Scheme

8. Nature of present employment i.e. Ad-hoc or  
Temporary or Quasi-Permanent or Permanent
9. In case the present employment is held on 
deputation/contract basis, please state-
a) The date  b) Period of c) Name of the d) Name of the post
of Initial appointment on parent office/organi- and Pay of the post
appointment deputation/contract zation to which the held in substantive

applicant belongs capacity in the
parent organisation

9.1 Note : In case of Officers already on deputation, the 
applications of such officer should be forwarded by the 
parent Cadre/Department alongwith Cadre Clearance, 
Vigilance Clearance and Integrity Certificate.
9.2 Note : Information under Column 9 (c) & (d) above must 
be given in all cases where a person is holding a post on 
deputation outside the cadre/organization but still 
maintaining a lien in his parent cadre/organisation. Continued on page 23
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10. If any post held on deputation in the past by the 
applicant, date of return from the last deputation and 
other details.
11. Additional details about present employment:
Please state whether working under (indicate the 
name of your employer against the relevant column)

a) Central Government
b) State Government
c) Autonomous Organization
d) Government Undertaking
e) Universities
f) Others

12. Please state whether you are working in the same 
Department and are in the feeder grade or feeder to  
feeder grade.
13. Are you in Revised Scale of Pay? If yes, give the date 
from which the revision took place and also indicate the 
pre-revised scale.
14. Total emoluments per month now drawn
Basic Pay in the PB Grade Pay Total Emoluments

15. In case the applicant belongs to an organisation which is not following the 
Central Government Pay Scales, the latest salary slip issued by the Organisation 
showing the following details may be enclosed.
Basic Pay with Scale of Pay Dearness Pay/Interim relief/ Total
and rate of increment other Allowances etc., (with Emoluments

break-up details)

16. A Additional information, if any, relevant to the post you 
applied for in support of your suitability for the post.
(This among other things may provide information with regard to 
(i) Additional academic qualifications (ii) Professional training and 
(iii) Work experience over and above prescribed in the Vacancy 
Circular/Advertisement).
(Note: Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient)
16. B Achievements :
The candidates are requested to indicate information with regard to:
i) Research publications and reports and special projects;
ii) Awards/Scholarships/Official Appreciation; Affiliation with the 
professional bodies/institutions/societies; and
iii) Affiliation with the professional bodies/institutions/societies; and
iv) Patents registered in own name or achieved for the organization;
v) Any research/innovative measure involving official recognition; 
vi) Any other information.
(Note: Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient)
17. Please state whether you are applying for deputation (ISTC)/
Absorption/Re-employment Basis #.  
(Officers under Central/ State Governments are only eligible   
only for Short-Term Contract).
# (The option of ‘STC/ ‘Absorption’/ ‘Re-employment’ are 
available only if the vacancy circular specially mentioned  
recruitment by “STC” or “Absorption” or “Re-employment”)
18. Whether belongs to SC/ST

I have carefully gone through the vacancy circular/advertisement and I am well aware
that the information furnished in the Curriculum Vitae duly supported by the documents
in respect of Essential Qualification/Work Experience submitted by me will also be
assessed by the Selection Committee at the time of selection for the post. The

information/details provided by me are correct and true to the best of my knowledge
and no material fact having a bearing on my selection has been suppressed/withheld.
Date __________ 

(Signature of the Candidate)
Address ________________
________________________

CERTIFICATION BY THE EMPLOYER/CADRE CONTROLLING AUTHORITY
This information/details provided in the above application by the applicant are true and
correct as per the facts available on records. He/she possesses educational
qualifications and experience mentioned in the advt. If selected, he/she will be relieved
immediately.
2. Also certified that:
i) There is no vigilance or disciplinary case pending/contemplated against Shri/

Smt. _______________________
ii) His/her integrity is certified.
iii) His/Her CR Dossier in original is enclosed/photocopies of the ACRs for the last 5

years duly attested by an officer of the rank of Under Secretary of the Govt. of
India or above are enclosed.

iv) No major/minor penalty has been imposed on him/her during the last 10 years Or
A list of major/minor penalties imposed on him/her during the last 10 years is
enclosed (as the case may be)

Countersigned ...........................

....................................................................
(Employer/Cadre Controlling Authority with Seal)

Annexure -II
Points to be noted by the Borrowing/Parent Department/Office to be highlighted
in DOP&T Circular for compliance by the Ministry/Departments
1. Vigilance Clearance will not normally be granted for a period of 3 years after the

currency of punishment, if a minor penalty has been imposed on an officer. In case
of imposition of a major penalty, Vigilance clearance will not normally be granted
for a period of 5 years after the currency of punishment in terms of DOP&T O.M.
No. 11012/11 /2007-Estt(A) 14/12/2007.

2.  While forwarding applications in respect of officers who are about to complete their
'cooling=off period shortly the instructions of DOP&T as contained in O.M. No.
2/1/2012-Estt (Pay.ll) dated 04/01/2013 may be strictly adhered to.

3.  A copy of the application format may be provided by the Borrowing Department in
their website in a downloadable form as Word Document along with the
advertisement.

4. In the case of a vacancy already existing at the time of issue of communication
inviting nominations/ publication in the Employment News, the eligibility may be
determined with reference to the last date prescribed for receipt of nominations in
the concerned administrative Ministry/Department. In the case of anticipated
vacancy, the crucial date for determining eligibility should be the date on which the
vacancy is expected to arise.

5. It shall be prominently mentioned in the vacancy circular/advertisement that the
application /CB not accompanied by supporting certificates /documents in support
of Qualification and Experience claimed by the candidates would not be processed
for determining the eligibility of the candidates for the selection.

6. Crucial date for determining the eligibility of the applicants will be counted after
excluding the first date of publication of the vacancy /post in the Employment
News, i.e., for the Vacancy published in the Employment News of 18-24 Jan. 2014,
the crucial date will be counted from the 19th Jan. 2014 (excluding the first date of
publication).

7. To facilitate determination of eligibility of the applicants working in Public Sector
Undertakings/ Autonomous organizations not following the Central Government
Scales, their equivalent scales of pay/posts may be confirmed by the borrowing
Department. Where necessary, details in this regard may also be ascertained from
the lending Department.
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Continued from page 22

Annexure-I
Government of India 

Ministry of
Home Affairs
Office of the Registrar

General, India
Ad-III Section, NDCC-II

Building, 1st Floor
Jai Singh Road

New Delhi- 110001
File No. A-32012/11/2016-

Ad.III/882(a)
Dated: 05.07.2019

NOTICE
The undersigned is directed to
invite reference to the
Advertisement No.A-
32012/11/2016-Ad. I I I /505
published in the Employment
News 9-15 June 2018 for filling
up of one post of Senior

Research Officer (Social
Studies) in the pay scale of Pay
Band-3, Rs. 15600-39100 +
Grade Pay of Rs.6600 (pre-
revised) (Revised: Level-11 as
per Pay Matrix of 7th CPC) by
deputation (including short-term
contract) in the Office of the
Registrar General, India, Delhi,

and to say that due to
administrative reasons, the
aforesaid Advertisement No. A-
32012 /11 /2016 -Ad . I I I / 505
stands cancelled.

(Santosh Kumar) 
Under Secretary to the Govt.

of India
EN 16/51

Sahitya Akademi
An autonomous organization under the Ministry of Culture,
Government of India and is fully funded by it, invites applications for
the post of Technical Assistant as under:
No. of Post : One (Reserved for OBC)
Location : Head Office, New Delhi
Pay Scale : Level-6/35400-112400 (7 CPC) (pre-revised PB II/9300-
34800/GP-4200) (6 CPC) 
Age Limit : 30 Years (Relaxation as per Government of India rules).
Method of recruitment: Direct 
Educational & other qualifications: 
Essential:
1. Graduation or equivalent qualification.
2. Diploma in Book Publishing.
3. Five years experience in a printing press or a publishing house

or a Govt. undertaking concerned with book publishing.

4. Knowledge of various processes of printing    and book
publishing.

5. Good knowledge of one or more languages and literature with
ability to edit literary material.

6. Basic knowledge of computer application.
The incumbent selected is liable to be transferred to any of the
offices of the Sahitya Akademi located in India. Applications received
through email or without required enclosures will not be accepted.
Those working in Central/State Government/Autonomous
Organisations/Renowned Educational Institutions may apply
through proper channel.
The candidates registered under National Career Services (NCS)
portal and fulfilling the eligibility conditions may visit Akademi's
website and follow the application procedure as stated. The
shortlisted candidates fulfilling the essential qualifications will be
required to appear for a written test to judge their knowledge of
English, Hindi, General Knowledge and Publication on a convenient
date and time as decided by the Akademi.
The application in the prescribed format as given on Akademi's
Website: http://www.sahitya-akademi.gov.in alongwith self-
attested copies of certificates of qualifications/experience etc. kept
in an envelope duly superscribed "Application for the posts of
Technical Assistant" addressed to the Secretary, Sahitya
Akademi, Rabindra Bhavan, 35, Ferozeshah Road, New Delhi-
110001 should reach within 30 days' time from the date of
publication of this advertisement.

Website: http://www.sahitya-akademi.gov.in
Advt. no. SA/50/7/2019
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North Eastern Indira Gandhi Regional Institute of Health & Medical
Sciences, Mawdiangdiang, Shillong-793018

Advertisement No. NEIGR E.III/10/2016/Pt dated the 26th February, 2019
Applications are invited from eligible candidates for filling up the following Group 'B’ & 'C' posts on direct recruitment. Eligible candidates are requested to submit their applications
in the prescribed format along with attested copies of certificates & testimonials, two copies of recent passport size photograph, Demand Draft of Rs. 500/-( Rupees five
hundred) for General & OBC candidates and Rs. 250/- (Rupees two hundred and fifty) for SC, ST & EWS candidates being the application fee in favour of the Deputy Director
(Admn), NEIGRIHMS payable at Shillong. The application fee once deposited will not be refunded. Candidates working in Govt. /Semi Govt./Public Sector
Undertaking/Autonomous Institutions/Organizations are requested to submit their applications through proper channel. Candidates should note that mere fulfilling of the minimum
requisite qualifications & experience bestows no right on them to be called for written test. Only shortlisted candidates will be called for written test as the Institute deemed fit.
Only Indian citizens need to apply. Candidates applying for the post reserved for Economically Weaker Sections (EWSs) category must submit a valid Income and
Asset Certificate in the prescribed format issued by any of the specified competent authorities. 
SI Name of post (s) No. of post (s)  Pay   Matrix Level Educational qualification & experience Age Limit (as on 

& Entry Pay closing date 
of applications)

1 Nursing Officer 231(SC-34, Pay Matrix Level -7 Essential : Not  exceeding 
ST-17, OBC-62, Entry Pay Rs. 44,900/- 1. Matriculation or its equivalent from a recognized University /Board. 35  years.
*EWS-23,UR-95) 2. Certificate in General Nursing & Midwifery from a recognized Institute
Note:*Economi- or equivalent qualifications for male nurse.

cally Weaker 3. Should be registered as 'A' grade Nurse & Midwifery with a State 
Sections (EWS) Nursing Council or equivalent qualification for male nurse.

2. Health Educator 2-UR Pay Matrix Level-6, 1. Degree from a recognized University Not exceeding 
Entry Pay Rs. 35,400/- 2. Diploma in Health Education from recognised institution. 35 years

3. Experience for not less than 5 years in Health Education preferably in
rural areas.

3 Warden/Lady Warden 1-UR Pay Matrix Level- 6 1. Bachelor's Degree from a recognized university. Not exceeding
Entry Pay Rs. 35,400/- 2. Certificate/Diploma in Hotel Management/House Keeping/Material 35 years

Management/Public Relation/ Estate Management. 
3. Four years' experience as Assistant Warden or six years' experience 
as Housekeeper or in a similar capacity in a Hostel of reputed Institution/
Nursing College.

4 Pharmacist 1-UR Pay Matrix Level -5 Essential: Not  exceeding 
Entry Pay Rs. 29,200/- Bachelor's Degree or equivalent in Pharmacy from a recognized University. 30 years

Desirable: Should be registered Pharmacist under the Pharmacy Act 1948
5 Jr.Lab. Technician 2 (1-UR, 1-ST) Pay Matrix Level -5 BMLT Or BSc with Chemistry or Zoology or Botany as subject from a Not  exceeding 

Entry Pay Rs. 29,200/- recognized University with one year certificate course in Medical Laboratory 30 years
Technician from a recognized University/institution.

6 CSSD Assistant Gr-II 3 (1-UR, 2-ST) Pay Matrix Level -2 Theatre Assistant Course with 4 years experience in CSSD/Operation Not  exceeding 
Entry Pay Rs. 19,900/- Theatre. Or 30 years

12th with Science from recognized Board/University with one year  
experience in CSSD Operation Theatre and Blood Bank in any Hospital.

7 Technical Assistant 24(11-UR,10-ST, Pay Matrix Level -5 1. Dept of Radiology -1 (One) Post: Not  exceeding
1-OBC, 2-EWS*) Entry Pay Rs. 29,200/- BSc in Radiography/Radiology & Imaging Technology or equivalent from 30 years

a recognized University/Institution with two years experience in the relevant 
Note: *Economi- field. OR
caIly Weaker 12th with Science (PCB) with two years Diploma in Radiography/Radiology
Sections (EWS) & Imaging Technology from recognized Board/University with at least three  

years Post-Diploma full time experience from reputed institute.  
For Departmental Candidate:
BSc in Radiography/Radiology & Imaging Technology or equivalent from a 
recognized University/Institution with three years full time experience as
Dark Room Assistant in Radiology Department.OR
12th with Science with Diploma in Radiography/Radiology & Imaging 
Technology or equivalent from recognized Board/University with at least
five years full time experience as Dark Room Assistant in Radiology    
Department. 

Pay Matrix Level -5 2.Dept of Microbiology - 2 (Two) Posts: Not  exceeding
Entry Pay Rs. 29,200/- B.Sc or its equivalent from a recognized University with two experiences as 30 years

Lab. Technician in a reputed Institution/Organization. OR
12th with Science from a recognized Board/University with Diploma in  
Medical Lab. Technique with two years experience as Lab. Technician in a
reputed institution/Organization.

Pay Matrix Level -5 3.Dept of Obs & Gynaecology- 1 (One) Post: Not  exceeding
Entry Pay Rs. 29,200/- BMLT from a recognized University with two years experience as Lab. 30 years

Technician from a reputed Institution/Organization. OR
12th with Science from a recognized Board/University with Diploma in 
Medical Lab. Technique and two years experience as Lab. Technician 
from a reputed institution/Organization. 

Pay Matrix Level -5 4.Dept of Anatomy-1 (One) Post: Not  exceeding
Entry Pay Rs. 29,200/- BMLT from a recognized University with two years experience as Lab. 30 years

Technician from a reputed Institution/Organization. OR
12th with Science from a recognized Board/University with Diploma in 
Medical Lab. Technique and two years experience as Lab. Technician from 
a reputed institution/Organization.

Pay Matrix Level -5 5.Dept of Cardiology - 2 (Two) Posts: Not  exceeding
Entry Pay Rs. 29,200/- BSc in Cardiac  Lab. Technology from a recognized University with two 30 years

years experience in handling of Cardiology equipments from a recognized 
Institute/ Organization/Hospital. OR
12th with Science from a recognized Board/University with Diploma in 
Cardiac Lab Technology and two year's experience in handling of  
Cardiology equipments either in Hospital/Nursing Home/Institute. OR
Bachelor in Radiology and Imaging Technology from a recognized Board/
University with two years experience in handling of Cardiology equipments 
from a recognized Institute/organization/Hospital.

Pay Matrix Level -5 6.Dept of CTVS - 2 (Two) Posts: Not  exceeding 
Entry Pay Rs. 29,200/- BSc in OT Technology from a recognized University with two years 30 years

experience in OT/ICU Technician from a reputed Institute/Organization. OR
12th with Science from a recognized Board/University with Diploma in
OT Technology/ICU Technician with two years experience in OT Technology/
ICU Technician from a reputed Institute/Organization. OR
10th Class pass with 6 years experience in OT/ICU Technician from a reputed 
Institute/Organization. Continued on page 25
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SI Name of post (s) No. of post (s)  Pay   Matrix Level Educational qualification & experience Age Limit (as on 
& Entry Pay closing date 

of applications)
Pay Matrix Level -5 7.Dept of Neurosurgery -1 (One) Post: Not exceeding
Entry Pay Rs. 29,200/- BSc in OT Technology from a recognized University with two years experience  30 Years

in OT preferably Neurosurgical from a reputed Institute/Organization. OR 
12th with Science from a recognized Board/University with Diploma in 
Surgical/OT Technology with two years experience in O.T. preferably 
Neurosurgical from a reputed Institute/Organization. OR
10th Class pass with 6 years experience in OT preferably Neurosurgical from 
a reputed Institute/Organization.

Pay Matrix Level -5 8.Dept of Anesthesiology - 3 (Three) Posts: Not exceeding
Entry Pay Rs. 29,200/- BSc in OT Technology from a recognized University with two years experience 30 years

in OT/ICU Technician/Anesthesia from a reputed Institute/Organization. OR
12th with Science from a recognized Board/University with Diploma in OT
Technology/lCU Technician/Anesthesia with two years experience in O.T/ 
ICU Technician/Anesthesia from a reputed Institute/Organization OR
10th Class pass with 6 years experience in OT/ICU Technician/Anesthesia 
from a reputed Institute/Organization.

Pay Matrix Level -5 9.Dept of Neurology - 2 (Two) Posts: Not exceeding
Entry Pay Rs. 29,200/- BSc or its equivalent from a recognized University with two years 30 years

experience in EEG/NCV/EMG from a reputed Institution/Organization. OR
12th with Science from a recognized Board/University with Diploma in   
EEG,  NCV/EMG from a reputed Institution/Organization and two years 
experience in the subject from a reputed Institute/Organization.

Pay Matrix Level -5 10.Dept of Forensic Medicines - 1 (One) Post: Not  exceeding
Entry Pay Rs. 29,200/- 1. BSc in Forensic Science from a recognized University with two years 30 years 

working experience in Forensic Lab. from a reputed Institution/
Organization. OR
12th with Science from recognized Board/University with Diploma in  
Forensic Science and two years working experience in Forensic Lab. from   
a reputed Institution/organization.

Pay Matrix Level -5 11.Dept of Pathology - 2 (Two) Posts: Not  exceeding
Entry Pay Rs. 29,200/- 1. BSc Biotechnology/BSc Life  Science from a recognized University/ 30 years

Institution.
2. One year's working  experience in Molecular Diagnostic/Research Lab 
with experience in PCR, QPCR Immunohistochemistry & Karyogram, 
Interphase Fish, Tissue Culture, TEM, and Flowcytometry preferably in the 
Hospital set up.

Pay Matrix Level -5 12.Dept of Dermatology - 1 (One) Post: Not  exceeding
Entry Pay Rs. 29,200/- BMLT from a recognized University with two years experience as Lab. 30 years

Technician or equivalent post in respective area from a reputed
Institution/Organization. OR

12th with Science from a recognized Board/University with Diploma in
Medical Lab. Technique and two years experience as Lab.Technician or 

equivalent post in respective area from a reputed Institution/Organization.
Pay Matrix Level -5 13.Dept of Emergency Medicines (Casualty) -5 (Five) Posts: Not  exceeding
Entry Pay Rs. 29,200/- BSc or its equivalent from a recognized University with two years working 30 years

experience in Emergency Department/OT/lCU in a reputed Hospital with 
minimum 100 beds. OR
12th with Science from a recognized Board/University with Diploma in 
Emergency Medical Technician or Diploma in OT/ICU Technician with 
two years working experience in desirable field (Emergency Deptt/ OT/ICU) 
from a reputed Hospital with minimum 100 beds.

General Information:
1.   Upper age limit is relaxable for Govt. servants up to 5 years in accordance with the instructions or orders issued by the Govt. of India.
2.   Relaxation of upper age limit for SC/ST/OBC/Ex-serviceman/Handicapped/disabled candidates will also be allowed as per Govt. Rules, where reservations of posts are

meant for these categories only.
3.    Reservation for STs/SCs/OBCs and EWSs will be as per Govt. of India norms.
4.   Persons who are not covered under the scheme of reservation for SCs, STs and OBCs and whose family has gross annual income below Rs. 8.00 lakh (Rupees eight lakh

only) are to be identified as EWSs for benefit of reservation. Reservation under Economically Weaker Sections (EWSs) can be availed upon production of Income and
Asset Certificate issued by a Competent Authority. The Income and Asset Certificate issued by any one of the following competent authorities in the prescribed format shall
only be accepted as proof of candidate's claim as belonging to EWS:-

(i)    District Magistrate/Addl. District Magistrate/Collector/Deputy Commissioner/Addl. Deputy Commissioner/1st Class Stipendary Magistrate/ Sub-Divisional Magistrate/Taluka
Magistrate/Executive Magistrate/Extra Assistant Commissioner 

(ii) Chief Presidency Magistrate/Additional Chief Presidency Magistrate/Presidency Magistrate 
(iii) Revenue Officer not below the rank of Tehsildar and 
(iv)   Sub-Divisional Officer of the area where the candidate and/or his family normally resides.
5.    Persons working under Central/State Government/Public Sector Undertakings/Autonomous organisation should submit their applications through proper channel. They

may, however, send an advance copy of the application along with enclosures which should reach before the prescribed last date.
6.   Candidates applying against post reserved for OBC category must submit a valid (up-to-date) ‘Non Creamy Layer’ certificate from the appropriate authority.
7.   The decision of the Institute as to eligibility or otherwise of a candidate will be final.
8.   The applicants, who do not have requisite qualifications up to the last date for submission of applications, will not be considered.
9.   Canvassing of any kind will be a disqualification.
10. In case response to the post is large in number, screening will be restricted to those with higher percentage of marks.
11. Incomplete applications will not be considered.
12. Mere fulfilling the minimum educational qualification and experience doesn't bestow right to a candidate to be called for interview.
13. Institute reserves the right to reject or accept any candidature without assigning any reason thereof.
14. Due to dearth of quarters, the institute is not in a position to provide quarters to selected candidates. If quarters are not provided the officer will be entitled to House Rent

Allowances (HRA) as per prescribed rules.
15. The number of vacancies indicated against each category of posts is provisional and may increase or decrease depending on the actual needs of the Institute.
16. The Institute will not be responsible for non-receipt/late receipt of any communication send by the candidates due to postal delay/lost in transit.
17. Application submitted without requisite fee will summarily be rejected.
Complete applications may be sent in the prescribed proforma to the "Recruitment Cell, Establishment Section - III", North Eastern Indira Gandhi Regional Institute of
Health and Medical Sciences, Mawdiangdiang, Shillong-793018 SUPERSCRIBING "Application for the  post of ..........................................................................................
Prescribed proforma of application form can be downloaded in PDF format from Institute's website http:/www.neigrihms.gov.in.
Last date of submission of Applications is one month from the date of publication of this advertisement in the Employment News

(D.T.Umdor) 
Deputy Director (Admn) 

NEIGRIHMS, Shillong

davp 17119/11/0007/1920 EN 16/63
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1. Applications are invited from eligible candidates of Indian Nationality for the Group ‘C’ post of Fire Engine Drivers, Fireman, Tradesman Mate (Erstwhile Mazdoor Trade),
Chowkidar, Cook, Washerman and CMD (OG) to reach Commanding Officer, 5133 ASC Bn, PIN-905133, C/o 99 APO by registered post. The scale of pay, number of
vacancies, educational qualification and other requirements are as under :-
Ser Name of Pay in Pay Categories Total Qualifications Rem- 
No. Post Matrix as per Vacan- arks

7th CPC UR SC ST OBC cies
(a) Fire Rs 21,700/- 02 - - - 02 Essential: (i) 10th Standard pass or equivalent from a recognised Board. (ii) Must have at

Engine least three years experience of driving heavy vehicles and be in possession of valid driving 
Driver licence. (iii) Must be physically fit and capable of performing strenuous duties and must 

have passed the physical fitness test as under :-
(aa) Height without shoes : 165cms; provided that a concession of 2.5 cms in height shall 
be allowed for members of the Scheduled Tribes. (ab) Chest (un-expanded): 81.5 cms
(ac) Chest (on-expanded) : 85 cms (ad) Weight : 50 kgs (minimum) (ae) Endurance Test
(aaa) Carrying a man (fireman lift of 65.5 kgs to a distance of 183 metres within 96 seconds)
(aab) Clearing 2.7metres wide ditch landing on both feet (long jumps) (aac) Climbing 
3 metres vertical rope using hands and feet.
Desirable: (i) Should be familiar with maintenance and operation of various types of fire
appliance. (ii) Experience of having worked in a regular civil or Defence Fire Brigade as
Fireman Grade I or Senior Fireman. (iii) Should have passed the general Fire Fighting 
Course from Defence Institute of Fire Research, Ministry of Defence, New Delhi or the Sub-
Officers Course from National Fire Service College, Nagpur or any other similar recognized
course.

(b) Fireman Rs 19,900/- 05 03 02 03 13 Essential : (i) 10th Standard pass or equivalent from a recognised Board. (ii) Must be 
conversant with the use and maintenance of all types of extinguishers, hose fitting and fire
appliances and equipments fire engines, trailer, pumps, foam branches. (iii) Must be
familiar with the use and maintenance first-aid fire fighting appliances and Trailer Fire
Pump. (iv) Must know elementary principles of Fire Fighting methods employed in fighting 
different types of fire. (v) Must be conversant with foot and appliance Fire Service Drills
and be able to perform the task allotted to the members of fire crew. (vi) Must have 
served in a recognised Civil or Defence Fire Brigades as Fireman Grade II for a minimum 
period of three years. (vii) Must be physically fit and capable of performing strenuous 
duties and must have passed the physical fitness test as under :-
(aa) Height without shoes: 165 cms; provided that a concession of 2.5 cms in height shall  
be allowed for members of the Scheduled Tribes. (ab) Chest (un-expanded) : 81.5 cms
(ac) Chest (on-expanded) : 85 cms (ad) Weight : 50 kgs (minimum) (ae) Endurance Test
(aaa) Carrying a man (fireman lift of 65.5 kgs to a distance of 183 metres within 96 seconds)
(aab) Clearing 2.7metres wide ditch landing on both feet (long jumps). (aac) Climbing 3
metres vertical rope using hands and feet.

(c) Tradesman Rs. 18,000/- 05 01 03 01 10 10th Standard pass or equivalent from a recognized Board.
Mate
(Erstwhile
Mazdoor/
Labourer)

(d) Chowkidar Rs. 18,000/- 01 - - - 01 Essential: 10th Standard pass or equivalent from a recognized Board.
Desirable: Conversant with the duties of the trade with one year experience in the trade.

(e) Cook Rs. 19,900/- 01 - - - 01 (i) 10th Standard pass or equivalent from a recognized Board. (ii) Must have knowledge 
of Indian Cooking and proficiency in trade.

(f) Washer- Rs. 18,000/- 01 - - - 01 Essential: (i) 10th Standard pass or equivalent from a recognised Board. (ii) Must be able
man to the wash military/Civilian cloths thoroughly well.

(g) Civil Motor Rs. 19900/- 02 01 02 - 05 Essential: (i) 10th Standard pass or equivalent from a recognised Board. (ii) Must 
Driver possess civil driving license for heavy vehicles and have minimum two years experience
(CMD) of driving such vehicles. (iii) Proof of experience of 2 years is mandatory with application 

form. (iv) Proof of caste certificate is mandatory with application form. (v) Application 
received without above certificates shall be outrightly rejected.
Desirable: Experience of driving heavy vehicles in high altitude will be given preference.

(h) Fire Fitter Rs 19900/- 01 - - - 01 Essential: (i) 10th Standard pass or equivalent from a recognised Board/University. 
(ii) Must possess diploma/ITI for the post.
Desirable: (i) Running 2.4 KM in 9 min 30 sec. (ii) Chin up 9 times continuously on counts.
(iii) Sit up 35 times continuously on counts. (iv) Pushup 25 times continuously on counts.
(v) To qualify trade test. (vii) Written test.

Ministry of Defence

ASC Units under Jurisdiction Eastern Command (ST)
Recruitment Notice for the Posts of Fire Engine Driver, Station Officer (Erstwhile Fire Supervisor), Fire Fitter, Fireman,

Tradesman Mate (Erstwhile Mazdoor/Labourer), Chowkidar, Tin Smith, Cook, Painter, Carpenter, Barber,
Equipment Repairer and Washerman

2. The above posts are subject to all India Service liability including field service.
3. Age Limit and its Relaxation.
Ser Category Age Age Remarks
No. Limit Rela-

xation
(a) UR 18 to Nil Relaxable for govt servants upto the age of 

25 yrs 40 years in accordance with the instructions
or orders issued by central government

(b) OBC 18 to 3 yrs Relaxable for govt. servants upto the age of 
25 yrs 40 years in accordance with the instructions

or orders issued by central government.
(c) SC/ST 18 to 5 yrs

25 yrs 
(d) ESM - - Service rendered in Army/Navy/ Air Force shall

be deducted from actual age and resultant age
should not exceed the maximum age limit i.e
25 years prescribed for the post by more than
three years.

(e) PH (UR) 18 to 10 yrs PH person should be in possession of
25 yrs Disability Certificate issued by CMO/Civil

Surgeon of Govt Hospital certifying the
disability

Ser Category Age Age Remarks
No. Limit Rela-

xation
(f) PH (SC/ 18 to 15 yrs PH person should be in possession of

ST) 25 yrs Disability Certificate issued by CMO/Civil
(g) PH 18 to 13 yrs Surgeon of Govt Hospital certifying the

(OBC) 25 yrs disability
(h) MSP 18 to 5 yrs

(UR) 25 yrs
(i) MSP 18 to 10 yrs

(SC/ST) 25 yrs
(j) MSP 18 to 8 yrs

(OBC) 25 yrs
The crucial date for determining the age-limit in the case of candidates, from the
Employment Exchange shall be the last date up to which the Employment Exchanges
are asked to submit the names.
4. Candidates will forward application as per Annexure-I duly completed, properly
sealed in an envelope to the address mentioned against the post applied for, through
ordinary post/Registered post/Speed post. Application in person will not be accepted.
Candidates are requested to superscribe the words “APPLICATION FOR THE POST
OF” on the top of envelope while sending the application form.
5. The last date of receipt of application is 30 days from the date of publication of
the advertisement in the Employment News. In case of candidates belonging to

Continued
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Ladakh Sub Division of Jammu and Kashmir State, Lahaul & Spiti District of PangiSub
Division of Chamba district of Himachal Pradesh, Andaman & Nicobar Island &
Lakshadweep the last date for receipt of application shall be 37 days from the date of
publication of this advertisement. However the crucial date for determining the age
limit for all shall be closing date for receipt of application i.e 30 days from publication.
6. The photocopy of the following documents/ certificated to be attached alongwith
application duly self attested :-
(a) Three self attested latest passport size photographs, one pasted on top right

corner of the application,second on the Acknowledgement card cum call letter and
third on the admit card for written examination.

(b) Attested copies of following certificates will also be submitted with application :-
(i) Educational qualification certificate.
(ii) Date of Birth Certificate.
(iii) Caste certificate where applicable.
(iv) Discharge certificate for Ex-Serviceman or NOC from the competent authority
for serving Defence Personnel who are completing the prescribed period of Army
Services within a year from the last date for receiving application.
(v) Certificate of award at appropriate level in the list of game/ sports in Appendix-
I of Section 5 of OM No. 14034/01/2013-Estt (D) dt 03 Oct 73 for MSP.

(c) Self addressed envelope affixing postal stamps of Rs 25/-
Note: Central Government Civilian Employees must furnish ‘No Objection Certificate’
from their employer/ office else their applications will not be considered.
7. Incomplete/ineligible applications will be deemed invalid and rejected without
intimation to the candidate.
8. It is made clear that merely fulfilling the basic essential qualification requirements
does not automatically entitle a person to be called for the test. In case the Number of
short listed candidates post scrutiny of applications exceeds 100 per vacancy existing
in each post, call letters will be issued to the limit of 100 per vacancy considered in
merit as per essential and desirable QR. The selection will be made strictly on the
merit. The decision of appointing authority regarding selection/ rejection will be final. It
is also made clear that the numbers of posts/ vacancies are tentative and recruitment
process can be cancelled/suspended/ terminated by the Appointing Authority at any
stage, due to administrative reasons.
9. Practical Trade Test. Candidates applying for the post of Tinsmith, Painter,
Carpenter, Cook, Barber, Equipment Repairer will be put through a trade test suitably
designed for the respective trade as approved by a board of officers.
10. Place of Practical/Physical/Written Test: Will be notified to candidates separately
to the selected candidates after scrutiny of application.
11. Canvassing in any form shall disqualify the candidates. No enquiry or
correspondence will be entertained.
12. Own Risk Clause. Candidates will appear for physical test/ endurance test at their
own risk/ any injury/ accident if sustained by the candidates during the test, authorities
will not be responsible to pay any compensation.
13. Selected candidates will be given appointment letter by concerned authorities
subject to verification of character and antecedents/ education certificates from
concerned District Magistrate/ authorities and medical fitness from medical authorities.
14. Probation Period. The selected candidates will be on probation for two years.
The appointment of the selected candidates will be made on the satisfactory report
from concerned civil authority on verification of character and antecedent/education
certificates with date of birth/ caste certificate and medical fitness examination.
15. No TA/DA is admissible. Duration of each test can be 02 to 05 days or more.
Candidates will make their own arrangement for lodging/ boarding during the test/
interview.
16. Vacancies may vary (increase/ decrease) subject to availability of post or change
in PE and non - extension of validity of NAC.
17. Any dispute with regard to the recruitment will be subject to the Courts having
jurisdiction in Silliguri only. 
18. Detailed Eligibility Criteria and application form is also available at www.indian
army.nic.in and ‘Employment News’ news paper.
20. Application NOT conforming to the format given in the website will NOT be
accepted.

Annexure - I
APPLICATION FOR RECRUITMENT

Recruitment Notice No........................................................................
To,
Commanding Officer
5133 ASC Bn
PIN-905133
C/o 99 APO
1. Post applied for : _________________________________
2. Name of candidate (in Block letter) _____________________
3. Father’s Name _________________________________________
4. Date of birth

D D M M Y Y Y Y

5. Correspondence Address:-
House No/ Street/ Village ___________________________________________
Post Office _______________________________________________________ 
District __________________________________________________________
PIN Code ________________________________________________________
Police Station _____________________________________________________
State ____________________________________________________________

6. Permanent Address:-
House No/ Street/ Village ___________________________________________
Post Office _______________________________________________________ 
District __________________________________________________________
PIN Code ________________________________________________________
Police Station _____________________________________________________
State ____________________________________________________________

7. Educational Qualification (Enclose photocopy of certificate):-
S. Qualification Name of School/ Name of Board/ % of marks

No. College University obtained

* To reduce the number of candidates for written examination for one category of post,
screening of applications will be carried out in the ratio 1:50 (fifty application for
one post) based on the percentage of marks obtained in the examination
mentioned as essential QR.

8. (a) Category for which applied 
(please tick to choose) : UR SC ST OBC

(b) Whether belongs to 
(please tick to choose) : PH ESM MSP Others

* PH, ESM & MSP candidates to mention their category (Gen/UR, SC, ST & OBC)
9. If applied for the post as Ex-Serviceman

Date of enrolment (in Army/ Navy/Air Force) ............................................... Date of
retirement ....................... Total Service ........... Yrs................Month............. days
(attach copy of discharge certificate/NOC)

10. If applied for the post as PH category:-

Type of disability (OH, HH, VH) Percentage of disability

11. Whether registered with any employment exchange? (Yes/No) (If yes, mentioned
registration No. and name of Employment exchange).

12. Whether employed in Central Govt. services? Yes/No if yes, give details as
under:-

Name Office Name of the Date of 
of Employer Address post appointment

DECLARATION
I hereby certify that above particulars mentioned in the application are correct and true
to the best of my knowledge and belief. I understand that in the event of my information
being found false or incorrect at any stage or not satisfying the eligibility criteria
according to the requirements of the advertisement, my candidature or appointment is
liable to be cancelled/ terminated. I am willing to serve anywhere. I agree that
department has the right to transfer me to anywhere in India.
Date: (Signature of candidate)
Place:

FOR OFFICE RECORD ONLY
1. Application received on...........................................................................................
2. Application accepted/rejected.................................................................................
3. Reason for rejection : Underage/Overage/Documents incomplete/Photo or

documents not attested/Any other reasons to be specified :-
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................

4. Index No. ................................................ Date of Test ............................................

Annexure - II
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT CARD CUM CALL LETTER

1. Name __________________________________________
2. Date of birth _____________________________________
3. Father’s Name ___________________________________
4. Correspondence Address:-

House No/ Street/ Village ___________________________
Post Office _______________________________________ 
District __________________________________________________________
PIN Code ________________________________________________________
Police Station _____________________________________________________
State ___________________________________________________________

5. Application accepted/ rejected _______________________________________
6. Reason for rejection _______________________________________________
7. Date of reporting for test ___________________________________________
8. Venue of test _____________________________________________________
9. Index No. ________________________________________________________

(Please affix latest self photographs and fill up column 1 to 4 only)
Signature of Controlling Officer

Annexure - III
ADMIT CARD FOR WRITTEN EXAMINATION

No. _________________

1. Name __________________________________________
2. Date of birth _____________________________________
3. Father’s Name ___________________________________
4. Correspondence Address:-

House No/ Street/ Village ___________________________
Post Office _______________________________________ 
District __________________________________________________________
PIN Code ________________________________________________________
Police Station _____________________________________________________
State ___________________________________________________________

5. Date of reporting for written exam ____________________________________
6. Venue of test ____________________________________________________

(Please affix latest self photographs and fill up column 1 to 4 only)

Signature of Controlling Officer
davp 10602/11/0022/1920 EN 16/71

Affix recent self
Attested passport
size photograph

Affix recent self
Attested passport
size photograph

Affix recent self
Attested passport
size photograph
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Division of Agricultural Extension

ICAR-Indian Agricultural Research Institute
New Delhi - 110012
Walk in Interview

Walk in interview for research project in the Division of Agricultural
Extension to be held on 11-08-2019 at 10.30 AM. Last date for
receiving application is 11-08-2019.
Name & No. Emoluments Qualifications
of Post per month
Senior Rs. 25,000/- Essential: M.Sc. Agricultural
Research + 30% HRA Extension/Agril/ Economics/
Fellow for 1st & 2nd Horticulture/Food Science &

(1 Post) years. Technology/Food & Nutrition/Home
Rs. 28000/- Science Extension, Dairy Exten-
+ 30% HRA for sion and Post-Harvest Technology.
3rd year Candidates having 4 years bache-

lor's degree with 2 years Master's
degree are eligible. Candidate 
having 3 years of bachelor's
degree must have qualified 
UGC/CSIR/ICAR, NET exam.
Desirable: Experience of ICT
based extension research content
development (website, mobile 
apps, multimedia development),
knowledge and experience of data
analysis through software.

Terms and Conditions:
i) Age limit:  Maximum age   is  35 years   for SRF  (age  relaxation
of  five years for SC/ST & women and three years for OBC) 
ii) The post is purely temporary, the candidate shall not claim
regular appointment  at this  Institute, as the post is co-terminus with
the project. The total duration of the project is 3 years (commenced
from Nov. 2018)
For Details of the advertisement please visit website
www.iari.res.in

F. No. 11-3/2013-RFS-III
Government of India

Ministry of Agriculture, Cooperation &
Farmers Welfare

Department of Agriculture, Cooperation & Farmers Welfare
(Natural Resource Management Division)

Shastri Bhawan, New Delhi
ADVERTISEMENT FOR ENGAGING CONSULTANT ON

CONTRACTUAL BASIS UNDER NATIONAL MISSION FOR
SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE (NMSA)

Online applications from eligible candidates are invited for engaging
three consultants one each in the area of Climate Change,
Agriculture & Horticulture and Livestock under National Mission for
Sustainable Agriculture (NMSA). For further details on the eligibility
criteria, terms & conditions refer our website www.agricoop.nic.in.
Only online application shall be accepted and link for the same
is be available on website https://nmsa.dac.gov.in and
www.agricoop. nic.in. The last date of online submission of the
application will be thirty days from the date of publishing of
advertisement in the Employment News.

(K.S. Chitra)
Under Secretary to the Government of India

Tel. No. 011-23382101
davp 01101/11/0013/1920 EN 16/62
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F. No. 1-6 /2019 Adm-l
Government of India

Ministry of Culture

Archaeological Survey of India
Administration-I Section

Filing up one (01) post of Additional Director General (Archaeology) Group ‘A’
(Gazetted) in level 14 of the pay matrix. (Rs. 144200-218200/-) in Archaeological
Survey of India.
It is proposed to fill up one (01) post of Additional Director General (Archaeology)
Group 'A' (Gazetted) in level 14 of the pay matrix (Rs. 144200-218200/-) in the
Archaeological Survey of India by [Deputation (including short term contract)]
2. From Officers under the Central Government, State Government, Union Territories

or Universities or Public Sector Undertaking or Recognized Research Institutions
or Semi-Government or Statutory and Autonomous Organization and:-

(a) (i) Holding analogous post on regular basis in the parent cadre or department; or
(ii) With three years; service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on a

regular basis in posts in Level-13 in the Pay Matrix: Rs 118500-214100/- or
equivalent in the parent cadre or department; and

(b) Possessing the following educational qualification and experience:-
(i) Master's Degree in Indian History with Ancient Indian History or Medieval Indian

History as a subject; or Master's Degree in Archaeology or Anthropology with
Stone Age Archaeology as a subject; or Master's Degree in Geology with
Pleistocene Geology as a subject, from a recognised University; or Master's
Degree in Sanskrit or Pali or Arabic or Prakrit or Persian or Tamil or Telugu or
Malayalam or Kannada or History of Art with Ancient or medieval Indian History
as a subject from a recognised University.

(ii) Ph.D in Indian History or Archaeology or in any of the languages mentioned in (i)
above.

(iii) Ten years experience in the field of Archaeology under Government or Semi-
Government organisation or Autonomous institutions with at least 5 years
experience in Administrative matters.

Note-1 : The Departmental Officers in the feeder category who are in the direct line of
promotion shall not be eligible for consideration for appointment on deputation or
absorption. Similarly, deputationists shall not be eligible for consideration for
appointment by promotion.
Note-2 : Period of deputation (Including Short Term Contract) including period of
deputation (Including Short Term Contract) in another ex-cadre post held immediately
preceding this appointment in the same or some other organization or department of
the Central Government shall ordinarily not to exceed five years. The maximum age
limit for appointment by deputation (including short term contract) shall not be
exceeding 56 years as on the closing date of receipt of application.
Note-3 :For the purpose of appointment on deputation basis the service rendered on
a regular basis by an Officer prior to 1st January 2006, the date from which the revised
pay structure based on the Sixth Central Pay Commission recommendations has been
extended, shall be deemed to be service rendered in the corresponding grade pay or
pay scale extended based on the recommend-ations of the pay commission except
where there has been merger of more than one pre-revised scale of pay into one grade
with a common grade or pay scale, and where this benefit will extend only for the post
for which that grade pay or pay scale is the normal replacement grade without any
upgradation.
3. Duties of Additional Director General (Archaeology)
(1) Assisting the Director General in matters relating to;

1. Implementation of Ancient Monuments and Archaeological sites and Remains
(AMASR) Act,  1958 (updated as per the AMASR (Amendment & Validation) Act
2010)
2. Laying down the Archaeological policy in the country.
3. Archaeological excavations and explorations.
4. Protection of monuments
5. Cultural Exchange Programmes.
6. Bringing out of Archaeological Publications.
7. Epigraphical research
8. Public Awareness on cultural heritage.

(2) Represent the Directorate in various conferences, meetings, seminars in the
country and abroad besides those connected with Archaeological research and
UNESCO Conventions.

(3) While representing the Director General wherever considered necessary, he
would look after research and publication activities of the Survey.

4. GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR POST AS UNDER
1. Applications in duplicate in the following proforma (Annexure-A) along with
the complete and up-to-date ACRs/APARs of the Officers who can be spared in
the event of his/her selection, may be sent to the undersigned through proper
channel within 60 days from the date of publication of this advertisement in
the Employment News. Application received after the last date or otherwise
found incomplete will not be considered.
2. While forwarding the application, it may be verified and certified that the
particulars furnished by the officers are correct and that no disciplinary
action/court case filed by/against the officers is pending or contemplated against
the officers and also no major / minor penalty has been imposed on the officers
during the last ten year.
3. The officers who apply for the post will not be allowed to withdraw their
nomination subsequently.

Initial place of Posting : Office of the Director General, Archaeological Survey of
India,  24,  Tilak Marg, New Delhi-110001

(P. G. Kaladharan)
Director (Administration)

Archaeolgicai Survey of India
24, Tilak Marg, New Delhi-110001

Annexure-l 

BIO-DATA/CURRICULUM VITAE PROFORMA
1. Name and Address (in Block letters) : 
2. Date of Birth (in Christian era) : 
3. i) Date of entry into service 
ii) Date of retirement under Central/State
Government Rules  

4. Educational Qualifications
5. Whether Educational and other qualifications
required for the post are satisfied. (If any qualification
has been treated as equivalent to the one prescribed 
in the Rules, state the authority for the same)

Qualifications/Experience required as men- Qualifications/Experience
tioned in the advertisement/vacancy circular possessed by the officer
Essential Essential
A) Qualification A) Qualification
B) Experience B) Experience
Desirable Desirable
A) Qualification A) Qualification
B) Experience B) Experience

5.1 Note: This column needs to be amplified to indicate Essential and Desirable
Qualifications as mentioned in the RRs by the Administrative Ministry/
Department/ Office at the time of issue of circular and issue of advertisement in 
the Employment News.

5.2. In the case of Degree and Post Graduate Qualifications  Elective/main 
subjects and subsidiary subjects may be  indicated by the candidate.
6. Please state clearly whether in the light 
of entries made by you above, you meet 
the requisite Essential Qualifications and 
work experience of the post.

6.1 Note: Borrowing Departments are to provide their  specific comments/
views confirming the relevant  Essential Qualification/work experience   
possessed by the Candidate (as indicated in the Bio-data) with reference to 
the post applied.

7. Details of Employment in chronological order. Enclose a separate sheet duly 
authenticated by your signature, if the space below is insufficient.
Office/ Post held on From To Pay Band and  Nature of Duties
Institution regular basis Grade Pay/Pay (in detail) highlig-

Scale of the post hting experience
held on regular required for the
basis post applied for

* Important : Pay band and Grade Pay granted under ACP/MACP are personal to
the officer and therefore, should not be mentioned. Only Pay Band and Grade
Pay/Pay  Scale of the post held on regular basis to be mentioned. Details of ACP/MACP
with present Pay Band and Grade Pay where such benefits have been drawn by the
Candidate, may be indicated as below:
Office/ Pay, Pay Band and Grade Pay From To
Institution drawn under ACP/MACP Scheme

8. Nature of present employment i.e. Ad-hoc or  
Temporary or Quasi-Permanent or Permanent
9. In case the present employment is held on 
deputation/contract basis, please state-
a) The date  b) Period of c) Name of the d) Name of the post
of Initial appointment on parent office/organi- and Pay of the post
appointment deputation/contract zation to which the held in substantive

applicant belongs capacity in the
parent organisation

9.1 Note : In case of Officers already on deputation, the 
applications of such officer should be forwarded by the 
parent Cadre/Department alongwith Cadre Clearance, 
Vigilance Clearance and Integrity Certificate.
9.2 Note : Information under Column 9 (c) & (d) above must 
be given in all cases where a person is holding a post on 
deputation outside the cadre/organization but still 
maintaining a lien in his parent cadre/organisation.
10. If any post held on deputation in the past by the 
applicant, date of return from the last deputation and 
other details.
11. Additional details about present employment:
Please state whether working under (indicate the 
name of your employer against the relevant column)

a) Central Government
b) State Government
c) Autonomous Organization
d) Government Undertaking
e) Universities
f) Others Continued on page 31
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Subject:-    Filling up of the post of Assistant Director in the   Narcotics Control
Bureau,   Ministry  of Home  Affairs  on   deputation basis.
Narcotics Control Bureau, Ministry of Home Affairs intends to fill up 02 (two) anticipated
vacant posts of Assistant Director on deputation basis. The vacancies may vary
(increase/decrease). The selected candidates are liable to be posted anywhere in India
in any of the Zones/Sub-Zones/Regional Office/Headquarters of Narcotics Control
Bureau. Any conditional application regarding place of posting or any other issue shall
not be entertained.
2. The   post   of  Assistant   Director   carries   the   pay   scale   in   PB-3 (Rs. 15600-
391 00) + Grade Pay of Rs.6600 (pre-revised) [Level-11 as per 7th CPC Pay Matrix].
3. The Recruitment Rules for the post provide for 50% of posts to be filled by promotion
failing which by deputation and 50% of the posts to be filled by deputation.
4. The terms and conditions of the deputation will be governed by the Department of
Personnel & Training's OM No. 6/8/2009-Estt. (Pay II) dated 17.06.2010, as amended
from time to time.
5. The Recruitment Rules for the post of Assistant Director in the Narcotics Control
Bureau provide for deputation of officers of the Central Government or the State
Government or Union Territories:
(a) (i) holding analogous posts on regular basis in the parent cadre or department; or
(ii) with 5 (five) years regular service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto
on a regular basis in the posts in the Pay Band-3, Rs. 15600-39100 with Grade Pay of
Rs. 5400 or equivalent in the parent cadre or Department; and
(b)     Possessing the following educational qualifications and experience :
Essential
(i) Bachelor's Degree from a recognized University;
(ii) Five(5) year's experience in Enforcement of regulatory laws and collection of
intelligence relating thereto.
Desirable: i) Three (3) year's experience in investigation of economic offences or
criminal offences.
Note : The Departmental Officers in the feeder grade who are in the direct line of
promotion will not be eligible for consideration for appointment on deputation. Similarly,
deputationists shall not be eligible for consideration for appointment by promotion.
Duties and Responsibilities : Assistant Directors give assistance to the Director
General, Deputy Director Generals, Deputy Directors/Zonal Directors in enforcement of
regulatory laws i.e. Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances Act, 1985, which
includes :-
1. Co-ordination between different enforcement agencies - Central and States in India

and also with foreign drug enforcement agencies;
2. Collection and Development of Intelligence, investigation, search, seizure and

arrest of drug traffickers having national and international ramifications, analysis
and dissemination thereof;

3. Identification of major drug traffickers and liquidating them;
4. Mounting surveillance on the activities of drug traffickers;
5. Arrest of drug traffickers and initiating prosecution proceedings against them;
6. Initiating action under PITNDPS Act;
7. Creating data base in respect of drug traffickers and their activities;
8. Monitoring of drug situation reports, modus operandi, routes etc;
9. Monitoring of Legal/Court matters;
10. Undertaking financial investigations;
11. Identification and destruction of illicit opium and cannabis cultivation; and
12. Organization of training courses for the officers empowered under the NDPS Act,

1985.
6. Period of deputation including period of deputation in another ex-cadre post held
immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other organization or
department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not to exceed 03 (three) years.
7. The maximum age limit for appointment by deputation shall not be exceeding 56 (fifty
six) years on the closing date of receipt of applications.
8. For the purposes of appointment on deputation basis, the service rendered on a
regular basis by an officer prior to 1st January, 2016 or the date from which the revised
pay structure based on the Seventh Central Pay Commission recommendations has
been extended or shall be deemed to be service rendered in the corresponding grade
pay or pay scale extended based on the recommendations of the 7th Pay Commission.
9. The vacancy circular may be brought to the notice of eligible officers of your cadre.
The application of eligible and willing officers who can be spared at short notice in the
event of their selection may be obtained in the revised C.V. proforma attached in
duplicate and forwarded to Deputy Director General (Hqrs.), Narcotics Control
Bureau, West Block No.1, Wing No.5, R.K. Puram, New Delhi-110066, along with
following requisite documents so as to reach this Ministry within 60 (sixty) days of
publishing of this advertisement in the Employment News:-
i) Photo copies of APARs for the last five years duly attested (with stamp) on each page
by an officer not below the rank of Under Secretary to the Government of India or
equivalent, 
ii) Integrity Certificate
iii) Vigilance Clearance certificate as per proforma 
iv) Major/minor penalty statement for the last 10 years and 
v) Cadre clearance incorporating that in the event of his/her selection, he/she will be

relieved to join the post of Assistant Director in NCB on deputation basis.
10. The applications received after the closing date and conditional application shall not
be entertained. It may be noted that in the event of their selection, the candidates will
not be allowed to withdraw their candidature.

(Sunil Dubey) 
Assistant Director (Admn.) 

Tel: 011-26182521
.

Annexure-I
BIO-DATA/CURRICULUM VITAE PROFORMA

[For Application for the Post of Assistant Director in Narcotics Control Bureau
(NCB) on Deputation Basis]

1. Name and Address (in Block letters) : 
2. Date of Birth (in Christian era) : 
3. i) Date of entry into service 
ii) Date of retirement under Central/State

Government Rules  
4. Educational Qualifications
5. Whether Educational and other qualifications
required for the post are satisfied. (If any qualification
has been treated as equivalent to the one prescribed  
in the Rules, state the authority for the same)
Qualifications/Experience required as men- Qualifications/Experience

tioned in the advertisement/vacancy circular possessed by the officer
Essential Essential
A) Qualification A) Qualification
B) Experience B) Experience
Desirable Desirable
A) Qualification A) Qualification
B) Experience B) Experience

5.1 Note : This column needs to be amplified to indicate Essential and Desirable
Qualifications as mentioned in the RRs by the Administrative Ministry/
Department/Office at the time of issue of Circular and issue of Advertisement in the
Employment News.
5.2 In the case of Degree and Post Graduate Qualifications Elective/main subjects

and subsidiary subjects may be indicated by the candidate.
6. Please state clearly whether in the light of entries  
made by you above, you meet the requisite Essential  
Qualifications and work experience of the post.
6.1 Note: Borrowing Departments are to provide their specific comments/views
confirming the relevant Essential Qualification possessed by the Candidate
(as indicated in the Bio-data) with reference to the post applied.
7. Details of Employment in chronological order. Enclose a separate sheet duly 

authenticated by your signature, if the space below is insufficient.
Office/ Post held on From To *Pay Band and Grade Nature of Duties
Institution regular basis Pay/Pay Scale of the (in detail) highlig-

post held on regular hting experience
basis required for the

post applied for

* Important: Pay Band & Grade Pay granted under ACP/MACP are personal to the
officer and therefore, should not be mentioned. Only Pay and Grade Pay/Pay Scale
of the post held on regular basis to be mentioned. Details of ACP/MACP with 
present Pay Band and Grade Pay where such benefits have been drawn by the
Candidate, may be indicated as below:

Office/ Pay, Pay Band and Grade Pay From To
Institution drawn under ACP/MACP Scheme

8. Nature of present employment i.e. Ad-hoc or  
Temporary or Quasi-Permanent or Permanent
9. In case the present employment is held on 
deputation/contract basis, please state-
a) The date  b) Period of c) Name of the d) Name of the post
of Initial appointment on parent office/organi- and Pay of the post
appointment deputation/contract zation to which the held in substantive

applicant belongs capacity in the
parent organisation

9.1 Note: In case of Officers already on deputation, the applications of such
officer should be forwarded by the parent Cadre/Department alongwith Cadre
Clearance, Vigilance Clearance and Integrity Certificate.

»§Êß‹ ‚¥.-II/4(13)/2019/Estt/1393
÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U/Government of India

ªÎ„U ◊¥òÊÊ‹ÿ/Ministry of Home Affairs

SflÊ¬∑§ ÁŸÿãòÊáÊ éÿÍ⁄UÊ/Narcotics Control Bureau
¬Á‡ø◊Ë πá«U-1, Áfl¥ª-5/West Block No. 1, Wing No. 5

⁄UÊ◊Ê ∑Î§cáÊÊ ¬È⁄U◊, Ÿß¸U ÁŒÀ‹Ë/R K Puram, New Delhi-110066
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12. Please state whether you are working in the same 
Department and are in the feeder grade or feeder to  
feeder grade.

13. Are you in Revised Scale of Pay? If yes, give the date 
from which the revision took place and also indicate the 
pre-revised scale.

14. Total emoluments per month now drawn

Basic Pay in the PB Grade Pay Total Emoluments

15. In case the applicant belongs to an organisation which is not following the 
Central Government Pay Scales, the latest salary slip issued by the Organisation 
showing the following details may be enclosed.

Basic Pay with Scale of Pay Dearness Pay/Interim relief/ Total
and rate of increment other Allowances etc., (with Emoluments

break-up details)

16. A Additional information, if any, relevant to the post you 
applied for in support of your suitability for the post.
(This among other things may provide information with regard to 
(i) Additional academic qualifications (ii) Professional training and 
(iii) Work experience over and above prescribed in the Vacancy 
Circular/Advertisement).
(Note: Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient)

16. B Achievements :
The candidates are requested to indicate information with regard to:
i) Research publications and reports and special projects;
ii) Awards/Scholarships/Official Appreciation
iii) Affiliation with the professional bodies/institutions/societies; and
iv) Patents registered in own name or achieved for the organization;
v) Any research/innovative measure involving official recognition; 
vi) Any other information.
(Note: Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient)

17. Please state whether you are applying for deputation (ISTC)/
Absorption/Re-employment Basis #.  
(Officers under Central/ State Governments are only eligible for    
“Absorption”. Candidates of Non-Government Organizations are 
eligible only for Short-Term Contract).

# (The option of ‘STC/ ‘Absorption’/ ‘Re-employment’ are available 
only if the vacancy circular specially mentioned  recruitment by 
“STC” or “Absorption” or “Re-employment”)

18. Whether belongs to SC/ST

I have carefully gone through the vacancy circular/advertisement and I am well aware
that the information furnished in the Curriculum Vitae duly supported by the documents
in respect of Essential Qualification/Work Experience submitted by me will also be
assessed by the Selection Committee at the time of selection for the post. The
information/details provided by me are correct and true to the best of my knowledge
and no material fact having a bearing on my selection has been suppressed/withheld.

Date __________ 
(Signature of the Candidate)
Address ________________

CERTIFICATION BY THE EMPLOYER/CADRE CONTROLLING AUTHORITY

The information/details provided in the above application by the applicant are true and
correct as per the facts available on records. He/she possesses educational
qualifications and experience mentioned in the advt. If selected, he/she will be relieved
immediately.

2. Also certified that:
i) There is no vigilance or disciplinary case pending/contemplated against Shri/

Smt. _______________________

ii) His/her integrity is certified.

iii) His/Her CR Dossier in original is enclosed/photocopies of the ACRs for the last 5
years duly attested by an officer of the rank of Under Secretary of the Govt. of
India or above are enclosed.

iv) No major/minor penalty has been imposed on him/her during the last 10 years Or
A list of major/minor penalties imposed on him/her during the last 10 years is
enclosed (as the case may be)

Countersigned ...........................

....................................................................
EN 16/79 (Employer/Cadre Controlling Authority with Seal)

9.2 Note: Information under Column (c) & (d) above must be given in
all cases where a person is holding a post on deputation outside the
cadre/organization but still maintaining a lien in his parent cadre/
organisation.
10. If any post held on deputation in the past by the applicant, 
date of return from the last deputation and other details.
11. Additional details about present employment:
Please state whether working under (indicate the 
name of your employer against the relevant column)

a) Central Government
b) State Government
c) Autonomous Organization
d) Government Undertaking
e) Universities
f) Others

12. Please state whether you are working in the same Department
and are in the feeder grade or feeder to feeder grade.
13. Are you in Revised Scale of Pay? If yes, give the date from which
the revision took place and also indicate the pre-revised scale.
14. Total emoluments per month now drawn
Basic Pay in the PB Grade Pay Total Emoluments

15. In case the applicant belongs to an organisation which is not following the Central
Government Pay Scales, the latest salary slip issued by the Organisation showing 
the following details may be enclosed.
Basic Pay with Scale of Pay Dearness Pay/Interim relief/ Total
and rate of increment other Allowances etc., (with Emoluments

break-up details)

16. A Additional information, if any, relevant to the post you applied 
for in support of your suitability for the post.
(This among other things may provide information with regard to 
(i) Additional academic qualifications (ii) Professional training and 
(iii) Work experience over and above prescribed in the Vacancy 
Circular/Advertisement).
(Note: Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient)
16. B Achievements:
The candidates are requested to indicate information with regard to:
i) Research publications and reports and special projects;
ii) Awards/Scholarships/Official Appreciation;
iii) Affiliation with the professional bodies/institutions/societies; and
iv) Patents registered in own name or achieved for the organization;
v) Any research/innovative measure involving official recognition; 
vi) Any other information.
(Note: Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient)
17. Please state whether you are applying for deputation (ISTC/

Absorption/Re-employment Basis#
(Officers under Central/State Governments are only eligible for
“Absorption”. Candidates of non-Government Organizations are
eligible only for Short Term Contract.)
#(The option of “STC”/“Absorption”/Re-employment are available
only if the vacancy circular specially mentioned recruitment by
“STC” or “Absorption” or “Re-employment”)

18.  Whether belongs to SC/ST
I have carefully gone through the vacancy circular/advertisement and I am well aware
that the information furnished in the Curriculum Vitae duly supported by the documents
in respect of Essential Qualification/Work Experience submitted by me will also be
assessed by the Selection Committee at the time of selection for the post. The
information/details provided by me are correct and true to the best of my knowledge
and no material fact having a bearing on my selection has been suppressed/withheld.
Date __________ 

(Signature of the Candidate)
Address ________________

CERTIFICATE BY THE EMPLOYER/CADRE CONTROLLING AUTHORITY
The information/details provided in the above application by the applicant are true and
correct as per the facts available on records. He/she possesses educational
qualifications and experience mentioned in the advt. If selected, he/she will be relieved
immediately.
2. Also certified that:
i) There is no vigilance or disciplinary case pending/contemplated against Shri/

Smt. _______________________
ii) His/her integrity is certified.
iii) His/Her CR Dossier in original is enclosed/photocopies of the ACRs for the last 5

years duly attested by an officer of the rank of Under Secretary of the Govt. of
India or above are enclosed.

iv) No major/minor penalty has been imposed on him/her during the last 10 years Or
A list of major/minor penalties imposed on him/her during the last 10 years is
enclosed (as the case may be)

Countersigned
EN 16/80 (Employer/Cadre Controlling Authority with Seal)

Continued from page 30
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Ministry of Environment, Forest & Climate Change
Indira Paryavaran Bhawan, Jor Bagh, New Delhi

Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change requires services of suitable
officer on deputation basis to fill up one post of Publication and Production Officer
in the pay scale of Level-11 in the Pay Matrix of Rs. 67700-112400/- in Zoological
Survey of India, Kolkata, a sub-ordinate organisation under MoEFCC.
1. The details of the post are as under:
1.Name of the Post : Publication and Production Officer
2. Classification : General Central Service, Group 'A', Gazetted.
3. Pay Scale : Level-11 in the Pay Matrix of Rs. 67700-112400/-
4. No. of vacancy: One
5. Method of Recruitment : Deputation failing which by direct recruitment.
Note:- The term 'Transfer on Deputation/Transfer' has been termed as 'Deputation/
Absorption'.
6. Eligibility criteria : Officers under the Central Government holding analogous posts
or with at least 5 years' service in the post in the Level-10 in the Pay Matrix of Rs.
56100-177500/- or equivalent, possessing the educational qualification and other
qualifications as follows:-
Essential:-
i) Diploma in Printing and allied trades from a recognized technical institution in

India or abroad; 
ii) About 8 years experience in a supervisory capacity in printing/production of

various types of scientific books, bulletin, brochures, journals etc.;
iii) Sound knowledge of printing processes and techniques, typographical designing,

layout, estimating and costing.
Desirabte:-
i) Degree of a recognized University.
ii) Experience in any of Publication.
6. Duties and Responsibility :
1. To handle all aspects of production of ZSI publications and their printing and the

organizational requirements of such work.
2. To ensure expedition printing of ZSI journals and books etc. and keep effective

liaison with presses for that purpose.
3. To supervise the work of the Publication Section/staff for efficient discharge of

functions.
4. To organize sale and distribution of publication.
5. To look after the promotion of sales work.
6. To  assist the  Director,  ZSI,   in  all  aspects  of publications, production, printing.
2. Only such applications which are accompanied by the requisite personal data (in
triplicate) in the Bio-Data pro-forma given in Annexure-II will be considered.
3. Eligible officers, who are willing and can be spared immediately in the event of
selection, may send their applications (bio-data/curriculum vitae as per Annexure-I as
well as a certificate as per Annexure-II and required documents as envisaged in
Annexure-II) through proper channel within two months from the date of publication
of the advertisement in the Employment News, at the following address:-

The Director
Zoological Survey of India,
Prani Vigyan Bhawan, 535, M-Block,
New Alipore, Kolkata-700 053

4. Period of deputation including period of deputation in another ex-cadre post held
immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other organization or
department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not to exceed three years. The
maximum age limit for appointment by deputation shall be not exceeding fifty six years
as on the closing date of receipt of applications.
5. Departmental Officers in the feeder category who are in direct line of promotion will
not be eligible for appointment on deputation. Similarly, deputationists will not be
eligible for appointment on promotion. (Period of deputation including the period of
deputation in another ex-cadre post held immediately preceding this appointment in the
same or some other organization/department shall ordinarily not exceed 3 years).
6. The Pay & Allowances, leave, further tenure of deputation, etc. of the deputationist
should be governed by the provision as envisaged in the DoPT OM vide No. 6/08/2009-
Estt./ (Pay. II) dated 17.06.2010, as amended from time to time.
7. Further, the crucial date for determining the eligibility of the applicant will be in
accordance with instruction of the DoPT as laid down in the Office Memorandum vide
F. No. AB. 14017/28/2014-Estt. (RR), dated 02.07.2015.
8. The candidates who apply for the post will not be allowed to withdraw their
candidature subsequently.
9. It may be noted that application(s) received after last date or without the
ACRs/APARs and other certificate as mentioned above or otherwise found incomplete
shall not be considered.

Annexure-I

BIO-DATA/CURRICULUM VITAE PROFORMA
1. Name and Address (in Block letters) : 
2. Date of Birth (in Christian era) : 
3. i) Date of entry into service 
ii) Date of retirement under Central/State

Government Rules  
4. Educational Qualifications
5. Whether Educational and other qualifications
required for the post are satisfied. (If any qualification
has been treated as equivalent to the one prescribed  
in the Rules, state the authority for the same)

Qualifications/Experience required as men- Qualifications/Experience
tioned in the advertisement/vacancy circular possessed by the officer
Essential Essential
A) Qualification A) Qualification
B) Experience B) Experience

Desirable Desirable
A) Qualification A) Qualification
B) Experience B) Experience

5.1 Note: This column needs to be amplified to indicate Essential and Desirable Qualifications 
as mentioned in the RRs by the Administrative Ministry/Department/Office at  
the time of issue of circular and issue of advertisement in the Employment News.
5.2. In the case of Degree and Post Graduate Qualifications Elective/main subjects 
and subsidiary subjects may be indicated by the candidate.
6. Please state clearly whether in the light of entries  
made by you above, you meet the requisite Essential  
Qualifications and work experience of the post.
6.1 Note: Borrowing Departments are to provide their specific comments/views
confirming the relevant Essential Qualification/work experience possessed by 
the Candidate (as indicated in the Bio-data) with reference to the post applied.
7. Details of Employment in chronological order. Enclose a separate sheet duly 

authenticated by your signature, if the space below is insufficient.
Office/ Post held on From To *Pay Band and Grade Nature of Duties
Institution regular basis Pay/Pay Scale of the (in detail) highlig-

post held on regular hting experience
basis required for the

post applied for

* Important: Pay Band & Grade Pay granted under ACP/MACP are personal to the
officer and therefore, should not be mentioned. Only Pay band and Grade Pay/
Pay Scale of the post held on regular basis to be mentioned. Details of ACP/MACP
with present Pay Band and Grade Pay where such benefits have been drawn by
the Candidate, may be indicated as below:

Office/ Pay, Pay Band and Grade Pay From To
Institution drawn under ACP/MACP Scheme

8. Nature of present employment i.e. Ad-hoc or  
Temporary or Quasi-Permanent or Permanent
9. In case the present employment is held on 
deputation/contract basis, please state-
a) The date  b) Period of c) Name of the d) Name of the post
of Initial appointment on parent office/organi- and Pay of the post
appointment deputation/contract zation to which the held in substantive

applicant belongs capacity in the
parent organisation

9.1 Note: In case of Officers already on deputation, the applications
of such officer should be forwarded by the parent Cadre/Department
alongwith Cadre Clearance, Vigilance Clearance and Integrity 
Certificate.
9.2 Note: Information under Column 9 (c) & (d) above must be given in
all cases where a person is holding a post on deputation outside the
cadre/organization but still maintaining a lien in his parent cadre/
organisation.
10. If any post held on deputation in the past by the applicant, 
date of return from the last deputation and other details.
11. Additional details about present employment:
Please state whether working under (indicate the 
name of your employer against the relevant column)
a) Central Government
b) State Government
c) Autonomous Organization
d) Government Undertaking
e) Universities
f) Others

12. Please state whether you are working in the same Department
and are in the feeder grade or feeder to feeder grade.
13. Are you in Revised Scale of Pay? If yes, give the date from which
the revision took place and also indicate the pre-revised scale.
14. Total emoluments per month now drawn
Basic Pay in the PB Grade Pay Total Emoluments

15. In case the applicant belongs to an organisation which is not following the Central
Government Pay Scales, the latest salary slip issued by the Organisation showing 
the following details may be enclosed.
Basic Pay with Scale of Pay Dearness Pay/Interim relief/ Total
and rate of increment other Allowances etc., (with Emoluments

break-up details)

16. A Additional information, if any, relevant to the post you applied 
for in support of your suitability for the post.
(This among other things may provide information with regard to 
(i) Additional academic qualifications (ii) Professional training and 

VACANCY
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(iii) Work experience over and above prescribed in the Vacancy 
Circular/Advertisement).
(Note: Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient)
16. B Achievements:
The candidates are requested to indicate information with regard to:
i) Research publications and reports and special projects;
ii) Awards/Scholarships/Official Appreciation;
iii) Affiliation with the professional bodies/institutions/societies; and
iv) Patents registered in own name or achieved for the organization;
v) Any research/innovative measure involving official recognition; 
vi) Any other information.
(Note: Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient)

17. Please state whether you are applying for deputation (ISTC)/
Absorption/Re-employment Basis.  

# (Officers under Central/ State Governments are only eligible   
for “Absorption”. Candidates of Non-Government Organizations
are eligible only for Short-Term Contract).

# (The option of ‘STC/ ‘Absorption’/ ‘Re-employment’ are 
available only if the vacancy circular specially mentioned 
recruitment by “STC” or “Absorption” or “Re-employment”)
18. Whether belongs to SC/ST

I have carefully gone through the vacancy circular/advertisement and I am well aware
that the information furnished in the Curriculum Vitae duly supported by the documents
in respect of Essential Qualification/Work Experience submitted by me will also be
assessed by the Selection Committee at the time of selection for the post. The

Continued from page 32 information/details provided by me are correct and true to the best of my knowledge
and no material fact having a bearing on my selection has been suppressed/withheld.
Date __________ 

(Signature of the Candidate)
Address ________________

CERTIFICATION BY THE EMPLOYER/CADRE CONTROLLING AUTHORITY
The information/details provided in the above application by the applicant are true and
correct as per the facts available on records. He/she possesses educational
qualifications and experience mentioned in the advt. If selected, he/she will be relieved
immediately.
2. Also certified that:
i) There is no vigilance or disciplinary case pending/contemplated against Shri/

Smt. _______________________
ii) His/her integrity is certified.
iii) His/Her CR Dossier in original/photocopy for the last 5 years duly attested by an

officer of the rank of Under Secretary of the Govt. of India or above are enclosed.
iv) No major/Minor penalty has been imposed on him/her during the last 10 years Or

A list of major/minor penalties imposed on him/her during the last 10 years is
enclosed (as the case may be)

Countersigned
(Employer/Cadre Controlling Authority with Seal)

Note: This column needs to be amplified to indicate Essential and Desirable
Qualifications as mentioned in the RRs by the Administrative Ministry/Office at the time
of issue of Circular and issue of Advertisement in the Employment News.
Note: In the case of Degree and Post Graduate Qualifications Elective/main subjects
and subsidiary subjects may be indicated by the candidate.
davp 13101/11/0013/1920 EN 16/89

National Centre for Disease Control
Government of India

(Directorate  General of Health Services) 
22-Sham Nath Marg, Delhi - 110054

Walk-in-interview for filling up of Seven (07) posts of Public
Health   Specialist Grade-III (Assistant Director) (06 in NCDC,
Delhi & 01  in NCDC Branch, Varanasi) on consolidated
remuneration of Rs. 95000/- pm to be filled purely on contract basis
for the period of one year or till the posts are filled up on regular
basis, whichever is earlier, will be held on 26.07.2019 at NCDC, 22-
Sham Nath Marg (Near Civil Line Metro Station), Delhi-110054.
The other details regarding essential qualifications/other terms &
conditions of the contractual posts may be viewed on the NCDC
website www.ncdc.gov.in. Eligible candidates fulfilling the
educational qualification and experience etc. may appear for the
Walk-in-interview on 26.07.2019 alongwith a resume, one passport
size photograph, original certificates and their self-attested copies.
Registration of eligible candidates for interview will be held between
9.30 AM to 10.30 AM on the above-mentioned date. Candidate
reporting after 10.30 AM will not be entertained.

(Prakash Doval)
Administrative Officer

For Director
davp 17125/11/0004/1920 EN 16/90

Directorate of Administration & H.R. 

Khadi and Village Industries
Commission

Ministry of Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises, Govt. of India
Gramodaya, 3, Irla Road, Vile Parle (W), Mumbai- 400 056

Website: www.kvic.org.in
RECRUITMENT NOTICE

SPECIAL RECRUITMENT DRIVE FOR SC/ST CANDIDATES
Khadi and Village Industries Commission (KVIC), a Statutory Body
established by an Act of Parliament and functioning under the
Administrative Control of Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium
Enterprises (Govt. of India), invites Online Applications from eligible
Indian Citizens of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes (SCs
& STs) for Direct Recruitment in Group-B and Group-C category of
posts as per detailed advertisement up-loaded in KVIC website
www.kvic.org.in

IMPORTANT DATES
Particulars Date
Opening Date & Time for Online 01. 07.2019
Registration of Applications (From 15:00 hrs.)
Last Date & Time of closing of Registration 31. 07.2019
and submission of Application (Upto 23:45 hrs.)

Director (Adm.& HR)
davp 25103/11/0002/1920 EN 16/92

Sainik School Rewa (MP)
(Functioning under Sainik Schools Society, New Delhi)
Recruitment of TGT Science and General Employees

(Note: This is Not A State or Central Govt Job)
1. Sainik School Rewa is inviting applications for the post of TGT Science (Number of Vacancy - 01) and
General Employees (Number of Vacancy - 02) for regular appointment.

Qualifications and Conditions
Heads TGT Science General Employees
Gender All Male Only
Essential (a) Four years integrated degree course of Regional  College of Matriculation
Academic Education of NCERT in the concerned subject with at least 50% 
Qualification marks in aggregate. Or  Bachelor degree with at least 50% marks 

in the concerned subject/combination of subject and in aggregate, 
(b) B.Ed or equivalent degree from a recognized university 
(c) Passed in the CTET or STET, conducted by CBSE/Central 
or State Government in accordance with the guidelines framed 
by the NCTE for the purpose.

Desirable (a) Proficiency in teaching in English, teaching experience of Skills which are
Academic residential English medium school,  proficiency in games, sports deemed useful to the
Qualification and co-curricular activities will be given due weightage. Candidates school will be given

with  knowledge of computers will be preferred.  due weightage.
Reservation The post is provisionally reserved for OBC, Non Creamy Layer Unreserved 

Category. In each phase separate merit list will be prepared for
that Category under relaxed selection criteria (to be determined by
School Authority). In case of non availability of suitable candidate
from the reserved category the post can be filled by candidate of 
General Category.

Age 21 to 35 yrs 18 to 50 yrs

Pay and Other Benefits
Permanency Permanent absorption after successful completion of probation period of 01 

year (Extendable to 02 years).
Pay Scale Similar to Level 7 of VII CPC for TGT Science and Level 1 for General Employees.
Retirement Age 60 Years (subject to fulfillment of Terms & Conditions)
Pension Through NPS
Other facilities Free Accommodation / HRA, LTC, Gratuity and Subsidized Education for 02 children.

3. Structure of Selection Process: -
Examination TGT Science General Employees
1st Phase Written Examination Written Test
2nd Phase Class Demonstration Physical Test & Skill Test
3rd Phase Interview Interview

After each phase names of shortlisted candidates selected for the next phase will be published in the 
School Website. Structure of Selection Process can be altered by School Authority / Selection Panel 
without intimation to the candidates.

4. How to Apply - Desirous candidates should apply to the Principal, Sainik School, Rewa (MP)
486001 in prescribed format available in school website www.sainikschoolrewa.ac.in alongwith
attested copies of certificates and testimonials. Candidates of OBC, Non Creamy Layer Category,
are required to submit their caste certificate (with Family Income certificate) issued by competent
authority. Please superscribe the envelope with the name of post applied for. Applications received late/
without deposition of application fee / not in prescribed format will be rejected without any intimation.
5. Application Fee - Application fee (non-refundable) of Rs 500/- to be deposited in the School's Bank
Account (i.e. Bank - Punjab National Bank, Branch - Sainik School Rewa, IFSC Code -
PUNB0629300, Account Number - 0491012100000017). Proof of deposition of Application Fee
required to be attached with Application.
6. Last Date for submission of Application is 21 Days from the date of publication of the advertisement.
The school will not be responsible for any postal delay and no claim will be entertained.

7. Date of Examination : Date of 1st Phase Examination will be
published in School website at least 15 days prior to the
examination. TA/DA to shortlisted candidates is not admissible.
8. The school administration reserves the right to increase /
decrease / cancel the vacancy due to administrative / policy
reasons. No formal intimation will be given to applicants.

Note : - Visit the School website, to get further details and
Application Form.
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Film & Television Institute
of India 

An autonomous academic institute under Ministry of
Information and Broadcasting, Government of India 

PG Diploma Courses granted Master's degree equivalence 
by AIU. 

PG Certificate Courses approved by AICTE
Law College Road, Pune - 411 004

(A society registered under the Societies' Registration
Act,1860 ) 

ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE POST OF DIRECTOR 
Film and Television Institute of India, Pune, a premier Institution
imparting training in various disciplines of Film Production and
Television training, is an Autonomous Institution under Ministry of
Information and Broadcasting, Government of India registered
under Societies' Registration Act, 1860. 
FTII, invites applications from eligible Indian citizens for
appointment to the post of DIRECTOR on Deputation including
short term contract or on contract as per Standard terms of
Contract. 
Duties and Responsibilities: Director, FTII is the Chief Executive
of the Film and Television Institute of India and will be in-charge of
both academic and administrative functions. He/She shall be
responsible for proper administration of the Institute and for
imparting of educational and training instructions. The Director
functions as Member Secretary of the FTII Society and its
Governing Council. He/She further exercises all such powers as
delegated to him/her by the Governing Council. 
Pay Band: Pay Matrix Level-14 (PB-4 Rs. 37,400-67,000 + Grade
Pay Rs. 10,000) of the Central Government and other allowances
as admissible under Central Government Rules. The Director will
also be eligible for a rent free residential accommodation in the FTII
campus. 
ELIGIBILITY: 
ON DEPUTATION (including short-term contract) 
Officers of Central Government/State Government/Autonomous
bodies/Statutory Organizations/Semi-Government organizations 
(a) (i) holding analogous post on regular basis OR 
(ii) with three years of regular service in the scale of Pay Matrix
Level 13 (PB-4 Rs. 37,400-67,000 + Grade Pay Rs. 8,700) and 
(b) possessing the following educational qualifications and
experience: 
Essential  
i) Graduate from a recognized University. 
Desirable  
i) Experience of managing or making personal contribution in one
of the following areas: 

*Writing Stories/Lyrics/Screenplay/Script for films or TV
programmes *Editing of Film/TV programmes 
*Production of Film/TV programmes *Direction of
Film/plays/TV programmes 

Age limit and tenure
The maximum age limit for appointment on deputation shall not
exceed 56 years. Period of deputation including the period of
deputation (including short-term contract) in another ex-cadre post
held immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some
other organisation/Department of the Central Government shall
ordinarily not exceed 5 years. OR
(b) ON CONTRACT (As per the Standard Form of Contract) 
Essential  
i) Graduate from a recognized University. 
ii) Minimum 15 years experience in the field of Film/Electronic
Media out of which minimum three years of experience in heading
an Academic/Professional Institution/ University/ Department/
organization of national repute. 
Desirable
i) Being a film maker of repute. 
ii) Having a post-graduate degree or diploma in cinema from a
recognized University or Institute. 
iii) Having experience of teaching courses related to Films/TV in a
recognized University/Institution. 
Age limit and Tenure
Contract for a period of 3 years extendable upto 6 years or 60 years
of age, whichever is earlier. Employees of Central
Government/State Government/Autonomous bodies/ Statutory
Organizations and Semi-Government organizations needs to
submit their applications through proper channel. Applications not
routed through proper channel and after the prescribed time limit
will not be considered. 
Applications and details may also be downloaded from the Website:
www.ftii.ac.in 
The application should contain the information in the given
proforma (Annexure) together with self attested copies of
supporting documents and should be addressed to, 
Registrar, Film and Television Institute of India, Law College
Road, Pune- 411004. 
Application with its enclosures should reach this office through their
Controlling Officer along with Vigilance Clearance and attested
copies of last five years APAR or ACR of the Officer. 

All India Institute of Medical Sciences
Ansari Nagar, New Delhi-110608

No. F 3-5/2019/Estt (RCT)

Vacancy Notice
Applications are invited in the prescribed proforma for filling up the following posts ON DEPUTATlON
BASIS at this Institute, with the following prescribed criteria;

S. Name of the Post Essential Eligibility Criteria Upper Number
No. and Level in the Age of   

Pay Matrix Limit Post *
1. Chief Administrative Officer of Central Government (including Delhi Admi- 56 01

Officer nistration) or Central Statutory/ Autonomous Bodies years
Level-12 in the Pay holding analogous posts or with at least   5 years of 
Matrix (Pre-revised service in the posts in the Pay Band-3 Rs 15600-
PB-3, Rs. 15600- 39100/- + Grade Pay of Rs.6600 or equivalent and 

39100/- + Grade  having experience in administration establishment 
Pay of Rs. 7600/-) and preferably in accounts matters.

Officers with MBA or PG Diploma in Personnel Mana-
gement or Labour Laws or Degree in Law, shall be 
given preference.
(Period of deputation shall ordinarily not exceed 3 years)

2. Administrative Officer Officers under the Central Govt., U.T. Administrations 56 04
Level-10 in the Pay or of Central Statutory/ Autonomous Bodies holding years
Matrix (pre-revised Pay analogous posts or with at least 3 years of service in   
Band-3 Rs. 15600- posts in the Pay Band PB-2, Rs.9300-34800 + Rs. 4600/-
39100/- + Grade Pay Grade Pay or equivalent respectively and having a
of Rs. 5400/-) Degree and experience in administration and establish-

ment matters and also preferably in Accounts matters 
officers possessing MBA or PG Diploma in Personnel 
Management shall be given preference.
(Period of deputation shall not ordinarily exceed 3 years)

*The number of post is tentative and is liable to change based on institute's requirement.
For   other   terms  and   conditions   and   proforma   of application, please   visit   the   Institute   website
www.aiims.edu under the Head 'Recruitment'
The last date for receipt of  applications is 31.07.2019

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER (RECTT.)
davp 17112/11/0025/1920 EN 16/60

Govt. of NCT of Delhi
Delhi Subordinate Services 

Selection Board
FC-18, Institutional Area, Karkardooma, Delhi -110092

www.dsssb.delhigovt.nic.in
No. F.55 (1448)/DSSSB/EXAM/2019/748 Dated : 5.7.19

Notification for Offline Examination for the Various Post
Codes on 04.08.2019.

The Delhi Subordinate Services Selection Board will hold examination for the various post
codes of various Departments of GNCT of Delhi through Offline mode i.e written as per
examination schedule given hereunder.

Examination Schedule
Date & Time of Advt. No. Post Code Name of the Name of the   
Day of Exam post Organization/Deptt. 
Examination to which the post

belongs to
04.08.2019 01/14 19/14 Laboratory New Delhi Municipal 
(SUNDAY) (Technician) Council
One Tier (T) 111/14 Craft Instructor Department of Training & 
Examination Steward Technical Education, GNCTD

10.30 108/14 Craft Instructor 
A.M. Tool & Die Maker 
to 12.30 (Dies & Moulds)
P.M 01/15 20/15 Section Officer DTC

(Civil)
206/14 Librarian (Special Dte. of Education, 

Drive for physi- GNCTD
cally Disabled 

02/14 Persons)
One Tier (G) 204/14 Swimming Dte. of Education, 
Examination Coach GNCTD

Note :
The candidates for the above said post codes may download their e-admit cards  from  the  website
of the  Board  i.e  dsssbonline.nic.in between 25.07.2019 to 31.07.2019 (11.59 p.m).
Candidates are advised to update their e-mail address/ mobile number for any future communication.
Detailed instructions to download e-admit cards have been given on the official website of the Board.
In case any candidate finds any difficulty in downloading the e-admit card, he/she may contact the
Board office only through e-mail dsssb-secy@nic.in upto 31.07.2019 (3.00 PM). No request will be
entertained by any other source of correspondence in this regard. 
Candidates are advised to visit website of the Board regularly for further information.
Candidates may also be informed on their registered mobile no. as well. But in case a candidate does
not get any information on his/her registered mobile no. due to any reason, then it would not give any
right to the candidate for extension of downloading e-admit card or re-examination. It is again advised
to visit website of the Board regularly for further information. 
Instructions regarding offline examination will be uploaded on DSSSB website later on.

EN 16/76 Deputy Secretary of Exam: DSSSBContinued on page 35
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The envelope should be superscribed as APPLICATION FOR THE
POST OF DIRECTOR and should reach FTII, Pune within 45 days
from the date of publication of this advertisement.  
No. A-12025/3/2007-Est
Pune-  411004 REGISTRAR 

Film & Television Institute of India 
Law College Road, Pune-411 004 

Application for the Post of Director 
(To be forwarded to the Registrar, FTII in duplicate) 

1 Name :
2 Date of Birth and Age in completed years : 

on last date of application : 
3 Date of retirement :
4 Educational Qualifications : 
5 i) Present Post held :

ii) Date from which it is continuously held :
iii) Pay Band and pattern of DA :
(whether Central Govt. or Industrial DA Pattern) : 
iv) Present Pay + GP (along with the date :
from which drawn)

6 Date of return from the last ex-cadre post, if any : 
7 Details of Experience (The latest appointment/ :

assignment to be given first) 
Sr. Name of Post Period Scale of pay Nature of Nature of
No. and Employer/ From with Grade appointment duties 

assignment To Pay/Pay whether ad- performed
held Matrix Level hoc or regular in brief

8 Whether SC/ST/OBC : 
9 Any other particulars which are not covered :

in any of the above columns
10 Telephone Nos. :

Office 
Residence 
Mobile 
Fax 
E-mail 

Place : 
Date : Signature of the Candidate 

Certificate to be furnished by the Employer/Head
Office/Forwarding Authority 

Certified that the particulars furnished by _________ are correct and
he/she possesses education qualifications and experience
mentioned in the vacancy circular. 
Also certified that : 
(i)  There is no vigilance case pending/contemplated against him. 
(ii) His complete APAR dossier/APARs for the last 5 years duly
attested (on each page) by an officer of the rank of an Under
Secretary to the Government of India are enclosed. 
(iii) His integrity is beyond doubt. 
(iv) No major/minor penalties have been imposed on him during last
10 years/List of major/minor penalties imposed on him during the
last ten years is enclosed. (Strike out whichever is not applicable). 

Signature of Officer not below the 
rank of Deputy Secretary with stamp 

EN 16/87 indicating the name and designation of Officer

Exam 12(1) 2011/Pt-II

∑§◊¸øÊ⁄UË ÷Áflcÿ ÁŸÁäÊ
‚¥ªΔUŸ

(üÊ◊ ∞fl¥ ⁄UÊ ÊªÊ⁄U ◊¥òÊÊ‹ÿ, ÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U)

Employees’ Provident Fund
Organisation

(Ministry of Labour & Employment, Govt. of India)
◊ÈÅÿ ∑§ÊÿÊ¸‹ÿ/Head Office

÷Áflcÿ ÁŸÁäÊ ÷flŸ, 14- ÷Ë∑§Ê¡Ë ∑§Ê◊Ê å‹‚, Ÿß¸U ÁŒÀ‹Ë- 110066
Bhavishya Nidhi Bhawan, 14- Bhikaji Cama Place

New Delhi- 110066
Phone No. 011-26714172, Fax. 011-26172661

Email: rpfc.exam@epfindia.gov.in
DIRECT RECRUITMENT EXAMINATION TO THE POST OF

SOCIAL SECURITY ASSISTANTS: 2011-2012
DECLARATION OF REVISED RESULT FOR 

TAMILNADU REGION
With reference to the notification for Direct Recruitment
Examination to the post of Social Security Assistants which was
published on the EPFO’s website in February, 2012 and as per
directions of the Hon’ble CAT, Chennai Bench in O.A. No. 248 of
2014 and C.A. No. 310/00079/2016, the vacancy position of 206
under General Category has been restored and revised list of
candidates (in order of merit) recommended for appointment is
available at  SI No. 143 of Office Circular Section (2019-20) of
EPFO’s website www.epfindia.gov.in (EPFO Corner>>Office
Circular) or under the link https://www.epfindia.gov.in/
site_docs/PDFs/Circulars/Y2019-2020/ Revised_Result_Tamil
nadu_2011.2012.pdf.
Date: 01.07.2019 Regional P.F. Commissioner-I (Exam)

Employees’ Provident Fund Organisation
davp 23109/11/0008/1920 EN 16/86

Electronics Corporation of India Limited 
A Govt. of India (Department of Atomic Energy) Enterprise

ECIL Post, Hyderabad - 500 062 
Phone No: 040-27182956

COME.... TEAM UP WITH ECIL FOR A BRIGHT CAREER
Electronics Corporation of India Limited,  a Govt.  of India Enterprise under Department of Atomic Energy

invites applications for the following positions:
Post Name of the Post No. of Post (s) Post Qlfn. Candidate should Total monthly
No. Exp. (yrs.) have been born emoluments

as on after the date Month (Including
30.06.2019 & Year as mentioned perks) Rs.

below (Approx.) p.m.
1. Senior Deputy General  

Manager
[NUCLEAR] 2-UR 18 30.06.1971 Rs.1,32,680/-
( Rs.90000-3%-240000)
(EG-VII)
A. Qualification:
Applicant should be a First Class Engineering Graduate in EEE or equivalent from a recognized 
University/Institute.
Applicants with the following will have added advantages:-
i.  Post Graduation in Nuclear Technology/Certification in Radiation Safety.
ii. Diploma in Management.
iii. Experience in sea going vessels.
B. Maximum Age: 48 Years

2. Senior Deputy General  
Manager
[PURCHASE] 1-SC 18 30.06.1966 Rs.1,32,680/-
( Rs.90000-3%-240000)
(EG-VII)

A. Qualification:
Applicant should be a First class Engineering Graduate or equivalent from a recognized 
University/Institute. 
Applicants with the following will have added advantages:-
i. A Post-graduation/Diploma in Materials Management from reputed University/Institution.
B. Maximum Age:  53 Years (including applicable age relaxation)

For complete details please visit our website: http://careers.ecil.co.in or www.ecil.co.in

Last date for Online registration by applicants 03.08.2019 (1600 hrs.)
Last date for accepting registration forms (Hard Copy) with 13.08.2019 (1600 hrs.)
required documents by post from applicants.

Advt. No. 25/2019 SDGM & INCHARGE, HR
EN 16/56

◊Ê¤ÊªÊ¥fl «UÊÚ∑§ Á‡Ê¬Á’À«U‚¸ Á‹Á◊≈U«U
(÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U ∑§Ê ©U¬∑˝§◊)U

MAZAGON DOCK SHIPBUILDERS LIMITED
(A Government of India Undertaking)
Dockyard Road, Mumbai – 400 010

Contact No. : 022-23764123/ 4140/4125/4177
CIN No. U35100MH1934GOI002079

ßU‹Ä≈˛UËÁ‡ÊÿŸ •ÊÒ⁄U Á⁄UÇª‚¸ ¬Œ ◊¥ ŒÊ fl·ÊZ ∑§Ë •ÁäÊ∑§Ã◊ •flÁäÊ ∑§ Á‹∞ •ŸÈ’¥äÊ •ÊäÊÊ⁄U ¬⁄U ÁŸÿÈÁÄÃ ∑§ „UÃÈ ÷ÃË¸
RECRUITMENT OF RIGGERS & ELECTRICIAN ON FIX TERM CONTRACT 

BASIS FOR A MAXIMUM PERIOD OF 02 YRS

ÁflôÊÊ¬Ÿ ‚¥Œ÷¸ ∑˝§.— ∞◊«UË∞‹/∞ø•Ê⁄U-÷ÃË¸-Ÿ ß/89/2019 
Advertisement Ref. No.: MDL/HR-REC-NE/89/2019

Mazagon Dock Shipbuilders Limited (MDL) is India’s leading Shipbuilding Company with ISO 9001:2015

accreditation. It is a profit-making Central Government Schedule ‘A’ PSU under the Ministry of Defence,

Department of Defence Production, engaged primarily in the building of Warships and Submarines for the

Indian Navy. MDL has a consistent growth, both in physical as well as financial parameters and has an

ambitious growth plan. The present turnover is approximately Rs. 4,400 Cr. which is projected to be higher

in the coming years. MDL has employee strength of around 9,000.

2. Applications are invited from Indian Nationals for the following:

Eligible & interested candidates are required to apply online.

(Online Application opens from 05 Jul ‘19 and closes on 26 Jul ‘19):

Sr. Trades Current Vacancies Backlog
No. Vacancies

GEN OBC SC EWS ST OBC SC ST TOTAL

1 Riggers 101 57 20 20 19 00 00 00 217 

2 Electrician 66 39 14 14 12 04 00 00 149 

TOTAL 167 96 34 34 31 04 00 00 366

Note: No. of vacancies are indicative and may increase / decrease depending on the organizational

requirement. Above Posts include 11 vacancies reserved for PWD candidates for the post of Electrician.

The details regarding age, qualification, experience, pay & allowances and general terms & conditions

may be seen on our website www.mazagondock.in under head ‘Career-Non-Executives’.

davp 10206/11/0005/1920 EN 16/68
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F.No. 6-36/92-Admn. II   
Government of India

Office of the Medical Superintendent
Safdarjung Hospital & VMMC

New Delhi-110029
Applications are invited from the eligible female candidates for filling up the post of
Housekeeper, Group 'C" (Non- Ministerial, Non-Gazetted) on Direct recruitment basis
in VMMC & Safdarjung Hospital, New Delhi. Details of post including number of
vacancies, Level of pay, category, age, requisite qualification, experience is as under:

Annexure I
S. Name of the Mode of No. of Age limit Educational Application  
No. post recruitment vacancies Qualification Fee
1. Housekeeper 100% By 02 Posts 21-30 Matriculation OBC&

Level-4 in Direct (01-SC years or equivalen SC Female:
Pay Matrix Recruitment 01-OBC) qualification Nil
(25500- from a
81100)-VIIth recognized 
CPC Board with 3 

years'
experience in
running
hostel/canteens
etc.

1. Eligible candidates should submit their application through ordinary/speed post in
the prescribed proforrna (Annexure-I) along-with attested copies of the testimonials,
mark-sheets, educational certificates, caste certificate (if applicable), experience
certificate, date of birth certificate etc. to The Medical Superintendent, Safdarjung
Hospital, New Delhi-110029 within 30 days from the date of issue of advertisement
in "Employment Newspaper". (However, if last date for submission of applications
falls on national holiday, Sunday or any other holiday declared by Government of India,
the next working day will be assumed as closing date).
2. The envelope containing application form must be super-scribed the name of the
post applied for in bold letter.
3. Crucial date for determining the age limit shall be the closing date for receipt of
application. Even if closing date will be extended due to national holiday or Sunday or
any other holiday declared by Government of India crucial date for determining the age
limit remain calculated from the date of issue of advertisement in Employment News.
4. Applications which are incomplete in any manner or not in prescribed format,
would be summarily rejected. Candidates must ensure that application is complete
in all respects and all the documents enclosed with application and photograph pasted
on the application are attested by a Gazetted officer. No correspondence what so ever
shall be entertained in this regard.
5. The hospital reserves the right to place a reasonable limit on the total number of
candidates to be called for written test. The hospital reserves the right not to fill up the
posts, cancel the advertisement in whole or part without assigning any reason and its
decision in this regard will be final.
6. There will be single stage of examination. The examination shall be objective type
and there shall be Negative marking as mentioned in the Question paper and will be
in objective type examination. The level of the paper will be consistent with the
educational qualification prescribed for examination. The question paper will be printed
in both English and Hindi languages.
7. Final merit list for the post shall be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by
the candidate in the examination which will determine their position. If two or more
candidates secure equal marks, the candidate older in age shall be placed above.
However, their eligibility will be determined as per requirement prescribed in the
notified Recruitment Rules for the post. In case, candidate falls in merit list for the post
is not fulfilling the eligibility criteria and other terms and conditions incorporated in this
advertisement, he will be treated as rejected.
8. Date, time and venue of examination shall be intimated to the candidates.
9. The candidates will be shortlisted by the Screening Committee and those eligible
candidates will be issued admit card and should bring their admit card at the given
centre while appearing for the examination.
10. Under no circumstances, the Centre once allotted shall be changed by the
Competent Authority. The candidates are required to keep at least one photo identity
proof and shall produce the same on demand at the time of examination at centre.
11. Candidates admission in examination is purely provisional.
12. Canvassing of any kind will lead to disqualification.
13. No travelling allowance will be paid for appearing for examination/interview.
14. The offer to the said post will be subject to verification of documents pertaining to
eligibility criteria required for the post, caste certificate, character and antecedents and
other relevant documents from the issuing authorities and also subject to physical
fitness from the competent medical board for which he/she will be sent to the
designated Medical Authority by the concerned institution before joining the post.
15. The candidate who is already in Govt. service should apply through proper channel
and have to submit ‘No Objection Certificate’ from the employer.
16. Upper age limit for direct recruitment is relaxable for all the eligible reserved
categories and Government Servants as per rule.
17. Candidate should note that the Date of Birth as recorded in the Matriculation
Secondary Examination Certificate or an equivalent certificate available on the date of
submission of application will only be accepted by this hospital for determining the age
and no subsequent request for its change will be considered or granted.
18. Central Government Civilian employees claiming age relaxation has to submit a
certificate from their office, in respect of the length of continuous service which should
be for not less than 3 years during the period immediately preceding the closing date
for receipt of application. They should remain Central Government civilian employees
till the time of appointment, in the event of their selection.
19. Candidates must ensure that they have requisite academic qualification and
experience from a recognized institution for the post applied for on or before the date
of issue of advertisement.
20. If a candidate produces false documents, he/she will not only be disqualified/

dismissed from services, if already appointed but may also be liable for criminal
proceedings.
21. Candidates trying to use any influence or adopt any unfair means would be
disqualified from the selection.
22. Failure to comply with any of the instructions contained in this notification may entail
rejection of candidature.
24. Application Fees: Application fees for OBC & SC Female candidates have been
exempted from the payment of fees for competitive examinations/direct recruitment.
25. All disputes will be subject to the jurisdiction of Delhi Courts.

Dy. Director (Admn.) 
Safdarjang Hospital

Annexure-I

Format for Application Form
(Must be filled properly by the candidate in his/her

Own handwriting in block letters only)
1. Name of the post applied for:
2. Full Name (IN BLOCK LETTERS)  

(As mentioned in matriculation certificate)
3. Father's Name
4. Date of Birth (as mentioned in matriculation certificate)
5. Address (with phone no., E mail ID etc) 

(i) Correspondence 
(ii) Permanent

6. Whether SC/ST/OBC
7. Whether Ex-Serviceman
8. Whether Physically Handicapped (if so percentage & details of disability)

Whether seeking age relaxation
9. Whether Govt. Servant (if yes, please indicate name of the institution and

length of service)
10. Details of Examination passed
SI. Examination University/Board Year of Name/Address of Percentage  
No. Passing Institution of the marks 

attended obtained

11. Experience:
(a) Name of the employer
(b) Designation
(c) Pay Scale
(d) Nature of duties
(e) Period of employment
(f) Last Pay drawn

12. Detail of fees deposited:
13. Any additional information:

I solemnly declare that the statement made by me in this application is to the best
of my knowledge & belief. I undertake that if any information given at any time, it
will render me ineligible for the job applied above.

Dated: 
Place: Signature of the Candidate
davp 17145/11/0007/1920 EN 16/91

Affix Photo
duly attested
by Gazetted

Officer

Central Adoption Resource Authority
(A Statutory Body of the Ministry of Women & Child Development,

Govt. of India)
West Block-8, Wing-II,2nd Floor, R.K. Puram, New Delhi- 110066

Central Adoption Resource Authority (CARA), which deals with all matters concerning
Child Adoption in India/Abroad, urgently requires the following posts on deputation
basis on  foreign service terms' (including short term contract), initially for three years
extendable upto five years.
(A) Deputy Director (Programme)- 02 post (Deputation/Short Term Contract)
(B) Deputy Director (Administration)- 02 post (Deputation/Short Term Contract)
(C) Assistant Director (Programme) - 04 post (Direct/Deputation/Short Term

Contract)
(D) Assistant Director (Admin.-Legal)- 01 post (Direct/Deputation/Short Term

Contract)
(E) Integrated Finance Officer- 01 post (Deputation/Short Term Contract)
(F) Sr. System Analyst - 01 post (Deputation/Short Term Contract)
(G) Content Manager- 01 post (Deputation/Short Term Contract)
(H) Data Analyst- 01 post (Deputation/Short Term Contract)
(I) Hindi Translator- 01 post (Deputation)
(J) Hindi Typist- 01 post (Deputation)
(K) Account Officer- 01 post (Deputation/ Short Term Contract)
(L) Private Secretary- 01 post (Deputation)
The eligibility criteria are available on the CARA's website i.e. www.cara.nic.in
The eligible candidates must apply through proper channel along with (i) Copies of
APAR dossiers for last 05 years, duly attested by the authorised signatory. If there is
any gap in the APAR for the period during last 05 years, then APARs should be given
for preceding year(s), to 'provide 05 years' APARs. (ii) Integrity Certificate & (iii)
Vigilance clearance, in the proforma , available on the website of CARA and MWCD.
The application shall be sent to the CEO (CARA) at the address mentioned above,
within 30 days of the publication of this advertisement in Employment News.
Applications received incomplete or through email or after due date will not be
entertained. CARA reserves the right to reject any or all applications/post without
assigning any reason. Number of vacancies may increase or decrease as per
requirement.
EN 16/93 Member-Secretary & CEO (CARA)
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C- Self -paced, start/end date, college credits, badges, learning community, striped
Assessment and feedback, role of instructors

Categories 
Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) are further divided into two categories;

cMOOCs: based on innovative or connectives leaning models that privilege
collaboration as a form of active learning. Students in a cMOOC will work together to
locate, evaluate, and contribute course content, uploading materials to the course
using the learning platform.  A cMOOC instructor or instructional team facilitates
learning by finalizing, aggregating, and assessing the student's participant's
contributions to the course. 

xMOOCs: one the other hand, believe in the conventional approach where the
courses are well-structured with pre-selected reading and reference materials. 

Characteristics of MOOCs
MOOCs are the "online phenomenon gathering momentum over the past two years

or so, a MOOC integrates the connectivity of social networking, the facilitation of a
acknowledged expert in a field of study, and a collection of freely accessible online
resources.  Perhaps most importantly; however, a MOOC builds on the active
engagement of several hundred to several thousand "students" who self-organize their
participation according to learning goals, prior knowledge and skills, and common
interests.  Although it may share in some of the conventions of an ordinary course, such
as a predefined timeline and weekly topics for consideration, a MOOC generally carries
no fees, no prerequisites   other  than Internet access and interest, no predefined
expectations   for participation, and no formal accreditation"  (McAuley et al., 2010)   

If we see on their features, early MOOCs often emphasized open -access features,
such as open licensing of content, structure and learning goals, to promote the reuse
and remixing of resources.  Some later MOOCs use closed licenses for their course
materials while maintaining free access for students (wikipedia.org).

Some other important features of MOOCs are;
They are commonly defined by signature characteristics that include; free
courses, lectures formatted as short videos combined with formative quizzes
which are easily accessible through technology devices that have internet

connectivity (Danbiel, 2012).
In most of the cases, MOOCs are either free or available at a very low cost for
users.  They can also be used by the users on smart mobile phones.
They offer the flexibility of peer and self-assessments to contribute to a
meaningful learning experience beside, the automated assessment (Duderstadt,
2012)
They are more reliable as they are developed by eminent professors, educators
and subject specialists.

MOOC Platforms - Indian Scenario
In India government has taken many initiatives to introduce e-information services

like National Knowledge Network (NKN) which a state of the art multi-gigabit pan-India
network for providing a high speed network, a back home for all knowledge related
institutions in the country. Initially, the objectives were to provide open resources in
terms of repositories and depositories, which were made accessible to the public.
Some of the efforts in the direction started as National Digital Repository of IGNOU,
Sakshat providing e-content, Shishya for 11th and 12th standards by CBSE board.  The
idea behind these projects was to make education reachable to many learners. Some
of the names that fall in the path are Education and Research Network (ERNET)
connecting various education institutions by providing network connectivity.  Education
Satellite (EDUSAT) a satellite launched for education in India.  Consortium for
Educational Communication (CEC), use the power of television to act as means of
educational knowledge dissemination, Information and Library Network Centre
(INFLIBNET) autonomous Inter-University Centre for connecting university libraries,
also it has started several other programs. These all are the initiatives towards open
education and education with Information technology still MOOC was out of their reach. 

There are various notable institutions, both non-profit and commercial, that offer the
courses in India with the help of MOOC providers. Few are mentioned below;

NPTEL : National Programme on Technology Enhanced Learning. It is a project
funded by MHRD, initiated in 2003.
MooKIT : MooKIT is a lightweight MOOC management system built entirely using
open-source technologies by Indian Institute of Kanpur (IITK), in 2004.
IIT Bombay X:  IIT Bombay X is a non-profit MOOC platform developed by IIT
Bombay using the open-source Platrform Open edX, in 2014.
SWAYAM: SWAYAM  stands for 'Study Webs of Active Learning for Young
Aspiring Minds' launched by the Ministry of Human  Resource Development
(MHRD).

Some Indian MOOC Platforms and Providers
Initiative Year of Institution behind Website link

Launch platform
NPTEL 2003 IIT Madras nptel.ac.in/
mooKIT 2012 IIT Kanpur www.mookit.co/
IITBX 2014 IIT Bombay iitbombayx.in/
SWAYAM 2016 MHRD and Microsoft swayam.gov.in

Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC's) are witnessing a huge demand among the
students, with majority of Indian students enrolling into foreign universities. MOOC can
provide the Indian students an edge required to compete in the global market. It can be
a highly fruitful arrangement for the learner, university and industry, which can
contribute in transforming the face of the youth of our nation.  This is not an end but
just beginning of the discussion for the prospects of MOOC in India.
(The author is associated with National Documentation Centre, National Institute
of Health & Family Welfare, New Delhi, Email: ghalkar@gmail.com)

Views expressed are personal.
(Image Courtesy : Google)
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JOURNEY OF BANKING IN INDIA
Vijay Prakash Srivastava

Today  having a bank branch
around is an obvious thing

for most of us. Whether we live
in a city or a village, we can find
a bank branch nearby .Now
banking services are available at
an affordable cost to everyone.
But this was not the case till a
few decades ago. In our country
lot many changes have taken
place since we got
independence on 15 August
1947.Some changes have been
big and some small. Banking is
one area which had undergone
maximum changes both in terms
of reach and the services
offered.

19th July this year marked the
completion of 50 years of bank
nationalization. This day in 1969,
14 big banks of the country
having  deposits over Rs 50
crore were nationalised by the
government to serve better the
needs of  development of the
economy in conformity with the
national policy objectives. On
15th April 1980 , six more private
banks were nationalized.

Banking has an interesting
history in India. The Bank of
Hindostan  was the first bank in
the country, established in the
year 1770. After that the General
Bank of India was set up in the
year 1786 but it failed after 5
years. The East India Company
established Bank of Bengal,
Bank of Bombay and Bank of
Madras between 1806 and 1843
which used to be called
Presidency banks. In 1920 all
these three banks were
consolidated into Imperial Bank
of India. Allahabad Bank was the
first bank to be established by
Indian nationals followed by
Punjab National Bank. Both
these banks were established
respectively in 1865 and 1894.
Five more banks viz. Bank of
India, Bank of Baroda, Canara
Bank, Indian Bank and Bank of
Mysore  were established
between 1906 and 1913. In
order to organize banking
function and activities
government introduced  Banking
Companies Act in 1949 which
was later converted to Banking
Regulation Act. In 1955
government took the ownership
of Imperial Bank of India asking it
to offer extensive banking
services all over the country. 

Bank Nationalization: The
first 14 banks to be nationalised
included Central Bank of India,
Punjab National Bank, Bank of
India, Indian Bank, Dena Bank,
United Commercial Bank, United
Bank of India, Canara Bank,
Allahabad Bank, Bank of
Maharashtra, Corporation Bank,
Indian Overseas Bank and
Union Bank of India.

In the second phase Andhra
Bank, Punjab & Sind Bank,
Corporation Bank, New Bank of
India, Oriental Bank of
Commerce and Vijaya Bank
were nationalised. 

In 1993 New Bank of India

merged with Punjab National
Bank.

All the big private banks were
held by one industrial house or
the other. As a result wealth and
economic power of these banks
were exercised by a few and the
larger population was be reft
from the advantages of banking
system. It  was also observed
that growth of Indian commercial
banking was extremely slow and
restrictive. A common man
hardly had anything to do with
these banks. The lending policy
of the banks was discriminatory.
Mostly loans given by them were
to large and medium sized
industries and already
established business firms.
There was not enough control  to
ensure end use of loans and it
was not unusual to find banks'
money being used for anti-social
purposes like hoarding, black
marketing and speculation etc.
All in all the banking system in
the country was not in good
shape and needed radical
changes. In 1967 the idea of
social control of banks was
floated. Social control of banks
was proposed to be the middle
path between complete
ownership of government and
status quo. it meant  greater
participant of banks  in the
economy through state
intervention. It was felt that
banking can play a crucial role in
social and economic
development of the country, all it
needs  suitable policies and their
effective implementation.

It was expected that with
nationalization it would be able
to increase revenue as the profit
earned by banks will come to the
government. Government
ownership also intended to
provide security to depositor's
money in banks. Adequate credit
flow to farming and small scale
industries to ensure
development at grassroot level
was expected.

Prior to bank nationalization
commercial banks used to make
indiscriminate lending. After
nationalization in 1980, the
banks were asked that a
significant portion of bank loan is
allocated to priority sector which
includes agriculture, small scale
industries, low cost housing etc.
With passage of time the scope
of priority sector was enlarged to
include more activities. 

Post nationalization maximum
number of bank branches were
opened at rural and semi urban
centres which hitherto were
devoid of formal banking set up.
Such massive branch expansion
has no parallels  anywhere in the
world. 

Scheduled commercial banks
in India developed banking
habits in Common Indian
citizens, encouraged them to put
their savings in banks and
offered them need based finance
at reasonable rates. Poor and
excluded population of the

country found out that they can
also approach banks.

Various government schemes
were launched through these
banks. Prominent among these
schemes were Integrated Rural
Development Programme
(IRDP), Self -employment
Scheme for Urban
Poor(SEPUP), Self -employment
Scheme for Educated
Unemployed Youth (SEEUY),
Differential Rate of Interest (DRI)
etc. We're talking of early
schemes. Of late many more
schemes have been added
which include Sukanya
Samriddhi Yojana, Mudra Yojana
etc. 

Regional Rural Banks:
Considering that more than two
third of Indian population lived in
villages, government of the
country felt that another layer of
banks to cater specifically to
rural areas was needed. Thus
came the idea of Regional Rural
Banks or  Gramin Banks. An
ordinance was promulgated on
26 September 1975 later to be
replaced with Regional Rural
Bank Act 1976 with an objective
to ensure sufficient institutional
credit for agriculture and other
rural sectors. RRBs were
established mainly to meet the
credit requirements of small and
marginal farmers, landless
labourers, artisans etc. These
were envisaged to be low cost
financial intermediaries. RRBs
were expected to carry local feel
and familiarity with expertise of
nationalised commercial banks.
The first RRB, Prathma Bank
came into existence on 2nd
October 1975, birth anniversary
of Mahatma Gandhi. Sponsor
bank, central government and
state governments are the
stakeholders in  a RRB. After
restructurings there are now
about 56 RRBs in the country.

Banking reforms: With a view
to make Indian banking
competitive and in tune with
globally accepted practices,
various reform measures were
initiated. Initial reforms were
related to administered structure
of interest rates, reserve
requirements and credit
allocation to certain sectors.
Except for certain specific
classes, interest rates in the
banking sector have been
largely deregulated. To enhance
efficiency and productivity of
government banks they were
exposed to private banks.
Guidelines were issued  for entry
of new private banks and  foreign
banks were allowed more liberal
entry. After 1993, many new
private banks were set up.
Foreign direct investment in
private banking space was
permitted up to 74 percent
subject to conformity with other
guidelines.  

A number of measures were
taken to enhance the
transparency in banking system
and strengthening regulatory
standards. Disclosure norms

were tightened too. Bank
licencing policy was rationalised
with enhanced freedom to
individual banks in opening,
closing and merging their
branches. 

On all important issues
working groups were formed
headed by eminent people. For
example Committee on Financial
Systems was headed by Shri M
Narsimham, High Level
Committee on Balance of
Payments was chaired by Dr. C
Rangrajan. 

India has been associated with
Basel Committee on Banking
Supervision. With
implementation of Basel II
norms, commercial banks in  our
country have adopted globally
accepted standardized approach
for credit risk and basic indicator
approach for operational risk.
Now Reserve Bank of India
wants Indian Banks to ensure
implementation of Basel III
norms by March 2020.

The above reforms have wide
positive impact on the Indian
banking sector. The present
capital adequacy of Indian banks
is comparable to  those at
international level. Profitability of
banks and return of assets
improved. By optimising
manpower costs banks could
achieve per employee higher
productivity.

Technology in banks: The
biggest transition Indian banking
sector has been is the advent of
technology. Moving from
Advanced Electronic Ledger
posting machines, banks could
successfully adopt Core banking
Solution which made anytime,
anywhere banking possible.
Most of the banking operations
are now computerised with real
time output generation. The first
automated teller machine
(ATMs) in the country was
installed in the country in 1987.
Now ATMs can be found all
across the country and people
have got so used to it. Passbook
printing machines, cash deposit
machines, note sorting
machines are being widely used.
National Payments Corporation
of India (NPCI) has made
significant contribution in
establishing robust payment and
settlement system in the country.
National Electronic Funds
Transfer (NEFT) and Real Time
Gross Settlement (RTGS) have
simplified money transfer with
reduction in paperwork.

Card culture in the country has
got a boost with more and more
people making payment through
debit and credit cards. Mobile
wallets have come as a big
revolution with most banks
having come out with their own
wallets. Mobile phones have
transformed into banking
devices on which fund transfer,
balance enquiry and transaction
alerts have been facilitated.
Internet banking  has become
equally popular. All these
technological developments

have reduced the need to
personally visit bank branches.
More and more people are
performing their banking
operations on move.

The present decade is going to
prove more revolutionary as far
adoption of new technology is
concerned. Blockchain, artificial
intelligence and chatbots have
been making their way in banks
and soon it will not be unusual to
find a robot answering your
banking queries. 

Contribution of Banking
Sector: Today Indian economy
is among the fastest growing
economies in the world.
Infrastructure is in a much better
shape and consumer spending
is on rise. In all these banking
sector has made a significant
contribution. Financial inclusion
was a big challenge for a country
of India's size, we've done well in
this. Banks' financing to
agriculture, micro, small and
medium enterprises (MSMEs),
and students (loan for higher
education) have improved the
country's social and economic
lot. Payment banks and Small
Finance Banks have added
reach of banking. India Post
Payments Bank is an unique
experiment of its kind.

Present state of banking: A
massive clean- up exercise was
launched to strengthen the
balance sheets of banks. With
intensive efforts banks have
been able to recover a large
proportion of their non-
performing assets. Restrictive
measures like prompt corrective
action are now being eased and
government has done its best in
recapitalising the banks to keep
them in healthy shape. Even in
the latest budget presented on
5th July 2019, a provision of Rs.
70,000 crore has been made to
improve capital flow in
government banks.

Challenges before banks:
Banks are yet to recover some of
their bad loans and have to
reorient their efforts in this
direction and ensuring that they
continue to finance viable and
genuine proposals. Equipping
their manpower to meet
emerging challenges has to be
another area of attention. They
have to create a balance in
social obligation and financial
prudence and learn from their
past experiences. Already a new
wave of merger between Public
Sector Banks have been started
with merger of Dena Bank and
Vijaya Bank in Bank of Baroda.
Few more mergers may be in
offing. How to emerge stronger
after merger is another
challenge affected banks have to
face.
(The author is associated
with the banking sector and is
based in Mumbai Email:
v2j25@yahoo.in)

Views expressed are personal.
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awarding authority directly.
Inmates lodged in Prisons in the
country are exempted from
payment of programme fee,
including registration fee. The
under-trial/ short term prisoners
are also eligible for the same
benefit of FREESHIP as is
extended to other prisoners with
the condition that when they go
out of jail, they will be treated as
normal students and shall pay
subsequent fees wherever
applicable (examination fee, re-
registration fee, pro-rata fee for
readmission, registration fee for
convocation etc.).

IGNOU has produced self-
instructional learning materials
of high quality in English and
Hindi medium at undergraduate
and postgraduate levels. The
University has a provision to
provide soft copy of the self-
learning material in place of
printed material. A learner opting
for the soft copy will be given a
discount of 15% in the
Programme Fee. The Option to
this effect has to be indicated by
the learners while filling in the
Online Admission Form. Such
learners will not be given printed
self-learning material. The
University is aware of its
responsibility to play the role of a
National Resource Centre for
Education and Research. In fact,
it has developed and offered the
largest repository of online self-
learning course materials
through e-GyanKosh platform. 

One of the most important
aspect of studying with IGNOU
is that the learner are facilitated
for change of their regional
centre/ study centre to any
recognized IGNOU regional
centre/ study centre free of cost,
if they wish so or in case they get
transferred to other place within
India. They may also select any

IGNOU Exam Centre in India for
appearing in Term End
Examinations.

IGNOU at present is offering a
number of bachelor and master
degree programme along with
certificate, advanced certificate,
diploma and advance diplomas.
The complete list can be
assessed by a learner in IGNOU
common prospectus. In tune
with the fundamental ideals of
the University to reach the
unreached and provide flexibility,
innovation, inclusiveness,
regular up-gradation of
knowledge and quality
assurance, IGNOU has
introduced choice based credit
system (CBCS) bachelor degree
programmes from July 2019
session. These programmes are
on offer only once in a year i.e.,
in July Session only.
Important Points to remember
for IGNOU Admissions 2019

Students who are already
enrolled in a programme of one
year or longer duration may also
simultaneously register
themselves for any Certificate/
Diploma programme of Six
months duration. However, if
there is any clash of dates of
counselling or examination
schedule between the two
programmes taken by the
student, University will not be in
a position to make adjustment.
Simultaneously pursuing of two
academic programmes at
degree level, either from the
same University, or one from the
Open University (under ODL
mode) and the other from
Conventional University (regular
or face-to- face mode) is not
permitted, as of now.

Selection of Programme:
Learners are advised to

download IGNOU Common
Prospectus for July-2019 from
ignou website www.ignou.ac.in.
The various programme offered

by IGNOU are enlisted in the
prospectus along with general
guidelines and programme
specific details. 

Selection of Study Centre:
Learners may choose any

study centre from the available
list of the study centre activated
for that programme. The
learners are required to attend
their theory counseling sessions
as well as practical sessions at
their study centre allotted to
them. They also have to submit
their assignments at their centre.

Online Registration:
The Admission Forms can be

submitted online (except for
International Students) through
Online Admission System at
http://onlineadmission.ignou.ac.in.
Currently, the facility is available
for the programmes offered
through Common Prospectus
except merit-based and
entrance test based
programmes. The prospective
learners are required to create
their user ID and password for
logging in the system and upload
the required documents along
with the submission of the
Admission Form. There is no
need to send the printed copy of
the Admission Form to the
Regional Centre. 
Fee payment:

The programme fee can be
paid online using payment
Gateway through net banking,
debit card and credit card. An
amount of Rs.200/- is charged
as registration fee along with the
programme fee. Once the
admission form is submitted
online, the students can track the
progress of their admission. 
Documents-scruitinization
and approval of admission:

Once the admission form is
received by the centralized
admission team, it is thoroughly
scruitinized as per the
programme eligibility criteria. In

case of any discrepancy in the
Admission Form, the prospective
students are advised to remove
the discrepancy within a
stipulated time. Failing to do so
will lead to rejection of admission
form. 

A message is sent on the
mobile number and email ID
registered with the System once
admission is confirmed. After
confirmation the learners may
download their IGNOU Identity
card online. 

The last date for admission for
IGNOU programmes except
certificate programmes is 31st
July 2019, however for
certificate programmes the last
date is 15th July 2019. For any
query the learners may contact
the nearest IGNOU Study
centre, Regional Centre or
Student Registration Division,
IGNOU, Maidan Garhi, New
Delhi. IGNOU Degrees/
Diplomas/ Certificates are
recognized by all member
universities of the Association of
Indian Universities (AIU) and are
at par with Degrees/Diplomas/
Certificates of all Indian
Universities/Institutions, as per
UGC Circular letter No. F.1-
52/2000 (CPP-II) dated 5th May,
2004, AIU Circular
No .EV/11 (449 /94 /176915-
177115 dated January 14, 1994,
AICTE Circular No. AICTE/
Academic/ MOU-DEC/ 2005
dated May 13, 2005 and
UGC/DEB/2013 dated
14.10.2013.
(The authors are Assistant
Regional Director and
Regional Director respectively
with IGNOU Regional Centre,
Delhi-I)
E-mail: vsinghal@ignou.ac.in

Views expressed are personal.
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Government of India

Ministry of
Chemicals &

Fertilizers
Department of Chemicals and

Petrochemicals

ENGAGEMENT OF YOUNG
PROFESSIONAL

Department of Chemicals &
Petrochemicals requires
services of YOUNG PROFE-
SSIONAL at a consolidated fee
of Rs. 40,000/- per month. The
job description, educational
qualification, experience and
detailed terms of reference may
be seen on the website
www.chemicals.nic.in. Candi-
date should be below 32 years
of age on 1st July of the year of
the advertisement. The engage-
ment shall be initially for a
period of six month or whenever
regular incumbents become
available, whichever is earlier.
2. Interested candidates may
send their CV in the prescribed
format within 21 days from
publication of this vacancy in the
Employment News at the
following address.

Satender Prasad
Under Secretary

Department of Chemicals &
Petrochemicals

Room No. 434, 'C' Wing 
4th Floor

Shastri Bhawan, Dr. R.P.
Road, New Delhi - 110001
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National
The Supreme Court has
directed Karnataka Assem-
bly Speaker KR Ramesh
Kumar to maintain status
quo as on 12th of this
month with regard to resig-
nation and disqualification
of 10 rebel MLAs.  The Apex
court had asked whether
the Speaker had the power
to challenge its order, while
hearing a plea moved by the Speaker against the top court order asking him to
take a decision on the resignation of 10 rebel MLAs on 11th July. A bench headed
by Chief Justice Ranjan Gogoi concluded the hearing on a bunch of pleas moved
by the speaker and the rebel Congress and JD(S) MLAs. The MLAs told the
bench that the speaker had not taken any decision on their decision to step down,
adding that he had no immunity with regard to the acceptance of the resignations.
However, the counsel appearing for the Karnataka Assembly speaker said he was
constitutionally obligated to decide on a plea for disqualification of the rebel MLAs.
Union Minister Narendra Singh Tomar said that Speaker of Karnataka Assembly
should play an unbiased role in the ongoing political crisis in Karnataka.
The Supreme Court on 12th of this month sought the Maharashtra government's
response on pleas challenging a Bombay High Court order that upheld the grant
of reservations to the Maratha community in education and jobs. A bench headed
by Chief Justice Ranjan Gogoi did not stay the Bombay High Court order uphold-
ing the constitutional validity of the Maratha quota law, but made it clear that the
aspect allowing the reservation for Marathas with a retrospective effect from 2014
would not be made operational. The bench was hearing two appeals, including
one filed by J Laxman Rao Patil challenging the high court order that upheld the
constitutional validity of the quota for the Maratha community in education and
government jobs in Maharashtra. 
The Supreme Court on the 11th July sought a fresh status report on the ongoing
mediation proceedings in the Ram Janmabhoomi-Babri Masjid Ayodhya land
dispute case within a week. The court made it clear that if the vexatious issue was
not resolved amicably, it would hear the matter on a day-to-day basis from 25th
of this month. A five-judge constitution bench, headed by Chief Justice of India,
Ranjan Gogoi, requested former apex court judgeJustice  F M I Kalifulla, Chair-
person of the three-member mediation panel, to submit the report by 18th of this
month.
The Enforcement Directorate, ED has provisionally attached properties of Mehul
Choksi worth over 24 crore rupees in Punjab National Bank Fraud Case.These
include three commercial properties in Dubai, valuables, one Mercedes carand
Fixed Deposit Account. In a statement, the ED said, it had initiated investigation
in money laundering case against Mehul Choksi and others in February last year
under Prevention of Money Laundering on the basis of FIR registered by CBI.
Choksiand others have committed the offence of cheating the Punjab National
Bank inconnivance with certain bank officials. Out of total proceeds of crime worth
over six thousand 97 crore rupees,the ED has attached and seized properties
worth two thousand 534 crore rupees.
The Central Bureau of Investigation,CBI conducted searches at five locations in
Mumbai and Delhi at the residence of noted lawyer Indira Jaising and offices of
Lawyers Collective, a Non-Governmental Organization run by her husband Anand
Grover. The agency said, certain incriminating documents have been recovered
during these searches. Grover was booked by the agency for alleged Foreign
Contribution (Regulation) Act (FCRA) violations in receiving foreign aid. 
India has said, that it has the capability of taking care of its territorial integrity and
sovereignty and there is no need to take seriously the threats on Kashmir by Al
Qaeda chief Ayman al-Zawahiri. External Affairs Ministry spokesperson Raveesh
Kumar said, Al Qaeda is a UN-prescribed terror organisation and their leader is
UN-designated terrorist. He said, India's security forces are capable and
equipped therefore there is no need to give importance to such threats.

International
Batting for strong Indo-US ties, senior adviser to US President, Jared Kushner
has said there are very few countries like India that posses the potential for
growth and the administration was very focussed on further cementing the bilat-
eral strategic ties. He was addressing the Second Leadership Summit of the US-
India Strategic and Partnership Forum in Washington.  Listing out the various
steps being taken by President Trump to make America more competitive global-
ly, Kushner said, India is a fast-growing economy having an amazingly, educated
population and a lot of people share similar values with US.

US India Strategic and Partnership Forum
has said, the bilateral trade between the
two countries could reach 238 billion
Dollars by 2025 from the current 143
billion Dollars given the present dynamics
of the commercial engagement. In a
report released on the occasion of its
second annual leadership summit, the
US-based group USISPF said, this
growth will occur if trade grows by 7.5 per
cent each year, as has been the trend for the last seven years. 
A UAE court sentenced seven years in jail to the bus driver who caused the
deaths of 17 people including 12 Indians in a road crash.  The driver was also
ordered to pay 3.4 million dirhams in compensation for the families of the victims.
The tragedy took place last month when the passengers were returning to the
UAE from the Omani capital of Muscat.

Business
Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman has
said that government's target to make
India a five trillion dollar economy by 2024-
2025 is based on a proper plan. Replying
to the Budget discussion in the Rajya
Sabha, Ms. Sitharaman listed out several
measures proposed in the Union Budget in
this direction. She said the big picture pre-
sented in this Budget is backed with a plan
to increase investment without compromis-
ing on the fiscal consolidation roadmap.
She said the Budget shows government's
commitment to boost investment in agricul-
ture, social and health sectors. The Minister highlighted several measures taken
by the Centre for the welfare of the farmers saying steps of the NDA government
for agriculture is focused not just on a single scheme, but on the recovery of the
sector as a whole. Rejecting opposition criticism with regard to government esti-
mates of different sectors, the minister asserted that every  projection mentioned
in the budget is realistic. She also said there is no cut in fund allocations for
SCs/STs, Women, MGNAREGA and Housing but even they have been increased.
The Finance Minister said the inflation has been kept under check and NPAs
issue is being comprehensively dealt with.
Eighty-two new medical colleges are to be established under the central spon-
sored schemes in two-phases. Replying to supplementaries in Lok Sabha, Minis-
ter of Health and Family Welfare Dr. Harsh Vardhan said under the Phase-1 of the
scheme, 58 districts in 20 states and UTs have been identified and approved by
the Central government.  Dr Harsh Vardhan also informed the House that around
four thousand 800 seats of MBBS seats are reserved for economically weaker
and backward section candidates in various medical colleges who cleared NEET
examination this year.
Road Transport and Highways Minister Nitin Gadkari has said that the govern-
ment has prepared a 14 thousand  crore rupees project to identify accident black
spots and plug gaps on National Highways to reduce casualties. In reply to a
question in the Lok Sabha, Mr Gadkari said, the Finance Ministry has given its in-
principle approval to the project.

Sports
A total number of 2437 sporting talents
have been identified for support under the
Khelo India Scheme. Sports Minister
Kiren Rijiju informed this in a written reply
in the Lok Sabha. Under the scheme, the
government provides financial assistance
of about five lakh rupees per annum for a
period of eight years. 
In Weightlifting, Youth Olympics gold
medalist Jeremy Lalrinnunga smashed
three records in a power-packed perform-
ance but failed to register a clean and
jerk lift on day three at the Common-
wealth Championships in Apia, Samoa.
In a remarkable performance, the 16-
year-old Jeremy, in the 67 kg category,
obliterated the Youth World, Asian and
Commonwealth records in the snatch category with a lift of 136 kgs.  Other Indian
lifters continued impressive show by winning four golds, two silvers and a bronze.
Achinta Sheuli lifted a total of 305 kgs to win the senior and junior men's 73kg
gold.  In the women's 76kg category, Manpreet Kaur lifted 207 kg to clinch the
yellow metal. (Images Courtesy : Google)
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